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Abstract
Experiments were conducted in a large wave flume where the interaction between
water waves and a movable sand bed were investigated. Monochromatic and poly-
chromatic waves of specified amplitudes and period were generated under cases of
weak (R=0.2) and/or strong (R=0.9) reflections. Experiments included one of two
mean grain sand sizes (0.2mm and 0.1mm) to examine the effects of different sedi-
ment transport modes (bed load and suspended load), on the over all evolution of the
sand bed. Throughout the experiments, conductivity probes measured the surface
wave envelope, charged-coupled device (CCD) cameras recorded small scale (ripple)
formations and migrations, while a digital camera was employed to capture large
scale variations (bars) and ripples over the entire sand bed. A final experiment was
conducted using a mixture of the two uniform grain size to observe sediment sorting
within the sand bed. Numerous sieve analysis and measurements of the active sort-
ing sand depth were performed on sediment samples from various positions along the
flume to quantitatively study the phenomena of sediment sorting.
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Title: Donald and Martha Harleman Professor
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4-95 Wave/bar records for experiment 5_27 having high reflection (R about 0.1)
and mean sand diameter of 0.124mm. Top plot: 5-27 wave record at time=95.3917hrs
from start of experiment. (1, 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmonics.)
Bottom plot: bar record at time=95.8167hrs from start of experiment. Black
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from start of experiment. (1I", 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmonics.)
Bottom plot: bar record at time=13.3167hrs from start of experiment. Black
line represents seabed elevation; while red line depicts bar elevation(i.e bars
only). Bar identifiers are located at the trough of each bar. Caml and Cam2
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from start of experiment. (1"s, 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmonics)
Bottom plot: bar record at time=37.45hrs from start of experiment. Black
line represents seabed elevation; while red line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars
only). Bar identifiers are located at the trough of each bar. Cami and cam2
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4-101Wave/bar records for experiment 5.19 having high reflection (R about 0.9)
and mean sand diameter of 0.124mm. Top plot: 5.19 wave record at time=49.1917hrs
from start of experiment. (lt, 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmonics.)
Bottom plot: bar record at time=49.6917hrs from start of experiment. Black
line represents seabed elevation; while red line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars
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and mean sand diameter of 0.124mm. Top plot: 5-19 wave record at time=60.7583hrs
from start of experiment. (Ist, 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmonics.)
Bottom plot: bar record at time=61.2833hrs from start of experiment. Black
line represents seabed elevation, while red line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars
only). Bar identifiers are located at the trough of each bar. Caml and cam2
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and mean sand diameter of 0.124mm. Top plot: 5-19 rave record at time=72.8667hrs
from start of experiment. (lt, 2 ,d, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmonics.)
Bottom plot: bar record at time=73.3917hrs from start of experiment. Black
line represents seabed elevation; while red line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars
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from start of experiment. (ISt, 2 ,d, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmonics.)
Bottom plot: bar record at time= 84.9917hrs from start of experiment. Black
line represents seabed elevation; while red line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars
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4-105Wave/bar records for experiment 5_19 having high reflection (R about 0.9)
and mean sand diameter of 0.124mm. Top plot: 5_19 wave record at time=97.6333hrs
from start of experiment. (Ist, 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmonics.)
Bottom plot: bar record at time=98.033hrs from start of experiment. Black
line represents seabed elevation; while red line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars
only). Bar identifiers are located at the trough of each bar. Caml and cam2
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from start of experiment. (Ist, 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmonics.)
Bottom plot: Bar record at time=2.8hrs from start of experiment. Black
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4-119Top plot: Mixed sediment experiment, 6_03, wave record at time=60.6hrs
from start of experiment. (1st, 2 ,d, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmonics.)
Bottom plot: Bar record at time=61.1833hrs from start of experiment. Black
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Bottom plot: Bar record at time=96.425hrs from start of experiment. Black
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from start of experiment. (1't, 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmon-
ics.) Bottom plot: Bar record at time=121.0167hrs from start of experiment.
Black line represents seabed elevation; while red line depicts bar elevation (i.e
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from start of experiment. (Ist, 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmon-
ics.) Bottom plot: Bar record at time=145.1917hrs from start of experiment.
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from start of experiment. (1st, 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmonics.)
Bottom plot: Bar record at time=165.45hrs from start of experiment. Black
line represents seabed elevation; while red line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars
only). Bar identification numbers are located at each bar crest. . . . . . . 303
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quent harmonics versus distance. Locations near node and antinode denoted
with N and A, respectively. Bottom: ripple trajectories between x=520 to
660cm over time. Ripple trajectories are identified by numbers at the end of
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A-33 Wave/ripple plot for Cameral in experiment 3_24 (A1=5.66cm, A2/A1=0.03,
R1=0.24, T=2.63sec, and d5 o=0.206mm). Top: wave envelope and subse-
quent harmonics versus distance. Locations near node and antinode denoted
with N and A, respectively. Bottom: ripple trajectories between x=670 to
820cm over time. Ripple trajectories are identified by numbers at the end of
each trace......... ...................................... 383
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ment 3_24 (A1=5.66cm, A2/A1=0.03, R1=0.24, T=2.63sec, and d5o=0.206mm)
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A-35 Ripple amplitude growth in experiment 3-24 (A1=5.66cm, A2/Al=0.03,
R1=0.24, T=2.63sec, and d5o=0.206mm). Top plot: Ripple amplitude growths
from Camera2, spanning x=520 to 660cm. Bottom plot: ripple amplitude
growths from Cameral, capturing x=670 to 820cm. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 385
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x=520 to 660cm. Bottom Plot: ripple front in Cameral which captures
x=670 to 820cm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 386
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(A1=5.66cm, A2/A1=0.03, R1=0.24, T=2.63sec, and d5o=0.206mm). Top
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profiles and denoted with ., *, and x symbols, respectively. Bottom plot:
ripple wavelength based on AA1, AA2, and AA3 profiles having the same
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(A1=5.66cm, A2/A1=0.03, R1=0.24, T=2.63sec, and d5o=0.206mm). Top
plot: shows profiles AA1, AA2 and AA3 which correspond to the transects
in Figure A-33. Middle plot: ripple amplitude based on AA1, AA2, and AA3
profiles and denoted with ., *, and x symbols, respectively. Bottom plot:
ripple wavelength based on AA1, AA2, and AA3 profiles having the same
markers as stated above. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 388
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A-39 Experiment 4_07 (Al=4.72cm, A2/A1=0.02, R1=0.12, T=2.00sec, and d5o=0.206mm)
wave records 0.408hrs (runi) through 12.258hrs (run2). 1 st, 2 nd, 3 rd denote
respective wave harmonics. The position of CCD camera is marked by caml
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A-40 Wave/ripple plot for Cameral in experiment 4_07 (A1=4.72cm, A2/A1=0.02,
R1=0.12, T=2.00sec, and d5 o=0.206mm). Top: wave envelope and subse-
quent harmonics versus distance. Locations near node and antinode denoted
with N and A, respectively. Bottom: ripple trajectories between x=670 to
820cm over time. Ripple trajectories are identified by numbers at the end of
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A-43 Sample transects of Cameral data (x=670 to 820cm) for experiment 4_07
(A1=4.72cm, A2/A1=0.02, R1=0.12, T=2.00sec, and d5o=0.206mm). Top
plot: shows profiles AA1, AA2 and AA3 which correspond to the transects
in Figure A-40. Middle plot: ripple amplitude based on AA1, AA2, and AA3
profiles and denoted with ., *, and x symbols, respectively. Bottom plot:
ripple wavelength based on AA1, AA2, and AA3 profiles having the same
markers as stated above. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 393
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wave records 0.592hrs (runi) through 11.542hrs (run2). 1 st, 2 nd, 3 rd denote
respective wave harmonics. The position of CCD cameras are marked by
cam l/cam 2 text. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 394
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A-45 Wave/ripple plot for Cameral in experiment 5_08 (Al=7.00cm, A2/A1=0.02,
R1=0.23, T=2.50sec, and d5 o=0.206mm). Top: wave envelope and subse-
quent harmonics versus distance. Locations near node and antinode denoted
with N and A, respectively. Bottom: ripple trajectories between x=460 to
600cm over time. Ripple trajectories are identified by numbers at the end of
each trace......... ...................................... 395
A-46 Wave/ripple plot for Camera2 in experiment 5_08 (A1=7.00cm, A2/A1=0.02,
R1=0.23, T=2.50sec, and d5 0=0.206mm). Top: wave envelope and subse-
quent harmonics versus distance. Locations near node and antinode denoted
with N and A, respectively. Bottom: ripple trajectories between x=600 to
730cm over time. Ripple trajectories are identified by numbers at the end of
each trace........ ................ ...................... 396
A-47 Ripple velocity variation under half of a 5.67 meter water wavelength in ex-
periment 5-08 (A1=7.00cm, A2/A1=0.02, R1=0.23, T=2.50sec, and d5o=0.206mm)
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A-48 Ripple amplitude growth in experiment 5_08 (A1=7.00cm, A2/A1=0.02,
R1=0.23, T=2.50sec, and d5o=0.206mm). Top plot: Ripple amplitude growths
from Cameral, spanning x=460 to 600cm. Bottom plot: ripple amplitude
growths from Camera2, capturing x=600 to 730cm. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 398
A-49 Sample transects of Cameral data (x=460 to 600cm) for experiment 5.08
(A1=7.00cm, A2/A1=0.02, R1=0.23, T=2.50sec, and d5o=0.206mm). Top
plot: shows profiles AA1, AA2 and AA3 which correspond to the transects
in Figure A-45. Middle plot: ripple amplitude based on AA1, AA2, and AA3
profiles and denoted with ., *, and x symbols, respectively. Bottom plot:
ripple wavelength based on AA1, AA2, and AA3 profiles having the same
markers as stated above. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 399
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A-50 Sample transects of Camera2 data (x=600 to 730cm) for experiment 5.08
(A1=7.00cm, A2/A1=0.02, R1=0.23, T=2.50sec, and d5 o=0.206mm). Top
plot: shows profiles AA1, AA2 and AA3 which correspond to the transects
in Figure A-46. Middle plot: ripple amplitude based on AA1, AA2, and AA3
profiles and denoted with ., *, and x symbols, respectively. Bottom plot:
ripple wavelength based on AA1, AA2, and AA3 profiles having the same
markers as stated above. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 400
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respective wave harmonics. The position of CCD cameras are marked by
cam l/cam 2 text. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 401
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R1=0.24, T=2.50sec, and d5 0 =0.206mm). Top: wave envelope and subse-
quent harmonics versus distance. Locations near node and antinode denoted
with N and A, respectively. Bottom: ripple trajectories between x=460 to
600cm over time. Ripple trajectories are identified by numbers at the end of
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A-53 Wave/ripple plot for Camera2 in experiment 5_13 (A1=4.53cm, A2/A1=0.64,
R1=0.24, T=2.50sec, and d5 0=0.206mm). Top: wave envelope and subse-
quent harmonics versus distance. Locations near node and antinode denoted
with N and A, respectively. Bottom: ripple trajectories between x=600 to
720cm over time. Ripple trajectories are identified by numbers at the end of
each trace.............................................. 403
A-54 Ripple velocity variation under half of a 5.67 meter water wavelength in ex-
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A-55 Ripple amplitude growth in experiment 513 (A1=4.53cm, A2/A1=0.64,
R1=0.24, T=2.50sec, and d50=0.206mm). Top plot: Ripple amplitude growths
from Cameral, spanning x=460 to 600cm. Bottom plot: ripple amplitude
growths from Camera2, capturing x=600 to 720cm. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 405
A-56 Ripple front envelopes for experiment 5_13 (A1=4.53cm, A2/A1=0.64, R1=0.24,
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A-57 Sample transects of Cameral data (x=460 to 600cm) for experiment 5-13
(A1=4.53cm, A2/A1=0.64, R1=0.24, T=2.50sec, and d5o=0.206mm). Top
plot: shows profiles AA1, AA2 and AA3 which correspond to the transects
in Figure A-52. Middle plot: ripple amplitude based on AA1, AA2, and AA3
profiles and denoted with ., *, and x symbols, respectively. Bottom plot:
ripple wavelength based on AA1, AA2, and AA3 profiles having the same
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(A1=4.53cm, A2/A1=0.64, R1=0.24, T=2.50sec, and d5o=0.206mm). Top
plot: shows profiles AA1, AA2 and AA3 which correspond to the transects
in Figure A-53. Middle plot: ripple amplitude based on AA1, AA2, and AA3
profiles and denoted with ., *, and x symbols, respectively. Bottom plot:
ripple wavelength based on AA1, AA2, and AA3 profiles having the same
markers as stated above. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 408
A-59 Experiment 4_14 (A1=2.11cm, A2/A1=0.03, R1=0.94, T=2.20sec, and d50=0.206mm)
wave records 0.55hrs (runi) through 12.458hrs (run2). 1 st, 2 nd, 3 rd denote
respective wave harmonics. The position of CCD camera is marked by caml
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A-60 Wave/ripple plot for Cameral in experiment 4-14 (A1=2.11cm, A2/A1=0.03,
R1=0.94, T=2.20sec, and d5 o=0.206mm). Top: wave envelope and subse-
quent harmonics versus distance. Locations near node and antinode denoted
with N and A, respectively. Bottom: ripple trajectories between x=670 to
820cm over time. Ripple trajectories are identified by numbers at the end of
each trace.............................................. 410
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A-62 Ripple amplitude growth in experiment 4_14 (A1=2.11cm, A2/A1=0.03,
R1=0.94, T=2.20sec, and d5 o=0.206mm). Ripple amplitude growths from
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(A1=2.11cm, A2/A1=0.03, R1=0.94, T=2.20sec, and d5o=0.206mm). Top
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profiles and denoted with ., *, and x symbols, respectively. Bottom plot:
ripple wavelength based on AA1, AA2, and AA3 profiles having the same
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A-66 Wave/ripple plot for Cameral in experiment 4-16 (A1=3.26cm, A2/A1=0.04,
R1=0.88, T=2.20sec, and d50=0.206mm). Top: wave envelope and subse-
quent harmonics versus distance. Locations near node and antinode denoted
with N and A, respectively. Bottom: ripple trajectories between x=450 to
590cm over time. Ripple trajectories are identified by numbers at the end of
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R1=0.88, T=2.20sec, and d5 0=0.206mm). Top: wave envelope and subse-
quent harmonics versus distance. Locations near node and antinode denoted
with N and A, respectively. Bottom: ripple trajectories between x=600 to
740cm over time. Ripple trajectories are identified by numbers at the end of
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A-69 Ripple amplitude growth in experiment 4_16 (A1=3.26cm, A2/A1=0.04,
R1=0.88, T=2.20sec, and d5o=0.206mm). Top plot: Ripple amplitude growths
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profiles and denoted with ., *, and x symbols, respectively. Bottom plot:
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quent harmonics versus distance. Locations near node and antinode denoted
with N and A, respectively. Bottom: ripple trajectories between x=470 to
600cm over time. Ripple trajectories are identified by numbers at the end of
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markers as stated above. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 442
A-93 Experiment 5-27 (A1=6.47cm, A2/A1=0.02, R1=0.01, T=2.50sec, and d5o=0.124mm)
wave records 0.583hrs (runi) through 14.75hrs (run2). 1 st, 2 nd, 3 rd denote
respective wave harmonics. The position of CCD camera is marked by cami
text. ......... ........................................ 443
A-94 Wave/ripple plot for Cameral in experiment 5-27 (A1=6.47cm, A2/A1=0.02,
R1=0.01, T=2.50sec, and d5 o=0.124mm). Top: wave envelope and subse-
quent harmonics versus distance. Locations near node and antinode denoted
with N and A, respectively. Bottom: ripple trajectories between x=520 to
660cm over time. Ripple trajectories are identified by numbers at the end of
each trace.............................................. 444
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A-95 Ripple velocity variation under half of a 5.67 meter water wavelength in ex-
periment 5_27 (A1=6.47cm, A2/A1=0.02, R1=0.01, T=2.50sec, and d5o=0.124mm)
445
A-96 Ripple amplitude growth in experiment 5_27 (A1=6.47cm, A2/A1=0.02,
R1=0.01, T=2.50sec, and d 50=0.124mm). Ripple amplitude growths from
Cameral, capturing x=520 to 660cm. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 446
A-97 Sample transects of Cameral data (x=520 to 660cm) for experiment 5_27
(A1=6.47cm, A2/A1=0.02, R1=0.01, T=2.50sec, and d5 o=0.124mm). Top
plot: shows profiles AA1, AA2 and AA3 which correspond to the transects
in Figure A-94. Middle plot: ripple amplitude based on AA1, AA2, and AA3
profiles and denoted with ., *, and x symbols, respectively. Bottom plot:
ripple wavelength based on AA1, AA2, and AA3 profiles having the same
markers as stated above. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 447
A-98 Experiment 5-19 (A1=3.72cm, A2/A1=0.04, R1=0.9, T=2.50sec, and d50=0.124mm)
wave records 0.592hrs (runi) through 12.708hrs (run2). 1 st, 2 nd, 3 d denote
respective wave harmonics. The position of CCD cameras are marked by
cam l/cam 2 text. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 448
A-99 Wave/ripple plot for Cameral in experiment 5-19 (A1=3.72cm, A2/A1=0.04,
R1=0.9, T=2.50sec, and d50=0.124mm). Top: wave envelope and subsequent
harmonics versus distance. Locations near node and antinode denoted with
N and A, respectively. Bottom: ripple trajectories between x=460 to 580cm
over time. Ripple trajectories are identified by numbers at the end of each
trace. ......... ....................................... 449
A-lO1ave/ripple plot for Camera2 in experiment 5-19 (A1=3.72cm, A2/A1=0.04,
R1=0.9, T=2.50sec, and d5 o=0.124mm). Top: wave envelope and subsequent
harmonics versus distance. Locations near node and antinode denoted with
N and A, respectively. Bottom: ripple trajectories between x=580 to 720cm
over time. Ripple trajectories are identified by numbers at the end of each
trace. ......... ....................................... 450
A-0Ripple velocity variation under half of a 5.67 water wavelength in experiment
5_19 (A1=3.72cm, A2/A1=0.04, R1=0.9, T=2.50sec, and d5o=0.124mm) . 451
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A-10Ripple amplitude growth in experiment 5_19 (A1=3.72cm, A2/Al=0.04,
R1=0.9, T=2.50sec, and d5 o=0.124mm). Top plot: Ripple amplitude growths
from Cameral, spanning x=460 to 580cm. Bottom plot: ripple amplitude
growths from Camera2, capturing x=580 to 720cm. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 452
A-10Ripple front envelopes for experiment 5_19 (A1=3.72cm, A2/A1=0.04, R1=0.9,
T=2.50sec, and d5o=0.124mm). Top plot: ripple fronts in Cameral between
x=460 to 580cm. Bottom Plot: ripple front in Camera2 which captures
x=580 to 720cm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 453
A-10Sample transects of Cameral data (x=460 to 580cm) for experiment 5-19
(A1=3.72cm, A2/A1=0.04, R1=0.9, T=2.50sec, and d5 =0.124mm). Top
plot: shows profiles AA1, AA2 and AA3 which correspond to the transects
in Figure A-99. Middle plot: ripple amplitude based on AA1, AA2, and AA3
profiles and denoted with ., *, and x symbols, respectively. Bottom plot:
ripple wavelength based on AA1, AA2, and AA3 profiles having the same
markers as stated above. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 454
A-10Sample transects of Camera2 data (x=580 to 720cm) for experiment 5-19
(A1=3.72cm, A2/A1=0.04, R1=0.9, T=2.50sec, and d5o=0.124mm). Top
plot: shows profiles AA1, AA2 and AA3 which correspond to the transects
in Figure A-100. Middle plot: ripple amplitude based on AA1, AA2, and
AA3 profiles and denoted with ., *, and x symbols, respectively. Bottom
plot: ripple wavelength based on AA1, AA2, and AA3 profiles having the
same markers as stated above . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 455
A-10Experiment 5.23 (A1=3.72cm, A2/A1=0.04, R1=0.9, T=2.50sec, and d5 =0.124mm)
wave records 0.675hrs (runi) through 6.725hrs (run2). 1 st, 2 ,d, 3 d denote
respective wave harmonics. The position of CCD camera is marked by cam2
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A-107Wave/ripple plot for Camera2 in experiment 5_23 (A1=3.72cm, A2/A1=0.04,
R1=0.9, T=2.50sec, and d5 o=0.124mm). Top: wave envelope and subsequent
harmonics versus distance. Locations near node and antinode denoted with
N and A, respectively. Bottom: ripple trajectories between x=590 to 740cm
over time. Ripple trajectories are identified by numbers at the end of each
trace. ......... ....................................... 457
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A-108ipple velocity variation under one fourth of a 5.67 meter water wavelength in
experiment 5_23 (A1=3.72cm, A2/Al=0.04, R1=0.9, T=2.50sec, and d5 o=0.124mm)
458
A-10fRipple amplitude growth in experiment 5_23 (Al=3.72cm, A2/A1=0.04,
R1=0.9, T=2.50sec, and d5 o=0.124mm). Ripple amplitude growths from
Camera2, spanning x=590 to 740cm. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 459
A-11(Ripple front envelopes for experiment 5_23 (A1=3.72cm, A2/A1=0.04, R1=0.9,
T=2.50sec, and d5o=0.124mm). Ripple fronts in Camera2 between x=590 to
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A-lEample transects of Camera2 data (x=590 to 740cm) for experiment 5-23
(A1=3.72cm, A2/A1=0.04, R1=0.9, T=2.50sec, and d5 o=0.124mm). Top
plot: shows profiles AA1, AA2 and AA3 which correspond to the transects
in Figure A-107. Middle plot: ripple amplitude based on AA1, AA2, and
AA3 profiles and denoted with ., *, and x symbols, respectively. Bottom
plot: ripple wavelength based on AA1, AA2, and AA3 profiles having the
same markers as stated above . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 461
B-1 Wave/bar records for experiment 1_23 having low reflection (R about 0.2) and
mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 1-23 wave record at time=3.4833hrs
from start of experiment. (lt, 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmon-
ics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=4.075hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e
bars only). Cami denoted the position of the ripple CCD camera in both
plots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 466
B-2 Wave/bar records for experiment 1-23 having low reflection (R about 0.2) and
mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 1-23 wave record at time=6.5667hrs
from start of experiment. (I"t, 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmon-
ics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=7.175hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e
bars only). Cam1 denoted the position of the ripple CCD camera in both
p lots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 467
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B-3 Wave/bar records for experiment 1_23 having low reflection (R about 0.2) and
mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 1-23 wave record at time=9.51667hrs
from start of experiment. (1st, 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmon-
ics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=10.1333hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e
bars only). Cami denoted the position of the ripple CCD camera in both
plots . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 468
B-4 Wave/bar records for experiment 1-23 having low reflection (R about 0.2) and
mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 1_23 wave record at time=12.675hrs
from start of experiment. (1 St, 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmon-
ics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=13.2583hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e
bars only). Cami denoted the position of the ripple CCD camera in both
plots . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 469
B-5 Wave/bar records for experiment 1_23 having low reflection (R about 0.2) and
mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 1_23 wave record at time=15.6hrs
from start of experiment. (1st, 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmonics.)
Bottom plot: bar record at time=16.1083hrs from start of experiment. Points
represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars
only). Cami denoted the position of the ripple CCD camera in both plots. 470
B-6 Wave/bar records for experiment 1_23 having low reflection (R about 0.2) and
mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 1123 wave record at time=18.45hrs
from start of experiment. (1 St, 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmon-
ics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=18.9167hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e
bars only). Cami denoted the position of the ripple CCD camera in both
p lots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 471
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B-7 Wave/bar records for experiment 1_23 having low reflection (R about 0.2) and
mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 1-23 wave record at time=21.3667hrs
from start of experiment. (Ist, 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmon-
ics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=21.925hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e
bars only). Caml denoted the position of the ripple CCD camera in both
plots . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 472
B-8 Wave/bar records for experiment 1-23 having low reflection (R about 0.2) and
mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 1-23 wave record at time=24.35hrs
from start of experiment. (Ist, 2 "d, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmon-
ics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=24.325hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e
bars only). Caml denoted the position of the ripple CCD camera in both
plots . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 473
B-9 Experiment 3_24 (R~0.2 and d50=0.206mm) wave records 0.625hrs (runi)
through 21.3667hrs (run8). 1 st, 2 nd, 3 rd denote respective wave harmon-
ics. Bars identified by numbers located at bar crests. Ripple CCD camera
position are marked by caml text. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 474
B-10 Experiment 1-23 (R~0.2 and d50=0.206mm) bar records for 4.075hrs (shoti)
through 13.2583hrs (shot4). Bar identified by number located at bar crest.
A and N denote positions of wave antinode and node, respectively. . . . . . 475
B-11 Experiment 1.23 (R~~0.2 and d50=0.206mm) bar records for 16.1083hrs (shot5)
through 24.825hrs (shot8). Bar identified by number located at bar crest. A
and N denote positions of wave antinode and node, respectively. . . . . . . 476
B-12 Depth of scour for experiment 1123 (R~0.2 and d5 o=0.206mm) . Bar eleva-
tion values for each bar are plotted against time . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 477
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B-13 Wave/bar records for experiment 1-24 having low reflection (R about 0.2) and
mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 1-24 wave record at time=3.425hrs
from start of experiment. ( 1st, 2 nd, 3 d denoting respective wave harmon-
ics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=4.025hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e
bars only). Caml and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras
in both plots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 479
B-14 Wave/bar records for experiment 1-24 having low reflection (R about 0.2) and
mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 1_24 wave record at time=6.38333hrs
from start of experiment. (1st, 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmon-
ics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=6.91667hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e
bars only). Caml and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras
in both plots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 480
B-15 Wave/bar records for experiment 124 having low reflection (R about 0.2) and
mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 1-24 wave record at time=9.38333hrs
from start of experiment. (1st, 2 "d, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmon-
ics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=9.8833hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e
bars only). Cami and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras
in both plots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 481
B-16 Wave/bar records for experiment 1_24 having low reflection (R about 0.2)
and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 1-24 Wave Record at
time=12.3833hrs from start of experiment. (I", 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respec-
tive wave harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=12.8833hrs from
start of experiment. Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line de-
picts bar elevation (i.e bars only). Caml and cam2 denoted the position of
the ripple CCD cameras in both plots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 482
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B-17 Wave/bar records for experiment 1-24 having low reflection (R about 0.2) and
mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 1_24 wave record at time=15.3833hrs
from start of experiment. (Ist, 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmon-
ics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=16.05hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e
bars only). Cami and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras
in both plots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 483
B-18 Wave/bar records for experiment 1_24 having low reflection (R about 0.2) and
mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 1124 wave record at time=18.3833hrs
from start of experiment. (1st, 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmon-
ics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=18.9583hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e
bars only). Caml and cami denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras
in both plots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 484
B-19 Wave/bar records for experiment 1-24 having low reflection (R about 0.2) and
mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 1_24 wave record at time=21.3833hrs
from start of experiment. (Ist, 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmon-
ics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=21.8833hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e
bars only). Cami and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras
in both plots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 485
B-20 Wave/bar records for experiment 1-24 having low reflection (R about 0.2) and
mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 1124 wave record at time=24.3833hrs
from start of experiment. (1st, 2 ,d, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmon-
ics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=24.8583hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e
bars only). Cami and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras
in both plots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 486
B-21 Experiment 1124 (Rz0.2 and d50=0.206mm) wave records 0.5833hrs (runi)
through 24.3833hrs (run9). 1 st, 2 ,d, 3 rd denote respective wave harmonics.
Bars identified by numbers located at bar crests. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 487
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B-22 Experiment 1-24 (R~0.2 and d5 0=0.206mm) bar records for 4.025hrs (shoti)
through 12.8833hrs (shot4). Bars identified by numbers located at bar crests.
A and N denote positions of wave antinode and node, respectively. . . . . . 488
B-23 Experiment 1-24 (R~0.2 and d5o=0.206mm) bar records for 16.05hrs (shot5)
through 24.8583hrs (shot8). Bars identified by numbers located at bar crests.
A and N denote positions of wave antinode and node, respectively. . . . . . 489
B-24 Depth of scour for experiment 1-24 (R~O.2 and d5 0 =0.206mm) . Bar ele-
vation values local maximum and minimum bar number are plotted against
time from 4.025hrs to 24.8583hrs. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 490
B-25 Wave/bar records for experiment 2-12 having low reflection (R about 0.2) and
mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 2-12 wave record at time=3.39167hrs
from start of experiment. (1s, 2 "d, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmonics.)
Bottom plot: bar record at time=3.95hrs from start of experiment. Points
represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars
only). Cam1 and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras in
both plots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 492
B-26 Wave/bar records for experiment 2-12 having low reflection (R about 0.2) and
mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 2_12 wave record at time=6.4hrs
from start of experiment. (1st, 2 "d, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmonics.)
Bottom plot: bar record at time=6.98333hrs from start of experiment. Points
represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars
only). Caml and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras in
both plots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 493
B-27 Wave/bar records for experiment 2-12 having low reflection (R about 0.2) and
mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 2-12 wave record at time=24.4hrs
from start of experiment. (1t, 2 ,d, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmonics.)
Bottom plot: bar record at time=25.0417hrs from start of experiment. Points
represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars
only). Cami and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras in
both plots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 494
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B-28 Wave/bar records for experiment 2_12 having low reflection (R about 0.2) and
mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 2-12 wave record at time=36.4hrs
from start of experiment. (I't, 2 ,d, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmonics.)
Bottom plot: bar record at time=39.9333hrs from start of experiment. Points
represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars
only). Caml and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras in
both plots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 495
B-29 Wave/bar records for experiment 2_12 having low reflection (R about 0.2) and
mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 2_12 wave record at time=46.4hrs
from start of experiment. (I't, 2 ,d, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmonics.)
Bottom plot: bar record at time=46.8333hrs from start of experiment. Points
represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars
only). Cami and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras in
both plots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 496
B-30 Experiment 2-12 (R-0.2 and d5 0=0.206mm) wave records 0.641667hrs (runi)
through 46.4hrs (run7). 1 't, 2 nd, 3 d denote respective wave harmonics. Bars
identified by numbers located at bar crests. Ripple CCD camera positions
are marked by caml/cam2 text. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 497
B-31 Experiment 2.12 (R~0.2 and d5 o=0.206mm) bar records for 3.95hrs (shoti)
through 12.9917hrs (shot3). Bars identified by numbers located at bar crests.
A and N denote positions of wave antinode and node, respectively. . . . . . 498
B-32 Experiment 2-12 (R10.2 and d5o=0.206mm) bar records for 25.0417hrs (shot4)
through 46.8333hrs (shot6). Bars identified by numbers located at bar crests.
A and N denote positions of wave antinode and node, respectively. . . . . . 499
B-33 Depth of scour for experiment 2_12 (R~0.2 and d 5o=0.206mm). Bar height
values, local maximum to local minimum for each bar number, are plotted
against time from 3.95hrs to 46.8333hrs. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 500
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B-34 Wave/bar records for experiment 2_26 having low reflection (R about 0.2)
and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 2-26 Wave Record at
time=12.4083hrs from start of experiment. (1St, 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respec-
tive wave harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=13.1hrs from start
of experiment. Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar
elevation (i.e bars only). Cami and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple
CCD cameras in both plots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 502
B-35 Wave/bar records for experiment 2-26 having low reflection (R about 0.2) and
mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 2-26 wave record at time=24.45hrs
from start of experiment. (1s, 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmon-
ics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=24.9667hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e
bars only). Caml and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras
in both plots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 503
B-36 Wave/bar records for experiment 2-26 having low reflection (R about 0.2) and
mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 2_26 wave record at time=36.45hrs
from start of experiment. (Ist, 2 ,d, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmon-
ics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=37.125hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e
bars only). Cami and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD camera
in both plots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 504
B-37 Wave/bar records for experiment 2-26 having low reflection (R about 0.2) and
mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 2_26 wave record at time=48.4167hrs
from start of experiment. (1st, 2 ,d, 3 d denoting respective wave harmon-
ics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=49.1333hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e
bars only). Caml and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras
in both plots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 505
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B-38 Wave/bar records for experiment 2_26 having low reflection (R about 0.2)
and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 2-26 Wave Record at
time=60.475hrs from start of experiment. (Ist, 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respective
wave harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=61.0083hrs from start of
experiment. Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar
elevation (i.e bars only). Cami and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple
CCD cameras in both plots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 506
B-39 Wave/bar records for experiment 2-26 having low reflection (R about 0.2)
and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 2-26 Wave Record at
time=72.5333hrs from start of experiment. (Ist, 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respec-
tive wave harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=73.0833hrs from
start of experiment. Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line de-
picts bar elevation (i.e bars only). Cami and cam2 denoted the position of
the ripple CCD cameras in both plots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 507
B-40 Experiment 2.26 (R~0.2 and d5 o=0.206mm) wave records 0.5583hrs (runi)
through 72.5333hrs (run7). 1 "t, 2 nd, 3 rd denote respective wave harmon-
ics. Bars identified by numbers located at bar crests. Ripple CCD camera
positions are marked by caml/cam2 text. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 508
B-41 Experiment 2.-26 (R~0.2 and d50 =0.206mm) bar records for 13.1hrs (shoti)
through 37.125hrs (shot3). Bar identified by number located at bar crest. A
and N denote positions of wave antinode and node, respectively. . . . . . . 509
B-42 Experiment 2.26 (R~0.2 and d5 o=0.206mm) bar records for 49.1333hrs (shot4)
through 73.0833hrs (shot6). Bar identified by number located at bar crest.
A and N denote positions of wave antinode and node, respectively. . . . . . 510
B-43 Wave/bar records for experiment 3-24 having low reflection (R about 0.2) and
mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 3.24 wave record at time=3.4hrs
from start of experiment. (1st, 2 ,d, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmonics.)
Bottom plot: bar record at time=3.95hrs from start of experiment. Points
represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars
only). Cami and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras in
both plots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 512
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B-44 Wave/bar records for experiment 3-24 having low reflection (R about 0.2) and
mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 3-24 wave record at time=6.41667hrs
from start of experiment. (1st, 2 "d, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmonics.)
Bottom plot: bar record at time=6.95hrs from start of experiment. Points
represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars
only). Cami and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras in
both plots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 513
B-45 Wave/bar records for experiment 3-24 having low reflection (R about 0.2) and
mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 3_24 wave record at time=12.4083hrs
from start of experiment. (11', 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmon-
ics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=12.95hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e
bars only). Caml and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras
in both plots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 514
B-46 Wave/bar records for experiment 3-24 having low reflection (R about 0.2)
and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 3-24 Wave Record at
time=24.5167hrs from start of experiment. (1St, 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respec-
tive wave harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=25.05hrs from start
of experiment. Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar
elevation (i.e bars only). Cami and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple
CCD cameras in both plots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 515
B-47 Experiment 3_24 (R-0.2 and d50=0.206mm) wave records 0.5583hrs (runi)
through 24.5167hrs (run5). 1"t, 2 nd, 3 rd denote respective wave harmonics.
Bars identified by numbers located at bar crests. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 516
B-48 Experiment 3-24 (R~0.2 and d50=0.206mm) bar records for 3.95hrs (shoti)
through 25.05hrs (shot4). Bars identified by numbers located at bar crests.
A and N denote positions of wave antinode and node, respectively. . . . . . 517
B-49 Depth of scour for experiment 3_24 (R~0.2 and d5 o=0.206mm). Bar height
values, local maximum to local minimum for each bar number, are plotted
against time from 3.95hrs to 25.05hrs. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 518
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B-50 Wave/bar records for experiment 4_07 having low reflection (R about 0.2) and
mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 4-07 wave record at time=12.2584hrs
from start of experiment. (1st, 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmon-
ics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=13.1333hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e
bars only). Caml and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras
in both plots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 520
B-51 Wave/bar records for experiment 4.07 having low reflection (R about 0.2)
and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 4-07 Wave Record at
time=24.3636hrs from start of experiment. (1st, 2 ,d, 3 rd denoting respec-
tive wave harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=25.2167hrs from
start of experiment. Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line de-
picts bar elevation (i.e bars only). Caml and cam2 denoted the position of
the ripple CCD cameras in both plots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 521
B-52 Wave/bar records for experiment 4-07 having low reflection (R about 0.2) and
mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 4_07 wave record at time=36.2256hrs
from start of experiment. (ISt, 2 ,d, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmon-
ics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=37.0167hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e
bars only). Cami and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD camera
in both plots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 522
B-53 Wave/bar records for experiment 4-07 having low reflection (R about 0.2) and
mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 4_07 wave record at time=48.2292hrs
from start of experiment. (Ist, 2 ,d, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmon-
ics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=49.0083hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e
bars only). Cam1 and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras
in both plots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 523
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B-54 Wave/bar records for experiment 4-07 having low reflection (R about 0.2) and
mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 4..07 wave record at time=60.2796hrs
from start of experiment. (I"t, 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmon-
ics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=61.0667hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e
bars only). Caml and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras
in both plots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 524
B-55 Wave/bar records for experiment 4-07 having low reflection (R about 0.2) and
mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 4_07 wave record at time=72.4584hrs
from start of experiment. (Ist, 2 nd, 3 d denoting respective wave harmon-
ics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=72.8333hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e
bars only). Caml and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras
in both plots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 525
B-56 Experiment 4-07 (R~~0.2 and d50o=0.206mm) wave records 0.408335hrs (runi)
through 72.4584hrs (run7). 1", 2 nd, 3 d denote respective wave harmonics.
Bars identified by numbers located at bar crests. Ripple CCD camera posi-
tions are marked by caml/cam2 text. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 526
B-57 Experiment 4.07 (R~0.2 and d5 o=0.206mm) bar records for 13.1333hrs (shoti)
through 37.0167hrs (shot3). Bar identified by number located at bar crest.
A and N denote positions of wave antinode and node, respectively. . . . . . 527
B-58 Experiment 4-07 (R~0.2 and d50=0.206mm) bar records 49.0083hrs (shot4)
through 72.8333hrs (shot6). Bar identified by number located at bar crest.
A and N denote positions of wave antinode and node, respectively. . . . . . 528
B-59 Depth of scour for experiment 4-07 (R~0.2 and d5 o=0.206mm). Bar height
values, local maximum to local minimum for each bar number, are plotted
against time from 13.1333hrs to 72.8333hrs. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 529
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B-60 Wave/bar records for experiment 5-08 having low reflection (R about 0.2) and
mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 5_08 wave record at time=11.5417hrs
from start of experiment. (I"t, 2 ,d, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmon-
ics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=12.0917hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e
bars only). Cami and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras
in both plots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 531
B-61 Wave/bar records for experiment 5-08 having low reflection (R about 0.2) and
mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 5-08 wave record at time=23.5917hrs
from start of experiment. (1"s, 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmonics.)
Bottom plot: bar record at time=24.1hrs from start of experiment. Points
represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars
only). Cami and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras in
both plots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 532
B-62 Wave/bar records for experiment 5-08 having low reflection (R about 0.2) and
mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 5_08 wave record at time=35.575hrs
from start of experiment. (1St, 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmon-
ics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=36.1583hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e
bars only). Caml and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras
in both plots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 533
B-63 Wave/bar records for experiment 5_08 having low reflection (R about 0.2) and
mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 5_08 wave record at time=47.7333hrs
from start of experiment. (Ist, 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmon-
ics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=48.35hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e
bars only). Caml and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras
in both plots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 534
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B-64 Wave/bar records for experiment 5_08 having low reflection (R about 0.2) and
mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 5_08 wave record at time=59.5583hrs
from start of experiment. (1St, 2 nd, 3 d denoting respective wave harmon-
ics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=59.9667hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e
bars only). Cami and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras
in both plots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 535
B-65 Wave/bar records for experiment 5-08 having low reflection (R about 0.2) and
mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 5-08 wave record at time=71.1667hrs
from start of experiment. (1st, 2 nd, 3 d denoting respective wave harmon-
ics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=71.675hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e
bars only). Caml and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras
in both plots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 536
B-66 Wave/bar records for experiment 5.08 having low reflection (R about 0.2) and
mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 5_08 wave record at time=83.0833hrs
from start of experiment. (1st, 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmon-
ics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time= 83.575hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e
bars only). Caml and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras
in both plots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 537
B-67 Wave/bar records for experiment 5_08 having low reflection (R about 0.2) and
mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 5-08 wave record at time=95.125hrs
from start of experiment. (1"s, 2 ,d, 3 d denoting respective wave harmon-
ics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=95.5333hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e
bars only). Cami and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras
in both plots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 538
B-68 Experiment 5_08 (R~0.2 and d5o=0.206mm) wave records 0.591667hrs (runi)
through 95.125hrs (run9). 1 't, 2 nd, 3rd denote respective wave harmonics.
Bars identified by numbers located at bar crests. Ripple CCD camera posi-
tions are marked by caml/cam2 text. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 539
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B-69 Experiment 5-08 (R~0.2 and d5 o=0.206mm) bar records for 12.0917hrs (shoti)
through 48.35hrs (shot4). Bars identified by numbers located at bar crests.
A and N denote positions of wave antinode and node, respectively. . . . . . 540
B-70 Experiment 5-08 (R~0.2 and d5 o=0.206mm) bar records for 59.9667hrs (shot5)
through 95.5333hrs (shot8). Bars identified by number located at bar crest.
A and N denote positions of wave antinode and node, respectively. . . . . . 541
B-71 Depth of scour for experiment 5_08 (R~~0.2 and d5 0 =O.206mm). Bar height
values, local maximum to local minimum for each bar number, are plotted
against time from 12.0917hrs to 95.5333hrs. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 542
B-72 Wave/bar records for experiment 5-13 having low reflection (R about 0.2) and
mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 5_13 wave record at time=6.64167hrs
from start of experiment. (Ist, 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmon-
ics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=7.1667hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e
bars only). Caml and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras
in both plots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 544
B-73 Wave/bar records for experiment 5-13 having low reflection (R about 0.2) and
mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 5_13 wave record at time=12.825hrs
from start of experiment. (ISt, 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmon-
ics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=13.4833hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e
bars only). Caml and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras
in both plots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 545
B-74 Wave/bar records for experiment 5-13 having low reflection (R about 0.2) and
mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 513 wave record at time=18.875hrs
from start of experiment. (1st, 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmon-
ics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=19.3917hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e
bars only). Caml and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras
in both plots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 546
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B-75 Wave/bar records for experiment 5_13 having low reflection (R about 0.2) and
mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 5_13 wave record at time=30.9667hrs
from start of experiment. (1st, 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmon-
ics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=31.4583hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e
bars only). Cam1 and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras
in both plots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 547
B-76 Wave/bar records for experiment 5-13 having low reflection (R about 0.2) and
mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 5-13 wave record at time=42.6583hrs
from start of experiment. (1st, 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmon-
ics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=43.1833hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e
bars only). Cam1 and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras
in both plots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 548
B-77 Wave/bar records for experiment 5-13 having low reflection (R about 0.2) and
mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 5-13 wave record at time=54.775hrs
from start of experiment. (1St, 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmon-
ics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=55.2833hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e
bars only). Cami and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD camera
in both plots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 549
B-78 Experiment 5_13 (R~0.2 and d5 o=0.206mm) wave records 0.575hrs (runi)
through 54.775hrs (run7). 1st, 2 nd, 3 rd denote respective wave harmonics.
Bars identified by numbers located at bar crests. Ripple CCD camera posi-
tions are marked by caml/cam2 text. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 550
B-79 Experiment 5113 (R~0.2 and do=0.206mm) bar records for 7.16667hrs (shoti)
through 19.3917hrs (shot3). Bars identified by number located at bar crest.
A and N denote positions of wave antinode and node, respectively. . . . . . 551
B-80 Experiment 5-13 (R~0.2 and d5 o=0.206mm) bar records for 31.4583hrs (shot4)
through 55.2833hrs (shot6). Bars identified by number located at bar crest.
A and N denote positions of wave antinode and node, respectively. . . . . . 552
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B-81 Depth of scour for experiment 5-13 (R~0.2 and d5 0=0.206mm). Bar height
values, local maximum to local minimum for each bar number, are plotted
against time from 7.16667hrs to 55.2833hrs. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 553
B-82 Wave/bar records for experiment 4-16 having high reflection (R about 0.9)
and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 4_16 wave record at time=12.45hrs
from start of experiment. (111, 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmon-
ics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=12.967hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e
bars only). Cami and cam2 denote the position of the ripple CCD cameras
in both plots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 555
B-83 Wave/bar records for experiment 4-16 having high reflection (R about 0.9)
and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 4-16 wave record at time=24.475hrs
from start of experiment. (1", 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmon-
ics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=25.042hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e
bars only). Cami and cam2 denote the position of the ripple CCD cameras
in both plots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 556
B-84 Wave/bar records for experiment 4-16 having high reflection (R about 0.9)
and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 4_16 wave record at time=36.442hrs
from start of experiment. (1", 2 "d, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmon-
ics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=36.933hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e
bars only). Cami and cam2 denote the position of the ripple CCD cameras
in both plots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 557
B-85 Wave/bar records for experiment 4-16 having high reflection (R about 0.9)
and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 4-16 Wave Record at
time=48.383hrs from start of experiment. (1st, 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respec-
tive wave harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=48.892hrs from start
of experiment. Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar
elevation (i.e bars only). Caml and cam2 denote the position of the ripple
CCD cameras in both plots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 558
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B-86 Wave/bar records for experiment 4-16 having high reflection (R about 0.9)
and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 4_16 wave record at time=72.142hrs
from start of experiment. (1"s, 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmon-
ics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=72.533hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e
bars only). Caml and cam2 denote the position of the ripple CCD cameras
in both plots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 559
B-87 Experiment 4.16 (Re0.9 and d50=0.206mm) wave records for 0.575hrs (runi)
through 72.142hrs (run7). 1 ", 2 nd, 3 rd denote respective wave harmonics.
Bars identified by numbers located at bar crests. Ripple CCD camera posi-
tions are marked by caml/cam2 text. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 560
B-88 Experiment 4-16 (Re0.9 and d5 o=0.206mm) bar records for 12.967hrs (shoti)
through 36.933hrs (shot3). Bars identified by number located at bar crest.
A and N denote positions of wave antinode and node, respectively. . . . . . 561
B-89 Experiment 4-16 (Re0.9 and d50=0.206mm) bar records for 48.892hrs (shot4)
through 72.533hrs (shot6). Bars identified by number located at bar crest.
A and N denote positions of wave antinode and node, respectively. . . . . . 562
B-90 Depth of scour for experiment 4_16 (R_0.9 and d50 =0.206mm). Bar height
values, local maximum to local minimum for each bar number, are plotted
against time from 12.967hrs to 72.533hrs. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 563
B-91 Wave/bar records for experiment 4-30 having high reflection (R about 0.9)
and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 4-30 wave record at time=13.25hrs
from start of experiment. (1st, 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmon-
ics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=13.7667hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e
bars only). Cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD camera in both
plots . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 565
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B-92 Wave/bar records for experiment 4-30 having high reflection (R about 0.9)
and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 4-30 wave record at time=24.7833hrs
from start of experiment. (18t, 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmon-
ics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=25.2917hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e
bars only). Cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD camera in both
plots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 566
B-93 Wave/bar records for experiment 4.30 having high reflection (R about 0.9)
and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 4_30 wave record at time=36.75hrs
from start of experiment. (I't, 2 ,d, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmon-
ics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=37.2667hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e
bars only). Cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD camera in both
plots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 567
B-94 Wave/bar records for experiment 4.30 having high reflection (R about 0.9)
and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 4_30 wave record at time=48.8583hrs
from start of experiment. (Ist, 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmon-
ics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=49.35hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e
bars only). Cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD camera in both
p lots . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 568
B-95 Wave/bar records for experiment 4-30 having high reflection (R about 0.9)
and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 4.30 wave record at time=60.7417hrs
from start of experiment. (I"t, 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmon-
ics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=61.2417hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e
bars only). Cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD camera in both
plots . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 569
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B-96 Wave/bar records for experiment 4.30 having high reflection (R about 0.9)
and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 4-30 wave record at time=72.7583hrs
from start of experiment. (1st, 2 nd 3rd denoting respective wave harmon-
ics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=73.2667hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e
bars only). Cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD camera in both
plots . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 570
B-97 Wave/bar records for experiment 4_30 having high reflection (R about 0.9)
and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 4-30 Wave Record at
time=96.525hrs from start of experiment. (1at, 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respec-
tive wave harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=96.9833hrs from
start of experiment. Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line de-
picts bar elevation (i.e bars only). Cam2 denoted the position of the ripple
CCD camera in both plots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 571
B-98 Experiment 4-30 (R~0.9 and d5o=0.206mm) wave records 0.583333hrs (runi)
through 96.525hrs (run9). 1 st, 2 ,d, 3 rd denote respective wave harmonics.
Bars identified by numbers located at bar crests. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 572
B-99 Experiment 4-30 (R;0.9 and d50=0.206mm) bar records for 13.7667hrs (shot1)
through 49.35hrs (shot4). Bars identified by numbers located at bar crests.
A and N denote positions of wave antinode and node, respectively. . . . . . 573
B-10(Experiment 4-30 (R_0.9 and d5o=0.206mm) bar records for 61.2417hrs (shot5)
through 96.9833hrs (shot8). Bars identified by numbers located at bar crests.
A and N denote positions of wave antinode and node, respectively. . . . . . 574
B-10IDepth of scour for experiment 4-30 (R-0.9 and d 50 =0.206mm). Bar height
values, local maximum to local minimum for each bar number, are plotted
against time from 13.25hrs to 96.525hrs. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 575
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B-102Wave/bar records for experiment 5.05 having high reflection (R about 0.9)
and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 5-05 wave record at time=12.575hrs
from start of experiment. (Ist, 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmon-
ics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=13.1583hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e
bars only). Cami and cam2 denote the position of the ripple CCD cameras
in both plots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 577
B-103Wave/bar records for experiment 5-05 having high reflection (R about 0.9)
and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 5-05 wave record at time=24.725hrs
from start of experiment. (1s, 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmon-
ics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=25.225hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e
bars only). Caml and cam2 denote the position of the ripple CCD cameras
in both plots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 578
B-104WMave/bar records for experiment 5_05 having high reflection (R about 0.9)
and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 5-05 Wave record at time=36.5917hrs
from start of experiment. (1s, 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmon-
ics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=37.125hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e
bars only). Cami and cam2 denote the position of the ripple CCD cameras
in both plots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 579
B-105Wave/bar records for experiment 5_05 having high reflection (R about 0.9)
and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 5-05 wave record at time=48.625hrs
from start of experiment. (Ist, 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmon-
ics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=49.1417hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e
bars only). Cami and cam2 denote the position of the ripple CCD cameras
in both plots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 580
B-10(Experiment 5-05 (R~0.9 and d5 o=O.206mm) wave records 0.608333hrs (runi)
through 59.5917hrs (run6). 1 st, 2 nd, 3 rd denote respective wave harmonics.
Bars identified by numbers located at bar crests. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 581
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B-l0Experiment 5_05 (R~O.9 and d5 0=0.206mm) bar records for 13.1583hrs (shoti)
through 37.125hrs (shot3).Bars identified by numbers located at bar crests.
A and N denote positions of wave antinode and node, respectively. . . . . . 582
B-108fxperiment 5-05 (R~0.9 and d50=.206mm) bar records for 49.142hrs (shot4)
through 59.983hrs (shot5) .Bars identified by numbers located at bar crests.
A and N denote positions of wave antinode and node, respectively. . . . . . 583
B-1091op plot: 5_25 Wave Record at time=34.733hrs from start of experiment.
(I", 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record
at time=35.133hrs from start of experiment. Points represent seabed eleva-
tion; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only). Cam2 denoted the
position of the ripple CCD camera in both plots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 585
B-11(L.25 Wave records run2(0.575hrs) through run9(34.733hrs). 1 "t, 2 nd, 3 rd
denote respective wave harmonics. s and e indicated the start and end of bar. 586
B-111Wave/bar records for experiment 5_27 having low reflection (R about 0.1) and
mean sand diameter of 0.124mm. Top plot: 5_27 wave record at time=14.75hrs
from start of experiment. (1't, 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmon-
ics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=15.3167hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e
bars only). Cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD camera in both
p lots . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 588
B-112Wave/bar records for experiment 5-27 having low reflection (R about 0.1) and
mean sand diameter of 0.124mm. Top plot: 5_27 wave record at time=39.175hrs
from start of experiment. (I't, 2 ,d, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmon-
ics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=39.7667hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e
bars only). Cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD camera in both
plots . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 589
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B-113Wave/bar records for experiment 5-27 having low reflection (R about 0.1) and
mean sand diameter of 0.124mm. Top plot: 5-27 wave record at time=65.4333hrs
from start of experiment. (11', 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmon-
ics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=66.0333hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e
bars only). Cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD camera in both
p lots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 590
B-114Wave/bar records for experiment 5_27 having low reflection (R about 0.1) and
mean sand diameter of 0.124mm. Top plot: 5_27 wave record at time=95.3917hrs
from start of experiment. (1"', 2 "d, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmon-
ics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=95.8167hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e
bars only). Cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD camera in both
plots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 591
B-11Experiment 5.27 (R~0.1 and d5 o=0.124mm) wave records 0.58333hrs (runi)
through 95.3917hrs (run5). 1 't, 2 nd, 3 rd denote respective wave harmon-
ics. Bars identified by numbers located at bar crests. Ripple CCD camera
positions are marked by caml/cam2 text. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 592
B-11Experiment 5_27 (R~~0.1 and d50=0.124mm) bar records for 15.3167hrs (shoti)
through 95.8167hrs (shot4). Bars identified by numbers located at bar crests.
A and N denote positions of wave antinode and node, respectively. . . . . . 593
B-117Wave/bar records for experiment 5-19 having high reflection (R about 0.9)
and mean sand diameter of 0.124mm. Top plot: 5-19 wave record at time=12.7083hrs
from start of experiment. (1 st, 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmon-
ics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=13.3167hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e
bars only). Cami and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras
in both plots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 595
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B-118Wave/bar records for experiment 5-19 having high reflection (R about 0.9)
and mean sand diameter of 0.124mm. Top plot: 5-19 Wave Record at
time=36.9333hrs from start of experiment. (1st, 2 ,d, 3 rd denoting respec-
tive wave harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=37.45hrs from start
of experiment. Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar
elevation (i.e bars only). Caml and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple
CCD cameras in both plots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 596
B-1Wave/bar records for experiment 5-19 having high reflection (R about 0.9)
and mean sand diameter of 0.124mm. Top plot: 5.19 wave record at time=49.1917hrs
from start of experiment. (Ist, 2 ,d, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmon-
ics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=49.6917hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e
bars only). Caml and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras
in both plots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 597
B-120Nave/bar records for experiment 5_19 having high reflection (R about 0.9)
and mean sand diameter of 0.124mm. Top plot: 5-19 wave record at time=60.7583hrs
from start of experiment. (ISt, 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmon-
ics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=61.2833hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e
bars only). Caml and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras
in both plots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 598
B-12lWave/bar records for experiment 5-19 having high reflection (R about 0.9)
and mean sand diameter of 0.124mm. Top plot: 5.19 wave record at time=72.8667hrs
from start of experiment. (1St, 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmon-
ics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=73.3917hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e
bars only). Cami and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras
in both plots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 599
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B-122Wave/bar records for experiment 5.19 having high reflection (R about 0.9)
and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 5_19 wave record at time=84.5083hrs
from start of experiment. (I"t, 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmon-
ics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=84.9917hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e
bars only). Cami and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras
in both plots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 600
B-123Wave/bar records for experiment 5-19 having high reflection (R about 0.9)
and mean sand diameter of 0.124mm. Top plot: 5.19 wave record at time=97.6333hrs
from start of experiment. (1st, 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmon-
ics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=98.0333hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e
bars only). Cami and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras
in both plots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 601
B-124Experiment 5-19 (R_0.9 and d 50=0.124mm) wave records 0.591667hrs (runi)
through 97.6333hrs (run9). 1 St, 2 nd, 3 rd denote respective wave harmonics.
Bars identified by numbers located at bar crests. Ripple CCD camera posi-
tions are marked by cam1/cam2 text. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 602
B-12Experiment 5-19 (R~0.9 and d50=0.124mm) bar records for 13.3167hrs (shoti)
through 49.6917hrs (shot4). Bars identified by numbers located at bar crests.
A and N denote positions of wave antinode and node, respectively. . . . . . 603
B-12(Experiment 5.19 (R~0.9 and d50 =0.124mm) bar records for 61.2833hrs (shot5)
through 98.0333hrs (shot8). Bars identified by numbers located at bar crests.
A and N denote positions of wave antinode and node, respectively. . . . . . 604
B-12'Depth of scour for experiment 5-19 (Rz0.9 and d 50=0.124mm). Bar height
values, local maximum to local minimum for each bar number, are plotted
against time from 13.3167hrs to 98.0333hrs. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 605
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B-128Wave/bar records for experiment 5-23 having high reflection (R about 0.9)
and mean sand diameter of 0.124mm. Top plot: 5-23 wave record at time=6.725hrs
from start of experiment. (1s, 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmon-
ics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=7.25833hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e
bars only). Cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD camera in both
p lots . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 607
B-129Mave/bar records for experiment 5-23 having high reflection (R about 0.9)
and mean sand diameter of 0.124mm. Top plot: 5_23 Wave Record at
time=12.7083hrs from start of experiment. (1st, 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respec-
tive wave harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=13.2167hrs from
start of experiment. Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line de-
picts bar elevation (i.e bars only). Cam2 denoted the position of the ripple
CCD camera in both plots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 608
B-130Nave/bar records for experiment 5_23 having high reflection (R about 0.9)
and mean sand diameter of 0.124mm. Top plot: 5_23 wave record at time=18.775hrs
from start of experiment. (I"t, 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmon-
ics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=19.3167hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e
bars only). Cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD camera in both
p lots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 609
B-13lWave/bar records for experiment 5.23 having high reflection (R about 0.9)
and mean sand diameter of 0.124mm. Top plot: 5.23 wave record at time=24.675hrs
from start of experiment. (I"t, 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmon-
ics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=25.175hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e
bars only). Cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD camera in both
p lots . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 610
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B-132Wvave/bar records for experiment 5_23 having high reflection (R about 0.9)
and mean sand diameter of 0.124mm. Top plot: 5_23 wave record at time=36.6667hrs
from start of experiment. (1st, 2 ,d, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmonics.)
Bottom plot: bar record at time=37.lhrs from start of experiment. Points
represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars
only). Cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD camera in both plots. 611
B-13Experiment 5-23 (Re0.9 and d5 o=0.124mm) wave records 0.675hrs (runi)
through 36.667hrs (run6). 1st, 2 ,d, 3 rd denote respective wave harmonics.
Bars identified by numbers located at bar crests. Ripple CCD camera posi-
tions are marked by cam1/cam2 text. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 612
B-13Experiment 5-23 (R~0.9 and d5 o=0.124mm) bar records for 7.258hrs (shoti)
through 19.317hrs (shot3). Bars identified by numbers located at bar crests.
A and N denote positions of wave antinode and node, respectively. . . . . . 613
B-13Experiment 5-23 (R~0.9 and d50=0.124mm) bar records for 25.175hrs (shot4)
through 37.1hrs (shot5). Bars identified by numbers located at bar crests. A
and N denote positions of wave antinode and node, respectively. . . . . . . 614
B-13(Depth of scour for experiment 5_23 (R~0.9 and d5 o=0.124mm). Bar height
values, local maximum to local minimum for each bar number, are plotted
against time from 7.25833hrs to 37.1hrs. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 615
B-137AVave/bar records for experiment 6-03 having high reflection (R about 0.9)
and mixture of sand sizes (0.2mm and 0.1mm). Top plot: 6-03 Wave Record
at time=0.725hrs from start of experiment. (Ist, 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respective
wave harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=2.8hrs from start of
experiment. Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar
elevation (i.e bars only). Cami denoted the position of the ripple CCD
camera in both plots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 617
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B-138Wave/bar records for experiment 6.03 having high reflection (R about 0.9)
and mixture of sand sizes (0.2mm and 0.1mm). Top plot: 6-03 Wave Record
at time=6.70833hrs from start of experiment. (1 st, 2 ,d, 3 rd denoting respec-
tive wave harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=7.258hrs from start
of experiment. Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts
bar elevation (i.e bars only). Caml denoted the position of the ripple CCD
camera in both plots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 618
B-139Wave/bar records for experiment 6-03 having high reflection (R about 0.9)
and mixture of sand sizes (0.2mm and 0.1mm). Top plot: 6.03 Wave Record
at time=12.9583hrs from start of experiment. (1st, 2 ,d, 3 rd denoting respec-
tive wave harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=13.592hrs from start
of experiment. Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts
bar elevation (i.e bars only). Caml denoted the position of the ripple CCD
camera in both plots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 619
B-140Nave/bar records for experiment 6_03 having high reflection (R about 0.9)
and mixture of sand sizes (0.2mm and 0.1mm). Top plot: 6-03 Wave Record
at time=24.725hrs from start of experiment. (1st, 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respective
wave harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=25.325hrs from start of
experiment. Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar
elevation (i.e bars only). Caml denoted the position of the ripple CCD
camera in both plots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 620
B-141Wave/bar records for experiment 6-03 having high reflection (R about 0.9)
and mixture of sand sizes (0.2mm and 0.1mm). Top plot: 6103 Wave Record
at time=36.725hrs from start of experiment. (1St, 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respective
wave harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=37.3hrs from start of
experiment. Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar
elevation (i.e bars only). Caml denoted the position of the ripple CCD
camera in both plots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 621
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B-142Wave/bar records for experiment 6-03 having high reflection (R about 0.9)
and mixture of sand sizes (0.2mm and 0.1mm). Top plot: 6-03 Wave Record
at time=48.7083hrs from start of experiment. (I", 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respec-
tive wave harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=49.975hrs from start
of experiment. Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts
bar elevation (i.e bars only). Cami denoted the position of the ripple CCD
cam era in both plots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 622
B-143Wave/bar records for experiment 6-03 having high reflection (R about 0.9)
and mixture of sand sizes (0.2mm and 0.1mm). Top plot: 6_03 Wave Record
at time=60.6hrs from start of experiment. (1st, 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respective
wave harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=61.183hrs from start
of experiment. Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts
bar elevation (i.e bars only). Cami denoted the position of the ripple CCD
cam era in both plots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 623
B-144Wave/bar records for experiment 6..03 having high reflection (R about 0.9)
and mixture of sand sizes (0.2mm and 0.1mm). Top plot: 6-03 Wave Record
at time=72.6083hrs from start of experiment. (1't, 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respec-
tive wave harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=73.1083hrs from
start of experiment. Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line de-
picts bar elevation (i.e bars only). Cami denoted the position of the ripple
CCD cameras in both plots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 624
B-145Wave/bar records for experiment 6-03 having high reflection (R about 0.9)
and mixture of sand sizes (0.2mm and 0.1mm). Top plot: 6_03 Wave Record
at time=96.75hrs from start of experiment. (1St, 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respective
wave harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=96.425hrs from start
of experiment. Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts
bar elevation (i.e bars only). Cami denoted the position of the ripple CCD
cam era in both plots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 625
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B-146Wave/bar records for experiment 6-03 having high reflection (R about 0.9)
and mixture of sand sizes (0.2mm and 0.1mm). Top plot: 6-03 Wave Record
at time=120.433hrs from start of experiment. (1", 2 ,d, 3 rd denoting respec-
tive wave harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=122.017hrs from
start of experiment. Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line de-
picts bar elevation (i.e bars only). Caml denoted the position of the ripple
CCD camera in both plots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 626
B-147Wave/bar records for experiment 6-03 having high reflection (R about 0.9)
and mixture of sand sizes (0.2mm and 0.1mm). Top plot: 6_03 Wave Record
at time=144.675hrs from start of experiment. (I"t, 2 ,d, 3 rd denoting respec-
tive wave harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=145.192hrs from
start of experiment. Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line de-
picts bar elevation (i.e bars only). Caml denoted the position of the ripple
CCD camera in both plots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 627
B-148Wave/bar records for experiment 6_03 having high reflection (R about 0.9)
and mixture of sand sizes (0.2mm and 0.1mm). Top plot: 6-03 Wave Record
at time=165.942hrs from start of experiment. (I", 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respec-
tive wave harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=165.45hrs from start
of experiment. Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts
bar elevation (i.e bars only). Cami denoted the position of the ripple CCD
camera in both plots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 628
B-149_03 Wave records 0.725hrs (runi) through 164.942hrs (run1O). 1 't, 2 nd, 3 rd
denote respective wave harmonics. Bars identified by numbers located at bar
crests. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 629
B-150603 Bar records for 2.8hrs (shoti) through 37.3hrs (shot5). Bars identified
by numbers located at bar crests. A and N denote positions of wave antinode
and node, respectively. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 630
B-1516-03 Bar records for 49.975hrs (shot6) through 122.017hrs (shot1O). Bars
identified by numbers located at bar crests. A and N denote positions of
wave antinode and node, respectively. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 631
B-152L03 depth of scour. Bar height values, local maximum to local minimum for
each bar number, are plotted against time 2.8hrs to 165.45hrs. . . . . . . . 632
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C-1 Images showing the evolution of second sandbar (x=7.7 m to 10.5m) of the
mixed sediment experiment (6-03) for time Ohrs to 25.325hrs . . . . . . . . 634
C-2 Images showing the evolution of second sandbar (x'7.7 m to 10.5m) of the
mixed sediment experiment (6-03) for time 37.3hrs to 96.425hrs . . . . . . . 635
C-3 Images showing the evolution of second sandbar (x.7.7 m to 10.5m) of the
mixed sediment experiment (6_03) for time 122.2hrs to 168.183hrs . . . . . 636
C-4 Grain size distribution curves for x = 4m to 7.5m scraped across entire lat-
eral direction, less than 0.25 inches in depth for Bar 1 of mixed sediment
experiment (6.03). Data points denoted by marker for sieve size openings of
0.42mm, 0.35mm, 0.3mm, 0.25mm, 0.177mm, 0.149mm, 0.125mm, 0.105mm,
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Over the centuries the coastal region has always played an integral part in the devel-
opment of society as we know it. A broad spectrum of uses ranging from recreation to
commercial to military activities can be seen. Due to it's potential impact, the coastal
region has long been a area of active study throughout the academic and professional
scientific community. A recent U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) report
has documented a rising sea level and estimated that within the next century or two
the sea level will rise by some 50 to 200 centimeters. With no counter measures,
this occurrence would have serious ramifications on some 14,000 square miles (36,000
square kilometers) of the United States' coastlines, including Atlantic and Gulf coast
barrier islands. Some 600 square miles (1500 square kilometers) of densely populated
land may be claimed by a sea level rise of 100cm. The study projects estimated costs
of 270-475 billion dollars, as a result of the value of land lost and implementing pro-
tection procedures for a sea level rise of im (EPA[1]; Titus et al.[30]). The majority
of the cost factors arise from dealing with sediment transport issues such as coastal
erosion and deposition, which result in changes in the bathymetry of the sand bed
over various time and length scales. These evolving bed forms can in turn have a
profound effect on the coastal conditions (i.e. waves) driving them. Therefore, it be-
comes imperative to have a firm understanding of the environmental processes that
directly impact resources along the coastline, in order to facilitate better management
of these coastal resources under changing conditions.
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Dynamically, the water column can be divided into two distinct regions, the in-
viscid core and the bottom boundary layer. See Figure 1-1 for an illustration. The
inviscid core accounts for the majority of the water column where the effects of vis-
cosity (i.e. friction) can be neglected. The region can be adequately described by
the use of potential flow theory. For small amplitude motion, the horizontal (u) and
vertical (w) velocities of a water particle in this inviscid region for a progressive wave
can be stated as
H cosh(k(h + z))
U = W_ cos(kx - wt)(.)2 sinh(kh)
H sinh(k(h + z)) sin(kx - wt) (1.2)
2  sinh(kh)
where k is the wave number, w is the angular frequency of the wave, H is the wave
height, and h is water depth from still water level. These velocities result in orbital
trajectories of wave particles, as seen in Figure 1-2. Notice that the under a crest
of a wave the particles are traveling on the upper proportion of the ellipse in the
direction of wave, while under a wave trough, the particles are moving opposite the
wave direction on the lower half of the orbital.
In the case of complete reflection, i.e. standing waves, the particle velocities are
given by
H cosh(k(h + z)) sin(kx) sin(wt) (1.3)
2 sinh(kh)
H sinh(k(h + z))cos(kx) sin(wt) (1.4)w =--csk)sio)(.4
2 sinh(kh)
Figure 1-3 illustrates standing wave water particle velocities. The velocities increase
with elevation from the bottom, just as with the velocities under a progressive wave.
Under the wave node (point of minimum wave amplitude) and wave antinode (point
of maximum wave amplitude) extreme values for u and w occur, respectively. Also, in
a pure standing wave, horizontal velocity is zero under wave antinodes, while under
wave nodes, the vertical velocity is zero.
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H S.W.L.
Inviscid core h
Boundary layer
Figure 1-1: Illustration of a water column under a wave water subdivided into two
distinct regions: inviscid core (frictionless region) and bottom boundary layer (viscous
effects are dominant).
V S.W.L.
Figure 1-2: Typical orbital velocities in a progress water wave of intermediate depth.
Particle location and direction indicated by arrowheads (from Dean and Dalrymple[8])
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Node
Figure 1-3: Typical standing water wave velocity distribution. (from Dean and
Dalrymple[8])
The second layer, the bottom boundary layer, is the region where viscous effects
dominate and the flow changes from zero velocity on the bed (no slip condition) to
the velocity of the bottom of the inviscid core. Typically, the bottom boundary layer
is an order or two smaller than the magnitude of the inviscid core. However, despite
the bottom boundary layer's small size, it is the flow within this layer that controls
the hydrodynamics of almost all coastal processes, especially sediment transport. It
is this layer that contains the sediment-water interface, where the direct interaction
between the two occur. If laminar flow is assumed, within this layer there is a mass
transport velocity, which is given for a purely progressive wave (reflection coefficient,
R, equal to zero) by
kw A2UL) 2=os 
- 3- 
-5
4 sinh 2 (kh) (8e-cos(() 3e -5) (1.5)
and for the case of a standing wave (R=1) by
U = silAh) 2 sin(2kx) (8ed sin( ) + 3e-24 - 3) (1.6)4 sinh 2(kh)
In the preceding equations 6 = z/3, z is the vertical distance from the sea bed
surface, and 6 is the thickness of the bottom boundary layer. Equation 1.5 for a
purely progressive wave varies monotoncially from zero at = 0 to
-5kw A2
iiL (00) = aS 2 -s oo (1.7)4 sinh2 (kh)
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Figure 1-4: Mass transport velocities within the bottom boundary layer (bbl) under
a standing wave. Direction of transport indicated by arrow heads. rq is the surface
profile. lL(oO) is the upper limit of the bbl and &L( ) is the lower portion of the bbl.
is the dimensionless height from the seabed (where z is vertical distance from sea
bed and 6 is bbl thickness).(from Carter, Liu, and Mei[7] and Mei[19])
However, for R=1 the sign of uL(oo) (in equation 1.6) depends on kx and , thus
a sign change occurs above ~ 1 (top part of the bottom boundary layer). Below
~ 1 (the bottom part of the bottom boundary layer) the mass transport velocities
always converge toward the nodes, while diverging from the antinodes. However,
above ~ 1 the opposite is true for the mass transport velocities. Refer to Figure
1-4 for illustration of this occurrence. (Carter, Liu, and Mei[7] and Mei [19]).
Based on the above hydrodynamic theory, the effects on sediment transport and
resulting bed formations can be deduced. For the case of a purely progressive wave,
small (O(cm)) ripples will develop over a short time (O(min)), provided the wave in-
duced shear stress is large enough to induce sand motion. The ripples would migrate
slowly in the direction of the propagating wave due to Lagrangian drift.
In the case of a standing wave, ripples would also form provided that the critical
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wave induced shear stress was achieved. Each antinode region can be thought of as
an individual section since there is very little, if any, horizontal sediment transport
across the antinodes (water velocities purely vertical under antinodes). As a result of
the phenomena occurring in the bottom boundary layer, we expect a sorting of sand
sizes. The larger (i.e heavier) sand particles would expect to be transported as rolling
grains moving along the sand bed, commonly referred to as bed load. Due to the
transport velocities in the lower part of the bottom boundary layer (seen in Figure
1-4), larger particles would accumulate under the wave nodes. On the other hand, the
finer (i.e. lighter) sediment would be suspended into the upper portion of the bottom
boundary layer and be transported as suspended load toward the wave antinodes.
Thus, if the sand bed is predominately composed of coarse grains, large (O(m)) bed
forms, bars, with crests occurring under wave nodes should form over a long time
(in field O(days), in lab O(hrs)). However, if the bed is composed of primarily fine
sediment, the accumulation should occur just near the antinodes. In either case, bars
will form at half the wavelength. As bars evolve, they have the potential to increase
the reflection as seen by the water waves, thus increasing the wave amplitude allowing
for the generation of larger bars; this process is often referred to as bragg scattering.
1.1 Literature Survey
The evolution of the bed forms can have a significant effect on the wave climate of
coastal regions. The interaction between waves and a movable bed is one of the com-
ponents to understanding the complexities of the coastal processes, thus becoming
of fundamental importance to practicing coastal engineers and scientists, alike. An
extensive amount of studies have been conducted focusing on the evolution of small
length scale (ripples) and/or large length scale (bars).
Extensive studies on ripples have been performed since the seminal work con-
ducted by Bagnold[2] in 1946, which characterized ripples as rolling grain and vor-
tex ripples. Some recent experiments include Rousseaux et al.[29], Faraci and Foti
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[10], and Bloundeaux, Foti and Vittori [5]. Many others experiments are referred
to in the works of Nielsen[22], Mogridge et al.[20], Vongvisessomjai[31], and Wiberg
and Harris[32], who use the data to verify their empirical ripple predication models.
The majority of the studies were conducted in small laboratory tanks and focused
primarily on the geometry of ripple formations under various partially progressive
wave conditions having fairly low reflection coefficients. In addition to ripple geom-
etry measurements, experiments by Bloundeaux, Foti and Vittori[5] also provided
ripple migration velocities. Other experiments by Mogridridge and Kamphuis[21],
Lofquit[14], Ribberink and Al-Salem[27], and O'Donoghue and Clubb[24] were con-
ducted in flow tunnels, having flows with a much larger periods than those in the
previous set of studies. Also, most of the above studies had sediments beds composed
of a single uniform grain size; however, the experiments by Rousseaux et al.[29] uti-
lized mixtures of sand and observed the sorting occurring within the ripple forms.
Some experiments focusing on bar evolution include Carter, Liu, and Mei[7],
O'Hare and Davies[26], Herbich et al.[12], and Dulou et al.[9]. Herbich et al.[12]
conducted experiments in a large wave flume with a seawall inclined at various an-
gles. Observations of sand bars forming at half the water wavelengths were noted.
However, a detailed account of sand bar evolution and locations was not provided. Ad-
ditional observations by Carter et al[7] for monolayer of sand under partially-standing
waves showed, for sufficient reflection, sediment on the seabed moved toward the the
nodes and away from the antinodes. Further, experiments by O'Hare and Davies[26]
for partially-standing waves over a thick sand bed, showed that for cases of weak
reflection, bars were capable of evolving. Also, these authors observed that for a
coarse sand bed (mean diameter,d50 = 0.28mm), bar crests formed under the wave
nodes, while a bed composed of fine sand (d50 = 0.11mm) formed near wave antin-
odes. Dulou et al.[9] conducted experiments in a small laboratory tank, focusing on
bar formation under partially-standing waves over a gently sloping sand bed. The
study made note of increasing sand bar length as the distance between successive
wave nodes increased with water depth. Additional experiments by Noda[23], De
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Best and Bijiker[3], and Carter, Liu, and Mei[7], observed sediment sorting under
partially-standing waves.
1.2 Motivation and Objectives
Despite the numerous laboratory studies that have been performed on the evolution
of ripple and bar growth, the majority of them were conducted in small flumes. As a
result of the small scale of the experiments, the observed ripple height becomes close
to the bar amplitude, which is far from the natural scale that occurs in the ocean.
Therefore, this study was conducted, using a large wave facility, to achieve better
similitude with the bed forms on coastlines.
This study concentrates on the evolution of a movable sand bed throughout the
short time over which ripples are form, as well as, the long time scale over which bars
evolve. Experiments were conducted in an intermediate water depth (water depth,
A, to water wavelength, A, was around 0.1 sot that kh = 27rh/A a 0.6) with various
wave amplitudes under both high and low reflections. Additional experiments were
conducted to study the effects of sediment grain size on sand bed evolution. Sand
bed types, included in this study, ranged from sand bed of primarily large grain sizes
(d50 = 0.211mm) to one of primarily small grain sizes (d50 = 0.124mm). A special
experiment with a mixture of two types of sand (d50 = 0.211mm and d50 = 0.112mm)
was conducted to more accurately simulate a natural ocean environment.
Specifically, in this study we hoped to:
1. Determine ripple geometry, growth, trajectories, and variations thereof over a
water wavelength.
2. Determine the geometry and evolution of bars in relation to the various experi-
mental conditions (wave amplitude, wave period, reflection coefficient ,and sand
bed mean grain size)
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3. Provide qualitative and quantitative data of sediment sorting for the special
mixed sediment experiment. Determine the active layer within the sand bed
that was affected by natural wave sorting, as well as, mean grain size distribu-
tions of the sorted sand at various longitudinal positions along the tank.
4. Provide data sets for both ripple and bar evolution which can be utilized to
validate numerical and theoretical models.
1.3 Thesis outline
In this thesis, the evolution of ripple and bar formations under various wave con-
ditions (amplitude, period, and reflection), as well as, different sediment grain sizes
was experimentally explored. Chapter 2 discusses the experimental equipment and
procedures developed to acquire wave and bathymetric data utilized in this study.
Theories for wavemaker wave generation and second harmonic cancellation proce-
dures are discussed in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 presents the resulting wave and bed
form data from the conducted experiments. Section 4.1 discusses the acquired ripple
data in the initial stages (roughly, within the first 3hrs) of the experiments where bars
formation is negligible. Section 4.2 discusses the evolution of the bar forms, which
occur in latter stages (after approximately 3hrs) of the experiment. The last subsec-
tion in Chapter 4, Section 4.2.3, discusses the results of the special mixed sediment
experiment, including mean grain size distribution and mixing layer measurements
along the sediment bed. Finally, Chapter 5 summarizes the experimental results and
presents the conclusions of this thesis.
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Chapter 2
Experimental Equipment and
Setup
Studies were conducted using experimental facilities at Massachusetts Institute of
Technology in Ralph M. Parsons Laboratory for Water Resources and Hydrodynam-
ics. This current chapter discusses in some detail the wave tank, sediment properties,
and experiment equipment for the purpose of completeness. The reader should refer
to Mathisen [18] , Rosengaus [28], and Carter [6] for more detailed flume information.
2.1 Wave Flume
2.1.1 Description
The Parsons' Laboratory wave flume, seen in Figure 2-1, is composed of three distinct
sections, rectangular flume mid-section, forward basin near the wavemaker, and rear
basin opposite the wavemaker, spanning 36.5m in total length. The frame supports
10' x 3' x 0.5" glass for each side and 10' x 2.5' x 0.5" glass panels for the bottom,
except for the first section and the last four sections, which have metal plates. Glass
was secured to the frame via a strong, yet flexible silicone sealant, which caused minor
perturbations in the flow field. The sides of this section consists of eighteen, 1.5m
viewable windows briefly interrupted by alternating 0.25" and 3" wide metal bands
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due to secondary and primary supports, respectively. Along the top of the frame,
two tubular rails run along the entire reach to enable accurate placement of carted
instruments. The remaining two sections of the tank (forward and rear basin) are
smoothly joined to the mid-section.
Experimental conditions involve both weak and strong reflections. For weakly
reflected wave experiments we utilized the existing 1 on 10 sloping, permeable beach
with its toe 19.5m from the wavemaker. Constructed of 0.5" thick marine plywood and
overladen with 2" thick fibrous "horsehair" material, the beach allowed for the dissipa-
tion of wave energy and reduction of reflected wave amplitude within the flume. The
remaining experiments on high reflection were achieved by inserting a semi-permanent
vertical wall at 18.8m from the wavemaker, which corresponds to the start of the false
bottom prior to the existing beach toe.
For clarity and ease of notation, a right handed coordinate system will be adopted
with x=0 at the mean wavemaker position and x-axis positive toward the beach. The
z-axis will be positive in the upwards direction with z=0 defined either at the glass
bottom of the flume or initially leveled surface of sediment bed. Y-axis is positive
into the tank, with y=0 at the right interior lateral glass. Refer to figure 2-1 for axis
orientation.
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Figure 2-1: Wave Tank Schematic (based on Carter [6]).
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2.1.2 Sediment Test Section
The moveable bed section used throughout all experiments was positioned between
x=3.75m and x=18.95m, spanning 15.2m in length, and 10cm thick across the width
of the flume. Precautions were taken to protect the glass bottom supporting the
sandbed by overlaying 1/4" thick rubber mat, prior to introduction of sediment into
the flume. In order to maintain the sediment bed end boundaries and to insure a
smooth transition from flume bottom to surface of sediment bed, the existing false
bottoms were utilized (refer to Carter[6]). The false bottom closest to the wavemaker
started at x=1.75m, with im long 1:10 slope, transiting to a 10cm high 1 m long flat
section.
The sediment bed requires approximately 2500kg to fill a layer of 10cm depth.
Transport of pure sediment cases was accomplished by use of a 4 ton in-house over-
head motorized crane. The crane's loading. strap was looped vertically around one of
the 32 gallon plastic cylindrical sand storage containers. Due to the immense weight
of the sand, (about 700lbs per load) a structural spreader cross-brace was positioned
between the loop of the main crane strap. Once the load was secure, the container
was lifted into the flume and suspended from the tank bottom, while the load was
emptied into the flume. As the unloading of containers was progressing, the tank was
filled with 20 to 30cm of water and newly added sediment, which was raked thor-
oughly to ensure that the voids were completely saturated. This helped to ensure
uniformity of the sediment bed.
In the special experiment of the mixed sand, a slightly different procedure was
executed. Batches of sand were mixed dry by weight in a small concrete mixer, three
351b. bags of 0.2mm red art sand to one 1001b. bag of 0.125mm F-125 Silica sand,
producing a relatively uniform mix of approximately 1.28 ft 3 . Once the mechani-
cal mixing was complete, the resulting mixed batch was poured into three separate
wheeled plastic cubical containers. Water was added to each of the sub-batches, while
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the second mixing stage, "hand mixing", was performed to ensure complete satura-
tion and uniformity of the mixture. However, a significant amount of the red sand
was unable to initially mix completely, due to surface tension effects. (i.e. residing
on the water surface or small unsaturated clumps of red sand). The problem was
easily resolved by adding a small amount of an emulsifying agent, "Windex", after
which batches were able to be completely mixed. Once uniform saturation of a batch
was achieved, the cubical container containing both sand and water, was emptied
into the flume. The process was repeated until the entire sediment bed was filled.
Finally, fresh water was flushed through the tank, while the sediment was raked to
dilute and remove the majority of the "Windex" to ensure the natural sand properties.
Every experiment conducted within this study began with a uniformly leveled
sediment bed of 10cm (12cm in mixed experiment case) serving as an initial datum
to unify measurements from the various experiments. In order to achieve this uniform
datum, a scraper originally designed by Rosengaus [28] and modified by Carter [6]
was utilized. The scraper was positioned across the complete lateral length of the
tank and was composed of two 1.5" angle irons mounted back to back with a rubber
strip mounted between the upper portion of the two irons to reduce sediment seepage
over the scraper. The scraper was suspended by two vertical, adjustable, steel rods
attached to a steel cart, which was free to traverse the longitudinal axis of the flume,
by tracking on the tubular steel rails. Functionality, of the scraper proved to be most
effective in leveling moderate amounts of sand. Precaution was exercised to avoid
causing a large bed stress by moving excessive amounts of sand, which could compact
the sand, causing a nonuniform bed.
Often in experiments involving small wave amplitudes, the near bottom orbital
amplitudes inducing the bottom shear stresses were not great enough to initiate sed-
iment motion on the initially flat bed within a reasonable experimental time frame.
Thus to expedite bedform generation, initial artificial perturbations, "initiator rip-
ples", were created laterally uniform at periodic longitudinal intervals of 5 feet. Exact
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placement of perturbations is of minor importance due to the fact that resulting bed-
form geometry for a specified wave is independent of initial bed configuration as shown
by Rosengaus [28].
2.1.3 Sediment Bed Parameters
Throughout all of the experiments four different sediment types were utilized: Ottawa,
silica grade F-75, F-10, F-125 and red art sand (from Clifford W. Estes Company).
A manufacturer's sieve analysis was provided for all Ottawa silica sands except F-
125, which was no longer manufactured. In order to double check the manufacturer's
results, and validate our in-house sieves and equipment and to provide specifications
for remaining sand types, additional sieve analysis was performed. Comparisons and
results between manufacturers and in-house tests can be seen in the Figure 2-2.
Data is presented in the q format (Coastal Engineering Manual (CEM)[25]) where
#& is - 10g2(d_), where d, is the diameter corresponding to the x percent of the total
sampled mass is finer than this diameter (i.e. d50 , 50 percent of total sampled mass
is finer than this diameter, thus often referred to as median grain size diameter).
Sediment distribution parameters: M4 and Md, mean sediment diameter in units of #
and millimeters, respectively; o-, standard deviation in # units; a, measurement of
skewness or asymmetry; Op, phi coefficient of kurtosis or measurement of peakedness
of distribution are shown in the table below where values where computed based on
standard formulas from the Coastal Engineering Manual[25] as follows:
Mo= 016+405+484 0. a84-016 a _ 016+084-245o + 05+0-95-205o
43 2 2(084-01 2(05--05)
2.4=9f(5-5) Md = -log(M4)
Figure 2-2 and Table 2.1 show manufacturer's and in-house measurements to agree
quite well. The largest difference of Md and d50 occurred for the F-75 sediment, with
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$ = -log 2(diameter)
3.5 4 4.5
Figure 2-2: Grain size curves of sediment types used in the study. V and K> points
denote in-house and manufacturer's sieves of F-75 sand, respectively. Red art sand
in-house sieve 1 is represented with A and in-house sample 2 with D. F-125 sand in-
house sieve 1 is denoted with x and sieve 2 denoted with *. In-house and manufacturer
sieves of F-110 sand are denoted with + and o points, respectively.
in-house measurements being slightly higher. These slightly elevated values can prob-
ably be explained by the frequent use of the sand prior to our experiments, which
would have washed away some of the fines. As in common practice, d50 will be taken
as the representative sand grain size. Thus, F-75, F-125, F-110, and red art sand will
be taken as a grain size diameter of 0.206mm, 0.124mm, 0.112mm, and 0.211mm,
respectively. In all cases, the sand density, ps, is taken to be 2650kg/m 3
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Table 2.1: Comparison between manufacturer's and in-house sieve analysis. Ox is -1og 2(d,). 0., values are interpolated from
the grain size curves in Figure 2-2. Md is mean sediment diameter is 0 units, uO is standard deviation, a, is measurement
of skewness or asymmetry, 00 is phi coefficient of kurtosis, Md is mean sediment diameter [mm], and d50 is median grain size
diameter [mm]
Sand type Analysis 5 #016 #25 #P50 75 084 #95 MO o-p ao 3, Md[mm] d5o[mm]
F-75 manufacturer 3.351 3.000 2.847 2.498 2.152 1.994 1.676 2.498 0.530 -0.007 0.982 0.177 0.177
in-house 1 3.224 2.847 2.617 2.279 2.053 1.878 1.595 2.336 0.514 -0.166 1.189 0.198 0.206
in-house 2 3.123 2.744 2.586 2.278 1.992 1.794 1.539 2.272 0.502 -0.025 1.093 0.207 0.206
mean (in-house) 3.173 2.795 2.601 2.278 2.022 1.835 1.567 2.304 0.508 -0.095 1.141 0.203 0.206
F-125 manufacturer Unavailable (no longer manufactured)
in-house 1 3.943 3.573 3.396 3.059 2.766 2.635 2.108 3.083 0.544 -0.032 1.207 0.118 0.120
in-house 2 3.914 3.591 3.440 2.972 2.711 2.531 2.087 3.031 0.570 -0.099 1.027 0.122 0.127
mean (in-house) 3.929 3.582 3.418 3.015 2.738 2.582 2.097 3.057 0.557 -0.065 1.117 0.120 0.124
F-110 manufacturer 3.900 3.540 3.366 3.047 2.776 2.599 2.272 3.059 0.504 -0.049 1.123 0.120 0.121
in-house 1 3.878 3.591 3.474 3.158 2.747 2.556 2.184 3.108 0.542 0.150 0.962 0.116 0.112
in- house 2 3.932 3.615 3.470 3.103 2.748 2.562 2.181 3.093 0.555 0.039 0.994 0.117 0.116
mean (in-house) 3.905 3.603 3.472 3.130 2.747 2.559 2.183 3.101 0.548 0.094 0.978 0.117 0.114
Art sand manufacturer Non-existent (primarily used for craft purposes)
1.873 1.680 1.486
1.900 1.690 1.494
1.886 1.685 1.490
2.245
2.265
2.255
0.569 -0.076
0.572 -0.057
0.571 -0.067
in-house 1
in-house 2
mean
3.184
3.198
3.191
2.826
2.837
2.831
2.591 2.231
2.626 2.258
2.608 2.245
0.970
0.967
0.968
0.211
0.208
0.210
0.213
0.209
0.211
2.2 Wave Generation System
2.2.1 Wavemaker
The wavemaker is of the typical hydraulic piston-type which is servo-controlled, mov-
ing uniformly in the longitudinal direction (x-direction) over the entire height of its
paddle. Paddle motion is prescribed via an internal signal generator or external ana-
log signal (-10V to 1bV), which drives the double chambered cylindrical piston by
differences in oil pressure on either side the cylinder. Due to this fact, some time
(about 30min) must be allowed to heat up the oil to its constant operational tem-
perature to insure repeatability of wavemaker motion. Physical displacement of the
wavemaker paddle is recorded via a linear displacement transducer attached to the
rear side of the paddle support structure. Possible resonance in the basin behind the
paddle was mitigated by positioning fibrous "horse-hair" material near the rear of the
paddle and opposing basin wall. Rubber seals are utilized to reduce leakage around
the paddle's sides. Refer to Madsen[15] for ramifications of leakage.
2.2.2 Wavemaker Controls
Wavemaker motion is prescribed via a Keithley DAS-1600 series D/A (Digital to
Analog) board within a DOS-based PC. Pre-existing in-house software was utilized
to control the various wave parameters such as amplitude, period, duration of wave
generation, and adjustments for free second harmonic calibration (refer to Chapter 3
for more details).
Experimental Note: Precautions must be taken to initialize the D/A board, by
generating a short test signal, prior to each "powering" of the wavemaker control
computer. Failure to do so could send a -10V pulse to the wavemaker, which could
cause great physical damage to the wavemaker electronics.
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2.2.3 Wavemaker Calibration
The primary purpose of wavemaker calibration is to allow the user to input desired
wave characteristics (generally wave amplitude and period) into the wavemaker con-
trolling PC resulting with the desired wave conditions in the physical system. Wave
maker calibration is composed of two primary calibration stages: real-time motion
calibration and physical waveform motion calibration. The latter calibration stage is
generally accomplished through wavemaker theory and will be discussed in Chapter 3.
In order to perform the real-time motion calibration, and to achieve the same
resulting output wave signal as initially specified in the wavemaker input parameters,
a transfer must be developed to relate the two wave signals. The transfer function's
amplitude relates the magnitude of input signal amplitudes to that of the output
signal, while its phase denotes the phase shift between the two signals. The input
motion prescribed by the operator can be defined as
(n()= ~R {K(n I ei(wt+/3in)} (2.1)
and the output signal, the physical motion of the wavemaker paddle measured by the
attached linear transducer, is stated as
(out M)= R { (out ei(Wt+Q0ut)} (2.2)
The complex transfer function, H(t), is defined as
H(t) = JHJ e- = (2.3)(in
where the transfer function amplitude,IHI and phase, y are defined as follows
|HI- "t - (2.4)(in |(in|
= out - An (2.5)
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The modified input signal to obtain the desired output motion is
in) I e'i(t+(inY)) (2.6)|H|
and jn is substituted for (in in equations 2.3 and 2.4, to achieve the actual output
of (0,t. Generally, the operator specifies the desired output signal, (out(t), and the
wavemaker control program on the PC determine the corrected input signal, in(t),
to achieve the desired wavemaker paddle motion, (out(t). The transfer function, in
general, depends on wavemaker's amplitude and frequency of motion, in addition to,
submerged paddle depth. However, the transfer function for this wavemaker has been
indicated (from previous experiments of Rosengaus[28] and Mathisen[18])to be inde-
pendent of water depth, but has a strong dependence on frequency of motion and a
weak dependence on paddle amplitude displacement.
The real-time motion calibration for the transfer function for a specified period
can be subdivided into two calibration steps: static calibration and dynamic cali-
bration. Static calibration determines the relationship between the desired paddle
displacement signal, (in, and the equivalent voltage produced by the PC D/A card,
Vin, which is transmitted into the wavemaker control electronics. Also, a similar rela-
tionship between the voltage produced by the linear transducer, Vt, and the physical
displacement of paddle, gout, is determined. Static calibration is easily performed by
generating a constant voltage between -10V to 1OV while sampling the voltage values
from the linear transducer, and recording the distance the paddle moved. This pro-
cedure is repeated over three or more voltage values upon which a linear regression
between paddle displacement and voltage into wavemaker, Vin, as well as, paddle
displacement and voltage from transducer, Vo0 t, can be performed to determine each
relationship. In the dynamic calibration, a sinusoidal signal, Vin, is sent to the wave-
maker control electronics, and the resulting voltage signal from paddle transducer,
V0st, is recorded by a data acquisition system, as well as, Vin signal. Each signal is an-
alyzed by Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) to determine an amplitude and phase which
along with static calibration values can be used to determine the transfer function by
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using equations 2.3 and 2.4.
Though this transfer function method produced desired wave conditions in past
experiments in this facility (Rosengaus [28], Mathisen [18], and Carter [6]), it proved
too time consuming (especially in the second stage of wavemaker calibration) given
the experimental range of wave period, amplitude and reflection coefficients contained
within this study. Thus a more rudimentary, yet faster method was developed which
reduced total calibration time by 4/5, especially in the calibration of the second har-
monic cancellation calibration discussed in Section 3.1.1. Instead of developing a
transfer function between desired wave signal and output signal of the transducer, a
transfer curve was generated for each wave period utilized in the study, relating phys-
ical wavemaker displacement amplitude input to that of the resulting physical water
wave measurements via wave gages, discussed in Section 2.3.1. The new method
required only the static calibration values (relationship between input voltage and
paddle displacement) from the previous method, which were constant throughout all
experiments as long as the hydraulic oil powering the wavemaker piston was allowed
the necessary time to reach its operating temperature.. The reader should refer to
Section 3.1.1 for further discussion of this transfer curve method.
2.3 Measurements Systems
2.3.1 Wave Measuring systems
Free surface displacement was recorded by surface piercing wave gages and a data
acquisition system in order to determine experimental wave conditions. Throughout
all experiments, a carriage containing three mounted wave gages was rolled along
the flumes's tubular rails and positioned at specified x-coordinates to resolve the
surface wave forms across the entire sediment test section. Resulting analog gage sig-
nals were sampled by the A/D board and recorded to the acquisition PC's hard drive.
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Danish Hydraulic Institute (DHI) Wave Gages
The wave gages consist of two parallel 1/8" diameter stainless steel rods (electrodes)
spaced 1cm apart. The water level change over the electrode is linearly correlated
to a change in conductance producing a change in current, which the gage actually
measures. The three wave gages were mounted to a vertical support capable of nearly
30cm of vertical travel with a resolution of 1mm on the vernier scale affixed to each
support. Vertical supports were fixed to the carriage and are separated at 0.5m
apart from one another in the x-direction and equi-distant from lateral flume walls.
Wave gages were positioned so that the plane passing through the two electrodes was
normal to the direction of the wave propagation in order to minimize error in the
wave measurements due to the local slope of the wave at the gage.
Experimental Note: Occasionally, cleaning of the gages is required due to deposit
build up, which may effect the sensitivity of the gages. Cleaning was performed
regularly using rubbing alcohol to prevent this problem.
DHI Standard Cabinet and Signal Conditioning / Amplifier Modules
Each gage is powered by one signal conditioning / amplifier modules which reside
in the main unit, the DHI standard cabinet. The cabinet is capable of supporting a
maximum of eight individual modules (i.e. eight wave gages). Each module allows
for signal conditioning by controlling gain and the offset knobs (course and fine) of
the generated signal.
Experimental note: One day must be allowed for generated signals to stabilize after
unit is powered on.
The conditioned signal is sent to the wave gage via 25m bi-directional shielded cable.
The shielding prevents cross-talk between gage signals, insuring the purity of the sig-
nal. Once the conditioned signal reaches the gage, the water level over the electrodes
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results in a correlated conductance change, effecting the original conditioned signal.
The altered signal is transmitted back to the module and the new voltage value is
sent to the data acquisition PC via the BNC signal out terminal on the module.
Wave Gage Acquisition System
The data acquisition PC utilizes a 16 bit A/D (analog to digital) card to sample
signals from the three wave gages, wavemaker input signal, and signal from the linear
displacement transducer. Sampling duration and frequency are controlled via cus-
tomized in-house software programmed in Borland C. The A/D board is limited to
sampling within a 10V range (-5V to +5V was used, however OV to +10V, or -10V to
OV would suffice). Output signal is stored on the PC as integer values ranging from
0 to 4096. Using the linear relationship:
20 * integers
volts = 406 -1096
one is able to easily perform conversions. The system is capable of sampling a max-
imum of eight channels at a user-specified frequency from 0.1Hz to 25Hz. Due to
electronic configuration, any unused channels must be grounded at the BNC to par-
allel junction box to minimize cross-talk between channels and insure signal clarity.
Wave Record Sampling
As always, when one tries to capture the behavior of a continuous process with discreet
instantaneous samples, questions arise as to the minimum frequency and duration of
sampling necessary to adequately capture the physics of the process. Aliasing of the
wave signal due to frequency choice is avoided by considering the Nyquist frequency,
Nf = 2f (2.7)
which is the minimum sampling frequency required to resolve the signal of frequency f.
If the largest frequency the wavemaker is capable of generating is 2Hz, and we desire to
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resolve up to three harmonics, then f = 6Hz. The resulting Nyquist frequency would
be 12Hz. All sampling rates used for experiments were between 20 to 25Hz, well above
the necessary sampling limit for the corresponding lower extreme of wave periods.
Since the lowest wave period generated in experiments was 2 seconds (f=0.5sec), it
is possible to resolve higher harmonics. In order to resolve n harmonics, equation 2.7
can be rewritten as
Nf = 2nf (2.8)
Taking Nf =20Hz, f=2Hz, we obtain n=5. Although it is theoretically possible to
resolve to higher orders, wave measurements will be resolved only to the third or-
der, which is more than sufficient for resolving the components of the Stokes waves
generated in our experiments. However, when performing numerical computations,
sampling frequency is further constrained.
First, it is important to note, when utilizing Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT) to
decompose a signal, the method is the most efficient when the number of samples is
2' where n is an integer (i.e 211=2048 samples). Throughout all experiments, 2048
samples were used due to being a reasonable compromise between a manageable file
size for storage and processing, as well as, providing an adequate duration to secure
sampling stability. Secondly, one wants to ensure that frequencies fall nicely into
the discreet frequency bins created by FFT method, which can be accomplished by
selecting an integer number of wave periods to average. This prevents the energy
associated with the primary frequency to be noticeably influenced by energy leakage
into side bins. In order to satisfy these two conditions, a simple equation is employed,
NwavT Npts (2.9)f
where Nav=integer number of waves to sample, T=primary wave period [sec], Npt,=number
of data points to sample (=2n), and f=sampling frequency [Hz]. For example, using
T=2.63sec, Npt,=2048, and adjusting whole number values of Nwav, a solution of
f=24.335Hz results if Nwa, is chosen to be 32. Also, it should be remembered that
the calculated f should satisfy the Nyquist frequency criteria previously stated.
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Wave Gage Calibration
Wave gages usually provide a linear relationship between length of gage wire sub-
merged and the corresponding measured voltage. The first stage of calibration is the
"voltage calibration" and should be conducted by independent measurement of the
wave amplitude. Ensuring that the near maximum voltage range (10 volts) encom-
passes the total distance over the gages when exposed to wave motion will reduce the
instrument noise to signal ratio, and provide more accurate water surface measure-
ment. First the gage should be positioned so that nearly half of its wire length is below
the still water level (SWL) and checked to ensure the gage position allows for proper
surface piercing for wave crests and troughs. Once this initial gage position (position
of zero displacement) is set, the zero-shift on the DHI amplifier module connected to
its respective gage should be adjusted so the resulting voltage is approximately zero.
Knowing the desired wave amplitude, the gage should be lowered (negative displace-
ment) by that amount. The coarse and fine gain (voltage multiplier) knobs on the
corresponding amplifier module should be adjusted to just under the maximum upper
limit voltage value of +5V. Then, reposition the gage by raising (positive displace-
ment) it to a distance twice of the desired wave amplitude from the previous lowered
position, and then verify the voltage is near the minimum allowed voltage of -5V. Be-
fore proceeding to the next stage of calibration, the wave gage should be repositioned
at its initial zero displacement position. The final calibration stage is the "voltage to
distance conversion calibration". The distance along the wave gage over which wave
activity will occur should be subdivided into intervals over which readings can be ob-
tained. A linear regression analysis will then be performed on the displacement and
voltage measurements to determine the calibration parameters. Typical calibration
measurements can be seen in Table 2.2 for the three different gages used. At least
three or more data points should be acquired to ensure accuracy of the regression.
Voltage readings at each displacement position should be sampled for approximately
30 seconds and the resulting voltage value of each position should be taken as the
average of each sampled record. The regression determines the "slope" and "offset"
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values for the calibration equation 2.10.
Displacement = Slope * V + Offset (2.10)
where Displacement is the gage displacement (with the upward direction positive),
Slope (also known as gain) is the slope of the fitted line through the data points, V is
the measured voltage, and Offset (also known as y-intercept) is the y-intercept of the
fitted line through the data points. Figure 2-3 depicts the regression of the sample
Gagel data presented in Table 2.2.
Displacement Gagel Gage2 Gage3
[cm] [V] [V] [V]
-10 -4.18 -4.35 -4.06
-5 -1.98 -2.15 -1.8
0 0.18 0.04 0.46
5 2.4 2.31 2.86
10 4.51 4.5 5.16
0 0.17 0.05 0.46
slope 2.2979 2.2559 2.1652
y-intercept -0.4171 -0.1517 -1.113
R2 1 1 0.9999
Table 2.2: Typical wave gage calibration file for three different wave gages (Gagesi ,
2 and 3). Slope, y-intercept, and R-squared values of the best-fit line are listed below
the measured values.
Accuracy of Wave Gage Measurements
Errors in wave gage measurements can stem from two primary sources: instrument
noise and human error in gage calibration procedures. Wave measurement inaccu-
racies due to instrument noise can be quantified by simply sampling a perfectly still
water surface and any deviation from zero can be attributed to noise. The noise for
this experimental setup tends to have a Gaussian distribution and a peak-to-peak
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Figure 2-3: Typical regression analysis of Gagel data presented in Table 2.2. Circles
(o) indicate measured data values and line represents best-fit line of data points.
voltage of 0.2V (±0.2V). At each time step, this corresponds to a ±0.2cm noise inac-
curacy. The error can be further reduced by extending the sampling duration, in turn
increasing the number of sampled points to average and decreasing the error as the
square root of the number of sampled points. For instance, an accuracy of ±0.01cm
would result from a 400 sampled point average for the still water line. The second set
of errors, can arise from improper readings of the vernier scale which is affixed to the
vertical positioning mechanism of the gages. The smallest scale division is 1mm, thus
resulting in an accuracy of ±0.5mm in the physical positioning of the wave gage. In
past studies using this setup, Rosengaus[28] performed an error propagation analysis.
Assuming an incident wave of 3cm amplitude and 6m in length results in a amplitude
and phase accuracy of 0.1mm and 0.03 radians, respectively. This improved accuracy
is due in part to a sinusoidal fit applied to the resulting wave data from Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) analysis.
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2.3.2 Bottom Profiling Systems
Throughout an experiment water waves impose a bottom shear stress onto the sand
bed resulting in the displacement of sand grains. Once set in motion bed forms affect
wave characteristics, and vice versa. It becomes imperative that adequate bed form
evolution data, in addition to wave readings, be acquired to further understand this
complex interaction. Throughout the study, two distinct bottom profiling methods
were conducted: optical and acoustic profile methods.
Optical Profile Method
The most frequently used bottom profiling methods performed in this study were op-
tical methods. In order to capture the bathymetric data over the short time and small
length scales, over which ripples form, as well as the long time and large length scales
over which bars are generated, two types of optical methods had to be implemented.
Charged coupled-device (CCD) cameras and a digital camera were incorporated to
acquire ripples and bar data, respectively.
CCD Camera Two Pulnix TM-9701, monochromatic, progressive scan, CCD cam-
eras were used for all the experiments in this study to provide data on ripple evolution.
The CCD cameras were capable of capturing images of 720x480 pixel resolution at
a maximum rate of 30 frames per second. Lens of comparable quality were mounted
on the cameras. Cameral was fitted with a Toyo 12Z6-H lens and Camera2 had a
Computar M6Z1212 lens attached. Each CCD camera was mounted on Manfrotto
190CLB tripod equipped with a 2-way pan head with two bubble levels to ensure
camera alignment with the x-y plane. Since the primary objective of these cameras
was to capture amplitude growth, as well as ripple trajectory, cameras were positioned
at 1.75m away from the tank in the negative y-direction to capture a viewing length
of 5ft or 1.524m (approximately one fourth of water wavelength and one half of bar
wavelength). This placement provided the necessary distance over which to acquire
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ripple trajectories, without losing resolution of ripple height. Each CCD camera was
faced normal to the glass side wall at the approximate elevation of sand bed to min-
imize introduction of errors due to skewness of images. Figure 2-4 illustrates typical
example of CCD setup. A capture rate of 1 frame per minute was selected to achieve
a detailed time record over the prolonged time period of 10hrs, while maintaining
a manageable experimental database size. This rate resulted in a database size of
500MB per 10hrs per camera. Camera2 was controlled via a PC with a National
Instruments PCI-1422 image acquisition board running a custom LabView program,
while Cameral was controlled by another PC with an Integral FlashBus MV Lite
frame grabber board running the company's proprietary software. Due to the con-
trol software for Cameral , the image pixel resolution was reduced to 640x480, while
Camera2 remained at 720x480 pixels.
Prior to the beginning of each experiment, lighting near the outer glass wall (y
= 0cm) by the sand bed was meticulously adjusted to ensure adequate illumination
and contrast to the darker overhead water column. Once lightening was correctly
set, wave motion was induced and both cameras were initialized. After all sequential
camera images had been captured, each image was imported into MatLab and con-
verted into a 1-bit (black and white) image. A custom MatLab script scanned each
pixel column and recorded the transition point from black to white (water to sand)
for each image. The resulting 2-D profile images were compiled over time to generate
a 3-D grid of ripple evolution. Once the 3-D grid for an experiment was created,
subsequent MatLab scripts were used to filter spikes caused by tank support post or
poor lighting and track each ripple crest providing a ripple trajectories.
Digital Camera In order to capture the entire sand bed, a Sony Cyber-shot DSC-
S85 digital camera operated at 640x480 pixel resolution or greater was used. The
camera was positioned at 1.5ft away from the glass wall in the negative y-direction
and affixed to a vertically adjustable support arm attached to the wave gage carriage.
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Figure 2-4: Illustration of typical setup of optical devices (CCD and digital cameras)
over a section of the wave flume.
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This configuration allowed the camera to acquire images from a fixed relative refer-
ence frame at various longitudinal locations along the tank. Refer to Figure 2-4 for
diagram of setup.
Once wave measurements for a "run" along the tank were complete, sand bed profile
capture was started, taking approximately 10 minutes to complete. As opposed to the
CCD method, this time the lighting was reversed, the water column was illuminated
with lights suspended along the wave gage carriage, providing a fairly uniform light-
ing as the cart and camera were moved between various positions. In addition, the
camera's exposure time was adjusted to provide greater contrast between light regions
(water column) and dark regions (sand bed). Images spanning a viewable width of
nearly 1.5ft were acquired at 1ft intervals so that there was a minimum of 25 percent
overlap on the edges of each image to mitigate curvature effects of camera lens and
increase the image accuracy. The resulting 50 or so images were manually stitched
together by using Image Assembler PC program to create a final image of the entire
sand bed over that 10 minute time interval. Since bars grow on the order of days, the
10 minute capture time necessary for the bed profile was negligible in comparison.
Due to the long distance over which each shot was compiled, image preprocessing was
performed with Corel Photo Paint 10 PC software. Images were imported into the
program, converted in to a 1-bit image, and edited to remove extraneous dark pixel
spots due to improper lighting or post locations. After cleaning the 1-bit images,
the images were imported into MatLab, where a similar script, which was used on
the CCD images was used to determine the water sand interface profile. Once the
raw interfacial data was obtained, data was post-processed by use of another MatLab
script which superimposed the interface data against the stitched image, allowing for
data point corrections and linear rotation correction of data due to slight skewness
of the guide rails. Once the seabed elevation data was collected, data was filtered
by 15 to 20 point moving average method to separate the low frequencies (bar) from
the high frequencies (ripples), allowing for a clearer view of the bar formations. See
Figure 2-5 for typical seabed profile with superimposed filtered bar profile.
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Figure 2-5: Typical seabed profile indicated by * points and averaged bar shown as
solid line.
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Accuracy of Optical Methods
As a result of the CCD camera capturing a 5ft (1.5m) longitudinal span with 720 or
640 pixels, there is an inherent resolution error of 5ft/720 pixels = 0.083 inches per
pixel (2.117mm/pixel) or 5ft/ 640 pixels =0.0938 inches per pixel (2.381 mm/pixel),
respectively. Since pixel-to-distance ratios were kept the same, the resulting vertical
error is the same as horizontal error for each window size. An additional error due
to 1-bit image conversion of ±1 pixel (2.117mm or 2.381mm) occurred, due to the
black and white distinctions having to be made of a range of gray shades. The result-
ing 2mm/pixel resolution with error due to 1-bit conversion proves to be adequate
for measuring ripple wavelength, which is on the order of 10cm and large compared
to camera resolution. Also, the image conversion error acts fairly equally over the
interface thus affecting both sides of the ripples with no net effect. However, ripple
amplitude measurements, on the order of 2cm, were slightly affected, resulting in
a step-like ripple amplitude evolution curve based on automated CCD image pro-
cessing. In order to mitigate this error, ripple amplitude growths were acquired by
tracking each ripple crest manually from the original sequential CCD images. Five
points for each ripple crest were selected at 5 minute time intervals to provide an error
estimate, with the mean indicating the ripple crest position at that image in time.
Procedure was repeated for many ripples over the time period where bar formations
were minimal. Results from this manual method provided a more continuous ripple
amplitude plot, see Figure 2-6.
The digital camera images were taken with a minimum pixel resolution of 640x480
over 1.5ft longitudinal distance, resulting in an error of 1.5ft /640 pixels= 0.0281
inches/pixel (0.714mm/pixel), which is considerably more accurate than CCD cam-
era images. Since these shots were each visually inspected and corrected, the main
source of error would be human error in image stitching, in cases where it was hard
to distinguish between matching corresponding points in different images. In order
to ensure accuracy of stitching, the physical tank post position along the x-axis were
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Figure 2-6: Plots depicting the difference between automatic and manual acquisition
of ripple amplitude growth. Dashed line indicate data generated by automatic proce-
dures, while o with error bars show the mean and min/max limits of the 5 manually
sampled data points for each ripple amplitude.
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plotted along with the digitized bed profile which included digitized post positions.
Throughout all experiments the deviations between physical and digitized post were
less than 12cm, a typical ripple wavelength. Generally, deviations, if any, occurred
near the beach. This may have resulted from the fact that stitching was started
with images near the wavemaker and progressed toward the beach, thus tiny errors
accumulated resulting this increased deviation near the end of the tank. Also, since
the error was the order of a ripple wave length, human error in selecting the proper
reference ripple is possible in some cases. Regardless, this error is negligible when
compared to length scale of sand bars observed in the study (possible maximum of
3.3 percent error in bar length). Comparing sections of the "shot" profile data to
that of CCD data at corresponding times and locations showed differences within the
2.3mm resolution error of the CCD cameras, thus reinforcing both methods of optical
bed form acquisition.
SeaTek Acoustic Probe
Probe In the last experiment for mixed sediments (6_03), an acoustic probe man-
ufactured by SeaTek Instrumentation and Engineering was utilized. The probe con-
sisted of four stainless steel arrays attached in series forming a 25.2" long structure.
Each array has the dimensions of 6.3"x2.00"x0.25" and contained eight, 1cm diame-
ter, transducers spaced at 2cm intervals off center from each other. (Refer to Figure
2-7 for image of single array.) Transducers operated with a frequency of 5MHz with
a detection range between 2.8cm to 100cm away from the transducers. Acoustic
probe is controlled by a PC running scripts written in a port communication pro-
gram called CrossTalk. The program sends signals via RS-232 port to the SeaTek
electronics package (responsible for all signal processing), which is in turn connected
to each array by a communications cable composed of 4 co-axial wires. The CrossTalk
scripts allows for a variety of options and settings for the arrays, such as settings for
threshold distances of pings to disregard, number of pings to generate, number of
pings to average per distance reading, number of transducers to activate, etc. Once
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Figure 2-7: Image of single SeaTek acoustic array containing eight, 1cm diameter,
transducers spaced at 2cm interval off center.
the ultrasonic probe was configured and working, the apparatus was installed on a
traverse system for precise placement along the tank. The reader is directed to the
SeaTek manual[13] for detailed information.
Traverse The S.eaTek instrument was mounted on a bi-axial remote-controlled tra-
verse manufactured by Dantek Measurement Technology. The traverse was a fixed
to a carriage which enabled the apparatus to move along the longitudinal cylindrical
rails located along the top of the tank. Each axis was controlled by a stepper motor
capable of one eight-hundredth of a centimeter movement per step (800 steps per cm)
at a maximum speed of 40 millimeters per second (3200 steps/sec). Due to the phys-
ical dimensions of the traverse, the total excursion distance was 475 mm (1.5 ft) and
600 mm (1.9 ft) in the longitudinal (x) and lateral (y) directions, respectively. the
movement of the traverse was ultimately controlled by a PC running a DOS QBASIC
program transferring commands via RS-232 (serial) communication cable connected
to a intermediate device , known as a traversing controller. The controller splits and
conditions the computer signal into separate signals for each motor and sends the
commands via individual RS-232 cables to each axial stepper motor. The DOS QBA-
SIC program proved to be a simplistic, yet extremely powerful method to control the
traverse. The program allowed for DOS command line control, which permitted the
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use of batch files. Batch files are an ASCII text file, which contain a list of sequential
DOS prompt commands, which are executed upon initiation of the batch file itself.
Through this control, the traverse was capable of virtually moving in any trajectory
desired by the operator.
Procedure Once the mixed sand case experiment was completed, the tank was
slowly drained so that about 30cm of water remained above the bar crests. The
SeaTek probe, mounted on the traverse, was adjusted so that the arrays were in-
plane with the water surface ensuring proper vertical positioning of the probe. After
vertical alignment, an additional 15cm of water was added to the tank to ensure
the transducers were always submerged. Since the SeaTek apparatus was 12.2cm less
than the tank width (76.2cm), the probe would be traversed twice (once forward, once
backward) over the same longitudinal section before reposition of the carriage to a
new x-axis position, and repeat the traverse scans. For the first scan, the center of the
probe was offset by positive 3cm from the mid-width of the flume (ymzd=3 8 .1cm) to y
= 41.1cm position and the x-axis position was set at the traverse limit closest toward
the wavemaker. Once at this initial position, the probe and traverse were initialized
with the traverse incrementing at 0.752cm/s allowing the ultrasonic measurements
to be acquired every 2cm along the x-direction due to a 2.66sec scan time necessary
to average 20 return pings. After traversing 40cm, the traverse was shifted in the
negative direction by 7cm along the y-axis and the traverse was moved toward the
negative x-direction at the same speed as the forward scan. The lateral shift created
a y-grid spacing of 1cm over the majority of acoustic data, while 2cm y-spacing is
apparent near the edges of grid. Once the backward scan is complete, the probe and
traverse were reset to their initial positions and the entire carriage is moved 40cm to
the next longitudinal section, with the process being repeated until the entire 15.2m
of the sand bed was acquired. Refer to Figure 2-8 for a typical sample of ultrasonic
probe data acquired from procedure previously discussed.
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Figure 2-8: Typical sample of ultrasonic probe data acquired from two-pass procedure
outlined in Section 2.3.2.
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Chapter 3
Wave Generation
The second stage of wavemaker calibration, specification of wavemaker motion for
desired waveforms, is discussed within this chapter. The wavemaker must be precisely
controlled in order to negate the non-linear components resulting from wavemaker
motion. Emphasis is placed on second order wave theory to aid in generating the
desired wave condition. Also, the method used to resolve the wave components will be
discussed. Finally, the chapter will conclude with calibration procedures utilized for
the precise motion of the wavemaker to eliminate an undesired free second harmonic.
3.1 Generation of Stokes Waves
Linear theory for the specifying paddle motion of a piston-type wavemaker to generate
monochromatic waves as established by Biesel and Suquet [4] as
an1((t) = - cos(wt) = - hnh cos(wt) (3.1)tanh(kh)
where is the wavemaker displacement amplitude, w is wave angular frequency, k is
the wave number, h is water depth from still water level, and ni is represented by
C 1 2kh (ni - - 1+(3.2)C 2 sinh(2kh)I
where Cg is the group velocity and C is the celerity of the primary wave motion.
It has been shown by Madsen [16] that two second harmonic waves, resulting from
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the sinusoidal motion of the piston-type wavemaker, become apparent in the flume.
One second harmonic is bound to the first harmonic motion while the other is free.
Amplitude of each second harmonic can be seen in equations 3.3 and 3.4.
bound second harmonic: a (2) = ka 2 [2 + cosh(2kh)] cosh(kh) (33)
aB 4 sinh3(kh)
(2) a 2 coth(kh) 3 ni tanh(kFh)free second harmonic: aF a(34)2 h [4sinh(kh) 2 n2
with n 2 defined as
n= [ + sinh2kFh (3.5)
2 _sinh(2kFh)_
where kF is wave number of the free second harmonic. The ratio of a(/a ap-
proaches unity as the waves become more nonlinear (i.e. Ursell number U = 2aL2/h 3
is larger). The effects of the bound second harmonic traveling with the first harmonic
wave result in steeper crests and flatter troughs than a simple linear wave. Having
different wave lengths, the sum of the free and bound second harmonic is non-uniform
and varies along the longitudinal distance of the flume. Large variations in the total
second harmonic amplitude can be seen as a result of the presence of the free second
harmonic. Refer to Figure 3-5 for typical example of wave measurements with a free
second harmonic. (Rosenguas [28])
Madsen [16] suggested a correction for proper wavemaker motion to cancel the
free second harmonic by specifying a wavemaker motion of
a ~1 3 ni
= Ocoswt -
__ - sin(2wt) (3.6)2h [ni 4sinh(kh) 2]
a progressive second order Stokes wave of permanent form may be generated in a
flume of uniform depth. ni is defined in equation 3.2 and o represents the amplitude
of wavemaker motion which can be defined in term of wave amplitude by
an, (3.7)
tanh(kh)
Note equation 3.6 differs from equation 3.1 by the inclusion of the second term in
equation 3.6. The additional term is the free second harmonic correction term, which
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prescribes an extra wavemaker motion need to cancel the free second harmonic. Pre-
vious studies by Mathisen[17] [18], Rosengaus[28] and Carter[6] have verified second
harmonic cancellation by operating the wavemaker according to equation 3.6. How-
ever, in experiments conducted in this study, introduction of sediment and short
ramp/false bottom near the wavemaker altered the uniform depth along the flume,
creating a problem with equation 3.6, which was derived for a uniformly flat bottom.
Though it was still possible to remove the second harmonic after tweaking correction
coefficients with the theory, it proved to be extremely time consuming. Thus, to solve
this problem, it was decided that an alternative approach, discussed in Section 3.1.1,
be employed to allow for a timely and accurate cancellation of free second harmonic.
3.1.1 Alternate Approach
Review of Basic Theory
In order to understand the alternate approach, the basic wave theory needs to be
revisited first. The reader should refer to Hancock[11] and references therein for
detailed derivations of equations presented in this Section. Based on derivations for
inviscid wave theory up to second order, the leading order wave envelope is given by
([| =env = A| / + RI2 + 2|R cos(2kx - OR (3-8)
where A is complex leading order amplitude (A = JAl e')and R is leading order
complex reflection coefficient (R = RI eiOR). The second order surface elevation, ([2],
results from the sum of surface elevations from three different second harmonic waves,
(L and (P] which can be stated as
([2] = [] + (2] (3.9)
where ([2] is the second order surface elevation due to the bound second harmonic
defined as
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[2_ 3w2 A2 cosh 2kh (e2'kx + R2,- 2 ikx) + 2 A2R (1 - 2 cosh 2kh)
4g sinh kh 2g sinh 2 kh
kA 2  2 kA 2 tanhkh2
- t (eikx - Re-ikx) + 8 (eikx + Re-ikx) 2  (3.10)8 tanh kh 8
and (21 is the second order surface elevation resulting from the free second harmonic
defined as
2 A[2]1 eiO[2] (eik[2] X +t R[2 1 eiO[2]e-ik[2]X)(.1F"' = JA[2 Igmg~+R[2 e-e21 (3.11)
where A[2] = A[2] eJA ' is the second order dimensional complex amplitude, R[2]
e'OR , and k[2' is given by
(2w) 2 = gk[2] tanh k[2)h.
It is important to point out that of the two surface elevation equations, only equation
3.11 (surface due to free second harmonic) depends on the properties of the second
order wave quantities such as A[21, R[2], and k[21. The other equation, 3.10, is com-
pletely dependant on first order harmonic only. This will later be exploited to resolve
the wave characteristics.
Wave Resolution
In order to resolve the various wave characteristics for documentation and calibration,
the theory presented in Section 3.1.1 was used in conjunction with a custom MatLab
script containing a graphical user interface (GUI). The customized GUI, which can be
seen in Figures 3-1 and 3-2, allowed for quick and easy resolution of wave components.
Solid fitting lines are controlled by the sliders in the GUI below. The measure wave
gage data from each point along the tank was analyzed by FFT methods to give the
first and second harmonic amplitudes at each measured x-location. The resulting
harmonic amplitudes were plotted against their x-position along the tank, as seen in
Figures 3-1 and 3-2. The black line with o, and black dashed line represent measured
wave data from first and second harmonic, respectively. The blue line denotes fitting
for the first harmonic, while the red line represents the fitting for the second harmonic.
Since the measured gage values provided the values for I(['] I (in equation 3.8) for first
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harmonic and 1([2]l (in equation 3.9) for the second harmonic, all that is required
is to adjust wave parameters so that the fitting curves match the measured data.
Adjustments are made to JAI, IRI, 6 R by the use of the sliders on the GUI, so that
the first harmonic amplitude, 10] 1 , matches the measured values (black line with o).
Then based on this fit for the first harmonic, the value for bound second harmonic
is calculated from equation 3.10, and all that needs to be adjusted is IA[2]1 , [2]1
R[2]1, [2 (which parameterizes the free second harmonic, [2) so that the second
harmonic amplitude, 1([2]1, matches the measured values (black dashed line). In the
final development stage of the GUI, a least squares fitting algorithm was incorporated
(see the right most command button in Figures 3-1 and 3-2) to hasten the fitting
process. Figures 3-1 and 3-2 depict pre and post fitting stages of this wave resolution
method.
Free Second Harmonic Cancelation Procedure
Ideally, the theory of Madsen[16], discussed in Section 3.1 can be used to relate 1, 2,
L2 to the wave amplitudes. However, as mentioned before, due to a short ramp near
the wavemaker piston up to the sand bed, the waves go through a nonlinear shoaling
process and the predictions are off by about 25%. Therefore, we instead must proceed
empirically.
The wavemaker piston displacement is set by
S(t) = i1 cos wt + 2 sin (2wt + 0 2 ).
where 1 is the primary amplitude of wavemaker motion, 2 is secondary wavemaker
amplitude motion, and 4' is the phase of the secondary wavemaker motion. First,
2 and 4'2 are set to zero and 1 is varied to obtain an empirical relation between
wavemaker piston amplitude, 1, and measured leading order water wave amplitude,
A, (acquired from fitting procedure in Section 3.1.1). Also, observations are made
during each wave run, noting which amplitudes were sufficient to induce sand motion
while still being weakly nonlinear. Once an adequate number of experimental runs
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Figure 3-1: Pre-fit example of custom MatLab graphical user interface used to resolve
harmonics. Solid fitting lines are controlled by the sliders in the GUI (blue upper
line for first harmonic and red lower line for second harmonic), while the line with
o and dashed line represents measured wave data from first and second harmonic,
respectively.
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Figure 3-2: Post-fit example of custom MatLab graphical user interface used to
resolve harmonics. Solid fitting lines are controlled by the sliders in the GUI (blue
upper line for first harmonic and red lower line for second harmonic), while the black
line with o and dashed black line represents measured wave data from first and second
harmonic, respectively.
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have been made, 1 values are plotted against A values and a linear regression is per-
formed, producing the first transfer curve. Typical example of this curve can be seen
in Figure 3-3. Then, based on the previous relationship a desired piston amplitude
is selected, 1D, and the primary piston motion, 1, is set to the desired amplitude,
6 = 1D. At this point, a sand bar experiment can be performed with the desired
first harmonic amplitude. However, the wave field contains a large free second har-
monic, which was generated by the wavemaker piston, as discussed in Section 3.1.
This can be dealt with in the theory but is markedly different than for waves which
are monochromatic at leading order. Hence, it is desirable to have some experiments
without the second harmonic.
CO(D
CO)
CL
E
C:
E
Ca
0
0 0.02 0.04 0.06 m p 0 1Wavemaker primary diapicement amplitude, Utl in] 0.1 0.12
Figure 3-3: Typical example of a transfer curve denoting the empirical relation be-
tween '1 and A. o are measured values and line represents the linear best-fit curve
used to calibrate the data.
The following procedure is used to cancel the second harmonic.
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y 45.7*x + 0;255
1. Primary motion of the wavemaker, 1, is set to the desired motion, 1D, with
= 4)2 = 0. Resulting waves are measured and fitted according to Section 3.1.1
and value for free second harmonic, [, is saved as ( 2, base referenced free second
harmonic
2. The wave piston is set for various values of secondary piston motion, 2, which
are greater than zero (with 02 still equal to zero) and experimental runs are performed.
Fitting of the resulting wave measurements are conducted and the corresponding
values free second harmonics, [, are noted in each case. 121 can be written as the
sum of the free second harmonic with (2 = 0 & , plus the additional part,(jl', by
setting 2 > 0, i.e.,
[]= ('+ (3.12)
Equation 3.12 can be rewritten in terms of the complex second harmonic amplitudes
so that
A[2] = A[21'+ A (3.13)
In equation 3.13, A 2 , AO1 are known and the part that was added, Al2]', can be
computed. In order to cancel the free second harmonic, the amplitude of the free
second harmonic added by taking (2 > 0), A2]'1, must be matched to that with
= 0, (i.e. match -A [2]'= ). The difference between these amplitudes, A[2] is
defined as
A[2= A[2]' - A 2] = A2 - A - A
The values of A[2] vs. 2 are plotted and fitted with a best-fit line. A typical example
of this curve can be seen in Figure 3-4. The desired value, 2D, of the second harmonic
piston amplitude is chosen that makes A[2] = 0, or -A21'1 = A .
3. The last step to cancel the second harmonic involves adjusting the phase. With
61 = 1D and 2 = 2D the value of second harmonic phase, 02, is varied (for example
0, 7r/3, 27r/3, 7, 47r/3, 57r/3). For each experimental run with a different value of 42,
[21
measurements of free second harmonic, (F are conducted. The phase, 4)2, is chosen
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Figure 3-4: Typical example of a transfer curve denoting the empirical relation be-
tween A [21 vs. 2. o are measured values and line represents the linear best-fit curve
used to calibrate the data.
that minimizes A 2 . Often this third step was not needed because with the amplitude
set in step 2, having the initial phase of zero, resulted in canceling the free second
harmonic quite nicely. Refer to Figures 3-5 and 3-6 for examples of waves with a
second harmonic and waves having the free second harmonic canceled by the method
described herein.
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Figure 3-5: Typical harmonic profiles with a free second harmonic present, which is
responsible for the long scale variation in the second harmonic amplitude.
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Figure 3-6: Typical harmonic profiles with the free second harmonic canceled by
method described in Section 3.1.1. Note the lack of long scale variation in the second
harmonic amplitude.
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Chapter 4
Bathymetric Data
The total duration of most bathymetry data records are on the order of days, suf-
ficient for long spacial bed variations. Bar formation results in greater variability
of wave induced shear stresses along the sediment bed. Since ripples are of smaller
scale and are superimposed on bars, ripple characteristics are significantly influenced
by bar formations. Thus, experimental data must be analyzed separately over the
two distinct time intervals, initial stage of ripple formation and later stage of bar
formation, in order to achieve a complete understanding of the phenomenon. Initial
stage is defined as the time interval in which bar formations are minimal and the
predominant bed forms (if apparent) are small ripples. Later stage is defined as the
stage in which bar formations are apparent and predominant bed forms are both rip-
ples and bars. Table 4.1 classifies the experiments discussed in this chapter into four
groups. Group1 includes eight experiments having bed load dominated transport
(d50 =O.2mm) and low reflection (R=0.2). Group2 contains four experiments with
bed load dominated transport (d5o=O.2mm) and high reflection (R=0.9). Group3
consists of two experiments with suspended load dominated transport (d5 0 =O.1mm)
and low reflection (R=0.1). Group4 includes two experiments which have suspended
load dominated transport (d50=O.1mm) and high reflection (R=0.9). The table's first
column identifies the experiment by its start date (month.day). Column two lists the
mean sand grain size diameter used in the experiment. The mixed d5o in experiment
6.03 was a result of an equal weight mixture of 0.112mm and 0.211mm sand. The
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next six columns describe the initial wave conditions present during the first hour of
each experiment. These indicate the presence of a free second harmonic, wave period,
reflection based on first harmonic, first harmonic incident amplitude, and the ratio
of second to first harmonic incident amplitude, respectively. The subsequent three
columns provide the following details about sand ripple data; which cameras (cam1
and/or cam2) were used (The extent covered by one camera was 1.5m of sand bed),
and if a ripple front envelope was captured. The final column notes the experiments
for which bar data was acquired. We shall present a sample case (denoted with bold
fonts in Table 4.1) for each grouping in great detail with subsequent analysis between
the remaining experiments within each grouping.
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Table 4.1: Experiment Summary. Date denotes the experiment start day. Mean grain
size is represented by d5 0 . Initial wave parameters based on first wave reading: free
2 nd indicates if waves had a presence of a free second harmonic, T(sec): wave period
in seconds, RI: reflection coefficient of first harmonic, A1:the first harmonic incident
wave amplitude, A2/A1: ratio of second to first harmonic incident amplitude, R2:
second harmonic reflection coefficient. Under ripples, ci and c2 denote the CCD
cameras used, Camera 1 or Camera 2, respectively. If CCD data contained ripple
fronts, it was noted in column frt. The final column represents the presence of bar
data for the indicated experiment. (Refer to Appendix A and Appendix B for the
complete sets of ripple and bar data, respectively.)
C
U
cv
cv
0
0
0
4v
.0
0''
Date d 5 0  Wave Parameters (initial wave gage readings) Ripples Bar
(2003) (mm) free 2 nd T(sec) R1I Ai(cm) A2/A1 R2 c1 c2 frt prof.
1-23 0.206 / 2.63 0.258 4.79 0.15 0.218
124 0.206 / 2.63 0.242 5.93 0.19 0.182
2-12 0.206 / 2.63 0.245 5.97 0.18 0.197 V V V/
2-26 0.206 2.63 0.285 3.67 0.10 0.396 V N V
3_24 0.201 2.63 0.241 5.66 0.03 1.000
4..07 0.206 2.00 0.123 4.72 0.02 1.000
5_08 0.206 2.50 0.234 7.00 0.02 1.000 V V
5-13 0.206 2.50 0.236 4.53 0.64 0.047
4.14 0.206 2.20 0.939 2.11 0.03 0.900 V/
4-16 0.206 2.20 0.884 3.26 0.04 0.821
4-30 0.206 2.50 0.875 3.84 0.05 1.000 V V
5-05 0.206 2.50 0.858 3.53 0.46 1.000 VV
5-25 0.124 2.50 0.016 6.14 0.15 0.189 V V V V
5.27 0.124 2.50 0.099 6.47 0.02 1.000 V
5.19 0.124 2.50 0.898 3.72 0.04 1.000 V V V
5..23 0.124 2.50 0.870 3.41 0.45 1.000
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4.1 Ripple Dominated Bed Forms: Initial period
[0-3hrs]
4.1.1 Bed Load Dominated Transport: d50 =O.2mm
Monochromatic Waves; Low Reflection: R=0.2
Wave gages used in experiment 3_24 measured a period of 2.63sec, first harmonic
incident amplitude of 5.8cm, uniform and weak second harmonic of only 0.18cm, and
a reflection of 26.4%. Wave harmonic envelopes displayed in Figure 4-1 illustrate
the wave conditions over the initial 3hrs. As seen in the legend, the line with o and
the line with A markers denote measurements taken at 0.58333hrs and 3.4hrs from
the start of the experiment, respectively. A total of three wave harmonics are re-
solved for each wave measurement and are indicated along the left ordinate of the
Figure 4-1. The first harmonic, being the largest in amplitude, is plotted in solid lines
with markers, while the subsequent three harmonics have dashed lines with markers.
Comparison of the wave runs indicate small variations at wave antinode and node
locations, largest temporal variation occurred at the first antinode (x=5.25m) having
about 0.25cm difference in first harmonic amplitude. Thus, for all practical purposes,
wave conditions can be considered constant over this initial stage. Two CCD cameras
were utilized. Together they capture half a wavelength (~3m) of the sand bed. Cam-
era positions relative to the entire system are depicted near the top border in Figure
4-1. The brackets around "cam" text represent the domain of the CCD data captured
throughout the experiment, with the corresponding camera number indicated. Initial
bathymetry data coupled with initial wave profile over the corresponding bed section
can be seen in Figure 4-2. The bottom plot in Figure 4-2 illustrates bed evolution
in time, with colors denoting bed elevation. The bed elevation is indicated by colors,
with ripples crests in red and troughs in blue. Clearly, it can be seen that ripple
trajectories (traced in black) travel quite fast initially followed by a significant decel-
eration with time, eventually maintaining a quasi-steady path, about one hour after
the onset of ripple formation. Each trajectory is identified by a number located at
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Figure 4-1: Experiment 3.24 (R~~O.2 and d5o=O.206mm) wave records 0.583hrs (runi)
through 3.4hrs (run2). st, 2nd, 3rd denote respective wave harmonics. The position
of CCD cameras are marked by caml/cam2 text.
the end of its trace. Ripple velocity variation is directly correlated to wave orbital
velocities. Ripples closer to wave antinodes have small velocities, which increase as
the ripples become closer to wave nodes. The spatial velocity variation can be ob-
tained by performing a linear regression on each ripple trajectory within the time
interval where trajectories appear steady. Results can be seen in Figure 4-3. The
maximum ripple velocity occurs around the wave node (x=6.75m) with a value of
nearly 13.3cm/hr and minimum ripple velocity near zero, occurring near the wave
antinodes (x=5.25m and 8.25m).
Ripple amplitude growth, similar to ripple velocity, is the fastest during the initial
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Figure 4-2: Wave/ripple plot for Camera 2 (left, x=5.2 to 6.6m) and Camera 1 (right, x=6.7 to 8.2m) in experiment 3_24
(R~0.2 and d50=O.206mm). Top: Wave envelope and subsequent harmonics versus distance. Locations near node and antinode
denoted with N and A, respectively. Bottom: Ripple trajectories, which are identified by numbers at the end of each trace.
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Figure 4-3: Ripple velocity variation under half of a six meter water wavelength in
experiment 3_24 (A1=5.66cm, A2/A1=0.03, R1=0.24 and d5o=O.206mm)
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stage. Figure 4-4 plots the growth rate of ripples located at various positions under
the wave envelope. The ripples are numbered sequentially in each camera from right
to left. It is apparent that the growth occurs mainly within one hour of the initial
stage, ultimately reaching a quasi-steady amplitude near 1cm. In Camera 1, nearly
all the ripples have similar growths, with the exception of Ripple 5 (under antinode),
which grows to more than 2cm due to the formation of long scale bed forms (bars).
While ripple amplitudes under antinode and node are fairly uniform, the growth of
Ripple 5 (under node) has larger variations than that of Ripple 14 (under wave node),
which tends to have a slower, yet more stable growth. In Camera 2, ripple amplitudes,
on average, have slightly more variation than Camera 1. Ripple 16 and 18 (near wave
node) undergo a growth of about 1cm within 30 minutes, while ripples closer to the
wave antinode, Ripple 1, 4, and 10 take one hour or more to achieve the same growth
as Ripple 16 and 18. Ripple 14 in Camera 2 seems to be the only exception, remaining
as a perturbation until the later stage of bar formation begins.
In experiment 3_24, CCD data contained a total of three ripple front envelopes,
which can be viewed in Figures 4-2 and 4-5. Fronts originated from nodal region,
where wave-induced shear stress is the highest. As the front progresses under the
wave envelope, the velocity of the front changes, decelerating as it nears the wave
antinodes. Camera l's ripple front envelope propagates in the positive x-direction to-
ward wave antinode at a much faster rate than the ripples, decelerating at an average
887cm/hr2 . Ripple front Envelope 1 of Camera 2 decelerates at nearly 196cm/hr 2
traveling toward the wave antinode in the negative x-direction, while Envelope 2
progresses in the positive x-direction decelerating at about 570cm/hr 2 and eventually
colliding with Front 1 of Camera 2 at approximately 1hr near 5.5m. CCD camera data
profiles pertaining to the transect lines seen in Figures 4-2 (labeled AA1, AA2, and
AA3), can be seen in Figure 4-6. It is shown that in the transects of Camera 1, ripple
amplitude and wavelengths are fairly uniform per transect with a slight sinusoidal
variation across the transect. Ripple wavelengths are on the average around 10.4cm
and amplitudes are about 0.8cm. The most significant variation in Camera 1 occurs
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near x greater than 600cm, where amplitudes and wavelength are increased due to
bar formation. In Camera 2, data for all transects are slightly more scattered than
Camera 1, however, a more pronounced sinusoidal variation is present, alternating
from large ripple to small ripple to large ripple etc. Ripple wavelength ranges from
around 7cm near x=5.3m (by the antinode) and increases to an average of nearly
13cm around x=6.6m (near node)
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Figure 4-5: Ripple front envelopes for experiment 3_24(R~0.2 and d5o=O.206mm).
Top plot: ripple fronts in Camera 2 between x=500cm to 640cm. Bottom Plot:
ripple front in Camera 1 which captures x=700cm to 820cm.
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Effects of Reduction in Amplitude Further reducing the first harmonic am-
plitude of experiment 1_24 by 1.14cm to 4.79cm, as in experiment 1_23, has little
effect on ripple evolution. Initial ripples trajectories under the wave node in both
experiments are relatively non-uniform. (Refer to Figure 4-7.) In experiment 1-24,
initial ripples left of Ripple 1 and 2 behave rather haphazardly and become difficult
to trace; however, their trajectories become more structured and uniform as time
progresses. In experiment 1_23, a similar occurrence is noted. Ripple trajectories
tend to have the most variation under the wave node due to generation of new ripples
and decay of existing ripples. At a time of 0.5hrs between Ripple 3 and 5, a rip-
ple terminates and causes Ripple 2, 4, and 3 to increase speed to maintain a proper
ripple wavelength between them. Again, velocities of Ripple 2 and 4 change briefly
when they bifurcate due to the termination of Ripple 3. Comparing the velocities of
ripples in both experiments throughout Camera 1, as shown in Figure 4-8, we see a
fairly close agreement with velocities near the node. Larger deviations occur for x
greater than 720cm (approaching the antinode) of about 4cm/hr, which is in part due
to the non-uniformity of ripples in experiment 1_24, as opposed to experiment 1_23.
Ripple Front 1 in experiment 1_23 moves slower (decelerating at 145cm/hrs 2) than
Front 1 in experiment 1124 (decelerating at 1315cm/hrs 2 ), which is as expected, due
to the larger first harmonic amplitude (by 1.14cm) than in experiment 1123. Ripple
amplitude growth comparison can be seen in Figure 4-15; in which ripples are seen to
increase from 1 to 1.5cm in either case. However, in experiment 1124 the maximum
ripple growth occurs within the the first 0.25hrs of the start of the ripple, whereas in
experiment 1123, growths take 0.5hrs to 2hrs from initial point of the ripple to achieve
similar quasi-steady amplitudes. Ripple amplitudes and wavelengths over this region
(x=660cm to 800cm) had slight variations from node to antinode of around 0.1cm
and 1cm, respectively. In either case, the mean amplitudes were near 0.7cm, while
average wavelengths for experiments 1124 and 1123 were around 9.6cm and 8.8cm,
respectively. (refer to Figure 4-41).
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Figure 4-9: Effect of reduction in wave amplitude on ripple growth in experiments
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Figure 4-10: Effect of reduction ripple amplitude and wavelength. Sample transects
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Effects of Second Harmonic Experiment 1_24 was similar to experiment 3_24, in
wave reflection (R~0.2), sand size (d5o=0.206mm), wave period( 2.63sec), and first
harmonic amplitude (A1=5.93cm, differs by 0.27cm). However, the second harmonic
amplitude, though still small with respect to first harmonic (A2/A1=0.19), is larger
than in experiment 3-24. This leads to a large, long scale variation. From Figures
4-11 and 4-12, one can see that ripples are not uniform under the wave nodes, espe-
cially near x=640 to 700cm. However, despite these variations under nodal regions,
ripples are fairly uniform in experiment 3-24 (no free second). Once developed (after
0.5hrs), ripples maintain their linear trajectories for the remaining 2.5hrs. Due to
less variability in trajectories, ripples have a slightly different velocity variation over
the domain of the cameras than the velocities in experiment 1_24 (with free second).
Figure 4-13 shows both experiments have a maximum velocity near wave nodes with
slightly larger values in experiment 1_24. Near the antinode, however, experiment
3-24's velocities are near zero to -1cm/hr while experiment 1-24's values are near -
8cm/hr. Experiment 1124 Front 1 in both Camera 1 and Camera 2 travels much faster
than Front, 1 in experiment 3_24. Ripple amplitude growth in experiment 3-24 under
wave node takes about 0.5hrs for ripples to reach maximum amplitude displacement,
while experiment 1124 (with free second) takes less than 0.5hrs (about 0.25hrs), as
seen in Figures 4-14 and 4-15. There is more noticeable spatial variation in ripple
amplitude and wavelength in experiment 3_24 (no free second) than in experiment
1_24, with free second. Ripple amplitudes in test 3-24 range from 0.96cm near node
to 0.48cm around antinodes, while wavelengths vary from 12.1cm to 7.6cm near node
and antinodes, respectively. In contrast, experiment 1_24's amplitude and wavelength
are around 0.7cm and 9.6cm, respectively, near the node, while the values near antin-
odes varied no more than about 0.1cm for amplitudes and 1cm for wavelengths. (See
Figures 4-16 and 4-17)
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Figure 4-11: Effect of free second harmonic on ripple evolution. Wave/ripple plots
for Camera 2 of experiments 3_24 (A1=5.66cm, A2/A1=0.03) and 1-24 (A1=5.93cm,
A2/A1=0.19).
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Figure 4-16: Effect of reduction ripple amplitude and wavelength. Sample transects of
Camera 2 data for experiments 3-24, top figure (A1=5.66cm) and 1_24, bottom figure
(A1=5.93cm). Top plot in each subfigure: shows profiles AA1, AA2 and AA3 which
correspond to the transects in Figure 4-11. Middle plot in each subfigure: ripple
amplitude based on transects and denoted with ., *, and x symbols, respectively.
Bottom plot in each subfigure: ripple wavelength based on transects having the same
markers as stated above.
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Figure 4-17: Effect of reduction ripple amplitude and wavelength. Sample transects of
Camera 1 data for experiments 3_24, top figure (A1=5.66cm) and 1_24, bottom figure
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Repeatability of Experiments Experiment 2_12 was conducted under the same
conditions as experiment 1_24 (A1=6cm, R=0.2, T=2.63cm, d5o=0.2mm), except
the duration of observation was increased from 24hrs to 46hrs. Rippled bed had a
slightly larger region under the wave node than 1_24 (t=24hrs) over which ripples
were nonuniform. Also, ripples near the antinode in the longer experiment (2_12)
appeared more stable than those in the shorter experiment (1_24). However, despite
these local variations, ripples for the most part behaved similarly, referring to Figures
4-18 and 4-19. As compared in Figure 4-20, the ripple velocities across the domain
of the cameras in both experiments tend to agree quite well near the antinodes, with
larger differences near wave nodes due to ripple irregularity. In both experiments, the
maximum speed occurs near the node with a value of 16cm/hr, while minimum speed
occurs near antinodes of 3 to 4cm/hr. Also, in both experiments ripple trajectories
have positive velocities left of the node, while to the right they are negative, with
similar magnitudes. Ripple Front 1 in Camera 1 (x=660 to 820cm), has a similar trend
to that of the front in Camera 2, covering the last 40cm of the camera domain within
about 0.5hrs. (Figures 4-18 and 4-19). The evolution of ripple fronts are compared in
Figure 4-21, 4-22, 4-21, and 4-22. Small variations were seen in both experiments in
ripple amplitudes and wavelengths between wave node and antinode. In experiment
2_12, the amplitudes ranged from 0.7cm near the node to 0.5cm around the antinode,
while the wavelengths were 11.2cm at the node and 7.5cm at the antinodes. (Figures
4-23 and 4-24).
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Figure 4-21: Effect of free second harmonic on ripple growth in Camera 2 of experi-
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Figure 4-23: Effect of reduction ripple amplitude and wavelength. Sample transects
of Camera 2 data for experiments 1_24, top figure (A1=5.93cm, t=24hrs) and 2_12,
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Figure 4-24: Effect of reduction ripple amplitude and wavelength. Sample transects
of Camera 1 data for experiments 124, top figure (A1=5.93cm, t=24hrs) and 2_12,
bottom figure (A1=4.97cm, t=48hrs). Top plot in each subfigure: shows profiles
AA1, AA2 and AA3 which correspond to the transects in Figure 4-19. Middle plot
in each subfigure: ripple amplitude based on transects and denoted with ., *, and
x symbols, respectively. Bottom plot in each subfigure: ripple wavelength based on
transects having the same markers as stated above.
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Comparison between Monochromatic and Polychromatic Waves Experi-
ment 5-13 was similar to experiment 5_08 in wave period (T=2.50sec) and sand size
(d5 o=0.206mm). However, a large second harmonic (A2/A1=0.64), was imposed.
Comparison with experiment 5-08 shows that the polychromatic waves of experiment
5-13 had significant effects on ripple formations. The majority of the ripples in 5-13
were very uniform compared to those of experiment 5-08. In both, fairly irregular
ripples are present near the wave node, as seen in Figures 4-25 and 4-26. Note that
all the ripples in 5-13 between 540 to 720cm had pronounced negative trajectories,
in contrast to experiment 5_08 ripples had predominant positive velocities. Only be-
tween x=460 to 520cm did case 5-13 (poly) have positive velocities. The velocity
distribution across both cameras, were clearly different. In 5_13, velocities were near
-12 to -20cm/hr, while only a few ripples near the node had comparable positive
velocities of about 12cm/hr. In experiment 5_08 (mono) ripple speeds near the antin-
ode were quite small (less than 5cm/hr). Away from the antinode, the velocity grew
linearly to about 20cm/hr rather symmetrically about the minimum near x=600cm
(slightly before the antinode). (Refer to Figure 4-27.) In both experiments, ripples
started to form almost instantly under wave nodes and later under the antinodes.
With a larger wave amplitude in 5_08 (mono), pronounced ripple fronts were nonex-
istent, However, in 5_13 (poly), Frontsl and 2 progressed initially at 75 and 38cm/hr
to 19 and 25cm/hr, respectively. (See Figures 4-25 and 4-26.)
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Figure 4-25: Effect of polychromatic waves on ripple evolution. Wave/ripple plots
for Camera 1 of experiments 5-08 (A1=7.00cm, A2/A1=0.02) and 5-13 (A1=4.53cm,
A2/A1=0.64).
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Figure 4-26: Effect of polychromatic waves on ripple evolution. Wave/ripple plots
for Camera 2 of experiments 5-08 (A1=7.00cm, A2/A1=0.02) and 5_13 (A1=4.53cm,
A2/A1=0.64).
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Figure 4-27: Effect of polychromatic waves on ripple velocity variation under one half
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Figure 4-28: Effect of free second harmonic on ripple growth in Camera 1 of experi-
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Figure 4-30: Effect of reduction ripple amplitude and wavelength. Sample transects
of Camera 1 data for experiments 5..08, top figure (A1=7.O0cm, A2/A1=O.02) and
5_13, bottom figure (A1=4.53cm, A2/A1=0.64). Top plot in each subfigure: shows
profiles AA1, AA2 and AA3 which correspond to the transects in Figure 4-25. Middle
plot in each subfigure: ripple amplitude based on transects and denoted with ., *
and x symbols, respectively. Bottom plot in each subfigure: ripple wavelength based
on transects having the same markers as stated above.
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Figure 4-31: Effect of reduction ripple amplitude and wavelength. Sample transects
of Camera 2 data for experiments 5-08, top figure (A1=7.00cm, A2/A1=0.02) and
5_13, bottom figure (A1=4.53cm, A2/A1=0.64). Top plot in each subfigure: shows
profiles AA1, AA2 and AA3 which correspond to the transects in Figure 4-26. Middle
plot in each subfigure: ripple amplitude based on transects and denoted with ., *,
and x symbols, respectively. Bottom plot in each subfigure: ripple wavelength based
on transects having the same markers as stated above.
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Monochromatic Waves; High Reflection: R=0.9
We expect to observe a difference in ripple formations by changing the reflection coef-
ficient. Standing waves have a significant change in wave orbital velocities from that
of progressive waves (refer to Chapter 1 for details). Orbital velocities near the nodes
are horizontal, while antinodal velocities are vertical. Thus, we expect ripples to be
generated near the nodal regions, being the location of highest shear stress on the
sand bed, while the bed regions under the wave antinodes remain virtually unchanged
(maintaining its original flat sand surface).
Wave gage data for experiment 4.30 measured a period of 2.5 sec, first harmonic
incident amplitude of 3.84cm and second to first harmonic ratio of 0.05, and a re-
flection of 87.5%. Wave harmonic envelope plots in Figure 4-32 illustrate the wave
conditions over the initial 3hrs, indicating small variations at the antinode and node
locations. Thus, for all practical purposes, wave conditions can be considered con-
stant over this initial stage.
One CCD camera was utilized, capturing approximately one quarter of sand bed
under 5.7m long wave. Camera position relative to the entire system is indicated near
the top of Figure 4-32. Bathymetry data coupled with initial wave profile over the
corresponding bed section are shown in Figure 4-33. Wave envelopes with subsequent
harmonics can be seen in the top figure, while the CCD camera data can be seen
below. Ripple trajectories are traced in black lines and numbered sequentially along
the positive x-direction. By inspection of Figure 4-33, one can see that the bed
developed quite rapidly under the wave node, having the longest ripple wavelengths
and gradually reducing as the ripples near the antinode. Results from the linear
regression of ripple trajectory data from the one to two hours time interval are shown
in Figure 4-34. Note, in Figure 4-34, that the maximum velocity occurs around
x=6.25m, with a value of approximately 5cm/hr in the negative x-direction (under
wave node) and minimum value near zero cm/hr occurring near x=720m toward the
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Figure 4-32: Experiment 4_30 (R~0.9 and d5o=0.206mm) wave records 0.583hrs
(runi) through 13.25hrs (run2). 1"t, 2 nd, 3rd denote respective wave harmonics. The
position of CCD cameras are marked by caml/cam2 text.
wave antinode.
Ripple amplitude growth, similar to ripple velocity, is the quickest during initial
stage of ripple formation. From Figure 4-35, it is apparent that the majority of growth
occurs within 0.25hrs from the initial development of the ripple, ultimately reaching a
maximum quasi-steady growth of about 1cm under the node (Ripple 2), while ripples
near the antinode have very little growth. Note in Camera 2, at 1.5hrs, Ripple 8,9,10
had reached steady state, then subsequent growth results from mean bed level growth
(i.e bar formations).
In all, a total of two ripple front envelopes can be seen for experiment 4_30 in
Figures 4-33 and 4-36. Fronts originated from the nodal region, slowed down as it
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Figure 4-34: Ripple velocity variation under about one-fourth of a 5.7 meter
water wavelength in experiment 4_30 (A1=3.81cm, A2/A1=0.05, R1=0.875 and
d5 =0.206mm)
progressed toward the wave nodes. In Camera 2 the ripple front envelope propagates
in the positive x-direction toward wave antinode with an initial speed of 28cm/hr to
end speed of 13cm/hr with deceleration of about 24cm/hr 2 throughout.
CCD camera data profiles of the transect lines are labeled in Figure 4-33 as AA1,
AA2, and AA3 in Figure 4-37. Due to the large spatial variation in the first har-
monic amplitude as a result of the high reflection, ripples in experiment 4-30 have a
pronounced variation in wavelength and amplitude. As can be seen in Figures 4-33
and 4-37, the ripple wavelengths are on the average of 10.5cm near the wave node
and show a clear linear decrease towards 2.5cm over a 40cm distance, the closer the
ripples are to the antinode. Ripple amplitudes in Camera 2 of experiment 4_30 also
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Figure 4-35: Ripple amplitude growths in experiment 4_30 (R~O.9 and doo=0.206mm)
from Camera 2, spanning x=6.lm to 7.2m.
show a decreasing linear trend between x=680 to 720cm, ranging from nearly 1cm to
about 0.25cm. Near the node region, ripple amplitudes have greater variation due to
the presence of alternating ripple sizes (i.e. large, small, large, etc.); with the mean
amplitude of 0.95cm. Ultimately, ripple amplitudes and wavelengths approach zero at
approximately half the distance between nodes and antinodes, due to the increasingly
vertical orbital motion.
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Figure 4-36: Ripple front envelopes for experiment 4_30 (R~~0.9 and d5o=0.206mm)
in Camera 2 between x=6.lm to 7.2m.
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Figure 4-37: Sample transects of Camera 2 data (x=6.lm to 7.2m) for experiment
4.30 (R~0.9 and d5o=O.206mm). Top plot: shows profiles AA1, AA2 and AA3 which
correspond to the transects at 1, 2, and 3hrs in Figures 4-33. Middle plot: ripple
amplitude based on AA1, AA2, and AA3 profiles and denoted with ., *, and x
symbols, respectively. Bottom plot: ripple wavelength based on AA1, AA2, and AA3
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Comparison between High and Low Reflections Experiments 4-30 and 5-08
had similar sand sizes (d5o=0.206mm) and wave periods (2.50sec), but different re-
flection coefficients of 0.9 and 0.2, respectively. Ripple velocities between the two
experiments were quite different, as seen in Figures 4-38 and 4-39. Experiment 4.30's
(R=0.9) trajectories, once fully developed (~0.5hrs), were relatively uniform with
very small speeds over the 1.5m distance of the camera. However, in experiment
5-08 (R=0.2) velocities ranged from nearly stationary (under antinodes) to around
15cm/hr to 20cm/hr (under wave nodes). Also, the ripple front in 4-30, due to the
variation in horizontal velocities, moved more slowly than that of experiment 5_08,
in which the entire bed was perturbed at nearly the same time, leading to a lack
of prominent fronts. In both experiments, the majority of ripple amplitude growth
occurred before 0.25hrs after ripple formation (see Figure4-40). As mentioned in Sec-
tion 4.1.1, experiment 4-30 (high R) shows a clear variation in ripple wavelength and
amplitude under the wave envelope of high reflection, whereas in experiment 5_08
(low R), ripple wavelengths and amplitudes were more or less uniform from node to
antinode. Experiment 4_30's ripple amplitudes are around 0.95cm near the node and
decrease to 0.25cm over a x-distance of nearly 40cm, while experiment 5_08 (R=0.2)
averages near 1cm across the entire camera domain of 1.5m. Mean wavelength in
experiment 5-08 (R=0.2) is approximately 12cm where in experiment 4-30 (R=0.9)
values are about 10.5cm near node and decrease to 2.5cm over the same 40cm (x=680
to 720cm). (Refer to Figure 4-41.)
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Figure 4-38: Effect of wave reflection on ripple evolution. Wave/ripple plots for
experiments 4_30 (A1=3.84cm, R=0.9) and 5-08 (A1=7.00cm, R=0.2).
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Figure 4-39: Effect of wave reflection on ripple velocity under one-fourth of a 5.7m
water wavelength in experiments 4-30 (A1=3.84cm, R=0.9) and 5-08 (A1=7.O0cm,
R=0.2).
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Figure 4-40: Effect of wave reflection on ripple growth in experiments 4_30
(A1=3.84cm, R=0.9) and 5-08 (A1=7.00cm, R=0.2)
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Figure 4-41: Effect of wave reflection on ripple amplitude and wavelength. Sample
transects of Camera 2 data for experiment 4_30, top figure (R~0.9 and d5o=0.206mm)
and 5_08, bottom figure (R~0.2 and d5 0=0.206mm). Top plot: shows profiles AA1,
AA2 and AA3 which correspond to the transects in Figure 4-38. Middle plot: ripple
amplitude based on transects and denoted with ., *, and x symbols, respectively.
Bottom plot: ripple wavelength based on transects having the same markers as stated
above.
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Effects of Wave Amplitude Experiments 4-16 and 4-14 have similar sand sizes
(d5o=O.206mm) and reflection (R=0.9), but differ in first harmonic amplitude by
1.15cm (4_16: A1=3.26cm and 4-14: A1=2.11cm). From the wave/ripple plots in
Figure 4-42, one can clearly see a time lag of about 1.5hrs from the start of experiment
4_14, which is before the ripples began to evolve and propagate rather symmetrically
from under the wave node. This uniform pattern is a result of the small incident
wave amplitude (2.11cm), which was large enough to initiate sand motion, but not
so excessive that formation of ripple irregularities were mitigated. Conversely, exper-
iment 4_16, having an incident wave amplitude of 3.26cm, was large enough to cause
perturbations on sand bed within minutes after starting the experiment. The region
initially perturbed in both experiments occurred under the wave node. However, in
4_16 with the larger amplitude, this region was nearly 60cm in width, while in ex-
periment 4_14, it can be reduced to a single point, x=545cm at 1hr. In either case,
ripples moved uniformly with very small velocities. Ripples were almost stationary
under nodes, while near the outer edges of the fronts ripples tended to have a small
migration velocity toward the nearest node. Figure 4-43 depicts the velocity variation
for both experiments. Ripple Front 1 in each case was quite similar. Note that in the
case of high reflection, ripple front velocities decreased to zero, as ripples form closer
towards the wave antinode (under which there is very little horizontal motion and a
void of ripples). Ripple growths, as seen in Figure 4-54, appeared to occur within the
first 0.25hrs of formation. Ripples under the wave node in both cases had the fastest
growth and had very little growth near the antinodes. Bar formations became pro-
nounced in experiment 4_16 after 1hr, which altered the growth of ripples thereafter.
The ripple wavelength and amplitudes, as seen in Figure 4-45, were fairly uniform
over x=520 to 600cm in Camera 1 of experiment 4_14. Between x=500 and 520 cm
the ripple amplitude and wavelength sharply declined to zero. In experiment 4_16
Camera 1, ripples under the node alternated in amplitude (i.e. large, small, large)
ranging between 0.5cm to 1.25cm over x=500 to 580cm, but had a fairly constant
wavelength of 9.5cm. Over the range of x=460 to 500cm both ripple amplitude and
wavelength tended to have less variation and underwent a linear decrease to zero.
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4.1.2 Small Particles and Suspended Load: d50 =0.124mm
In nature, it is natural to have a distribution of sand sizes. In many cases, the bed
contains sediments with large amounts of fine particles, which may lead to a large
percentage of suspended load outside the bottom boundary layer. Thus, we expect
different ripple formations, even under similar waves.
Monochromatic Waves; Low Reflection
Experiment 5_27 was conducted with waves having a first harmonic incident ampli-
tude of 6.47cm, wave period of 2.5sec, and a reflection of 0.10, over a mean size sand
bed of 0.124mm. Wave harmonic envelope plots in Figure 4-46 illustrate the wave
conditions over the first 14hrs, indicating variations at wave antinode and node lo-
cations. The largest temporal variation occurred at the first two antinodes (x=6.25
and 9m) having nearly a 0.7cm difference in the first harmonic amplitude. Thus, as
in the previous cases of 3_24 and 4_30, wave conditions can be considered constant
over this initial temporal domain, especially if we only consider the first three hours.
One CCD camera was utilized, capturing about one-fourth of sand bed exposed
to a water wavelength of 5.67m. Camera position relative to the entire system is
depicted in Figure 4-46. Bathymetry data coupled with initial wave profile over the
corresponding bed section can be seen in Figure 4-47. Ripple trajectories are rather
haphazard, especially near the node. Multiple bifurcations (as seen in Ripple 3, 4, 5,
6 and 10, 12) and mergers (between Ripple 15 and 16) are present throughout the
domain of the camera (x=520 to 600cm). Despite these ripple irregularities, the trend
of small ripples velocities (as seen in previous experiments) under wave antinode and
larger values under the node is still apparent. Results from the linear regression of
ripple trajectory data from the 1-2hrs time interval are shown in Figure 4-48. Note in
Figure 4-48, a maximum velocity occurs around x=5.4m, with a value of ~ 27cm/hr
and an average minimum value near zero occurring near x=6.2m (under antinode).
There is a greater scatter in the velocities near the nodes due to the irregularity of
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the ripples in this region.
Ripple amplitude growth, similar to ripple velocity, is the quickest during the ini-
tial stage of ripple formation. From Figure 4-49, it is apparent that the majority of
growth occurred prior to 0.5hrs of initial development, ultimately reaching a maxi-
mum amplitude of about 0.5cm to 1cm. The growths are somewhat tortuous due to
the irregularity of the ripples seen in Figure 4-47.
Due to the combination of relatively large wave amplitude and fine sediment size,
the sand bed was perturbed rather uniformly, resulting in the absence of any ripple
fronts. CCD camera data profiles of the transect lines (seen in Figure 4-47) labeled
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AA1, AA2, and AA3 can be seen in Figure 4-50. Ripple amplitude and wavelengths
across the transects had slight local variations across the range of the camera (x=520
to 660cm), taking the mean results of 8.9cm and 0.6cm, respectively.
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Effect of Different Sand Sizes under Waves of Low Reflection A comparison
of ripple evolution between low reflection experiments, 5_08 (R=0.2, d5o=0.2mm)
and 5-27 (R=0.1, d50=0.125mm), having different sand sizes with similar waves, can
be seen in Figures 4-51 and 4-52. Due to the relatively large incident amplitude
(A1=6.47cm) and finer sand (0.125mm) in experiment 5_27, ripples moved rather
rapidly without forming fronts. Overall, ripples were quite irregular when compared
to those of experiment 5-08 (d5 0=0.205mm). However, despite these local variations,
ripple velocities across the camera domain had surprisingly similar trends, as seen
in Figure 4-53. Ripple speeds were nearly zero at antinodes and around 20cm/hr
close to the wave nodes. The growth of ripples near the nodes in experiment 5_08
(d5o=0.2mm) grew significantly, within 0.25hrs, increasing to approximately 1cm.
Subsequent growth of the ripples to 2.5cm and 3cm can be attributed to bar formation,
which begins after about 1hr. In 5-27, ripples near the node had a fair amount of
growth by 0.25hrs, while ripples around the antinode took 0.5hrs to 1hr to undergo
similar growth of 1cm. Also, notice that in Ripple 15 of experiment 5-27 (fine sand),
located near the wave antinode, had extremely slow growth, while Ripple 23 and 25
in Camera 2 and Ripple 12 and 13 in Camera 1 of case 5_08 (course sand) had the
highest growths (located under the wave nodes). (Refer to Figures 4-54 and 4-54.)
This difference in growth location, with respect to the wave envelope extremes, is a
result of bar formation due to different modes of sediment transport and is discussed
in greater detail in Chapter 4.2. Ripple amplitudes and wavelengths in experiment
5-27 had locally alternating values, but on the average had values of 0.6cm and
8.9cm, respectively. Ripple amplitudes in experiment 5_08 had a slight variation over
the domain of the cameras and were on the average of 0.65cm near the antinode,
to 1.1cm under the node. Ripple wavelengths also had a similar trend, with larger
wavelengths of 14.5cm under the node to 9cm near the antinode. Lack of significant
variation in experiment 5-27 (high R) can be partially attributed to lower reflection
(close to purely progressive wave).
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Figure 4-51: Effect of different sand types with waves of low reflection on ripple
evolution. Wave/ripple plots for experiments 5_27 (A1=6.47cm, R=0.1) and 5_08
(A1=7.00cm, R=0.2).
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Figure 4-52: Effect of different sand types with waves of low reflection on ripple
evolution. Wave/ripple plots for experiments 5_27 (A1=6.47cm, R=0.1) and 5-08
(A1=7.00cm, R=0.2).
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Figure 4-54: Effect of different sand types with waves of low reflection on ripple
growth in experiments 5_27 (A1=6.47cm, R=O.1) and 5_08 (A1=7.O0cm, R=O.2)
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Figure 4-55: Effect of different sand types with waves of low reflection on ripple
growth in experiments 5_27 (A1=6.47cm, R=0.1) and 5_08 (A1=7.00cm, R=0.2)
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Monochromatic Waves; High Reflection: R=0.9
Experiment 5_19 was conducted with waves having a first harmonic incident ampli-
tude of 3.72cm, a wave period of 2.5sec, and a reflection of 0.9, over a mean size
sand bed of 0.124mm. Wave harmonic envelopes in Figure 4-56 illustrate the wave
conditions over the initial 12hrs, indicating small variations at wave antinode and
node locations. Thus for all practical purposes, wave conditions can be considered
constant over this initial temporal domain. The largest temporal variation occurred
at the third node (x=10.5m) having nearly 0.36cm first harmonic amplitude differ-
ence.
Two CCD cameras were utilized, capturing half a wavelength (~3m) of the sand
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Figure 4-56: Experiment 5_19 (R~0.9 and d50=0.124mm) wave records 0.59167hrs
(runi) through 12.7hrs (run2). 1", 2nd, 3 rd denote respective wave harmonics. The
position of CCD cameras are marked by caml/cam2 text.
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bed. Camera positions relative to the entire system are depicted in Figure 4-56.
Bathymetry data coupled with initial wave profile over the corresponding bed section
can be seen in Figure 4-57. Ripples are slightly irregular under wave nodes, but be-
come fairly uniform as ripples form farther away from the wave node. For the most
part, ripple velocities under the wave node are nearly zero (with the occasional change
due to merging and bifurcating); while fully developed ripples flanking the node tend
to migrate towards the nodal position (i.e ripples around 500cm have positive veloc-
ities, while ripples near 700cm have negative velocities). As seen in Figure 4-58, the
speed of ripples to the left of the node is significantly larger than the speed to the
right. The maximum velocity occurs around x=5.6m, with a value near 8cm/hr, while
the slowest speeds around zero occur near the wave node at approximately 625cm.
Ripple amplitude growth, similar to ripple velocity, is the quickest during the
initial stage of ripple formation. From Figure 4-59, it is apparent that the majority of
growth occurs within 0.5hrs from the initial onset of the ripples in Camera 1 (x=440
to 580cm) ultimately, reaching a maximum quasi-steady amplitude of ~~ 0.5cm. In
Camera 2 (x=580cm to 720cm), Ripple 1, 4, and 9 (near the wave node), take less
than 0.25hrs to grow 0.75cm, while Ripple 10 and 12 (away from the node) take
nearly 1.5hrs to reach a steady state of about 1cm. Subsequent growth after 1.5hrs
is attributed to mean bed level growth (i.e. bars), which is discussed in Chapter 4.
In all, a total of two ripple front envelopes can be viewed for experiment 5_19 in
Figures 4-57 and 4-60. Fronts originated from the nodal region, where wave-induced
shear stress is the highest. Velocity of the front changes as it progresses under the
wave envelope, decelerating as it nears the wave antinode. Both fronts tended to zero
as they progressed away from the node, coinciding with the edge of the rippled bed
on both sides of the node.
CCD camera data profiles of the transect lines seen in Figure 4-57 labeled AA1, AA2,
and AA3 can be seen in Figure 4-61. The transects show a clear variation in the values
of ripple amplitude and wavelength under the standing water wave envelope. Over
x=540 to 660cm (near node), there are slight local variations in ripple amplitude
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around 0.8cm and wavelength of 10.4cm, as large scale bed forms start to develop.
Moving away from the node, there is an apparent linear decrease occurring between
x=540 to 500cm, as well as, x=680 to 720cm. Scatter ripple wavelength in Camera 1
prior to x=500cm is a result of program error when encountering the flat region and
should be ignored.
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Figure 4-57: Wave/ripple plot for Camera 1 (left, x=4.6 to 5.8m) and Camera 2 (right, x=5.8 to 7.2m) in experiment 5_19
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Figure 4-58: Ripple velocity variation under half of a 5.67 meter water wavelength in
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Figure 4-59: Ripple amplitude growth in experiment 5_19 (R~-10.9 and d50=0.124mm).
Top plot: Ripple amplitude growths from Camera 1, spanning x=4.6m to 5.8m.
Bottom plot: Ripple amplitude growths from Camera 2, capturing x=5.8m to 7.2m.
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Figure 4-60: Ripple front envelopes for experiment 5-19 (Rr-lO.9 and d50 =O.124mm).
Top plot: ripple fronts in Camera 1 between x=460cm to 580cm. Bottom Plot: ripple
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experiment 5_19 (R~0.2 and d50=0.206mm). Top plot: shows profiles AA1, AA2 and AA3 which correspond to the transects
at 1, 2, and 3hrs in Figure 4-57. Middle plot: ripple amplitude based on AA1, AA2, and AA3 profiles and denoted with ., *,
and x symbols, respectively. Bottom plot: ripple wavelength based on AA1, AA2, and AA3 profiles having the same markers
as stated above.
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Comparison between Different Sand Sizes under Waves with High Re-
flection Experiment 5_19 was similar to the previous case, 4_30, in that, wave
period (2.5sec), wave amplitude (Az1~3.7cm), water depth (60cm), and reflection
coefficient (0.9) were almost identical. The only factor that differed was the mean
grain size diameter; experiment 4_30 had a d50=0.2mm, while experiment 5-19 had
a d50=0.125mm. The ripples in Figure 4-62 in both experiments looked quite simi-
lar, with slightly larger ripple wavelengths near the nodal regions, which decreased
as ripples formed closer to the antinode. Trajectories under the node in case 5-19
(d5o=0.125mm) were slightly more varying due to the presence of new ripples form-
ing. However, for the most part, ripples trajectories in both experiments were fairly
uniform and had near zero velocities around the node and zero to small negative ve-
locities over x=680 to 720cm. As seen in Figure 4-63, velocities for both experiments
were quite small (less than 3.5cm/hr), with experiment 4_30 (d5o=0.2mm) having
slightly larger values. From Figure 4-62, the ripple Front 1 in Camera 2 of case 5_19
traveled initially at 83cm/hr and had a final speed of 1.4cm/hr. This speed was
slightly faster than Front 1 in experiment 4_30 (d5o=0.125mm), which had an initial
speed of 28cm/hr and reduced to 12cm/hr, in part due to the greater mobility of fine
sands. Ripple growths can be seen in Figure 4-64. In experiment 5_19 (finer sand),
Ripple 1, 4, and 9 (under wave node) had large growths of 0.75cm within less than
0.25hrs from ripple formation, while experiment 4_30 (coarser sand) Ripple 1 had a
similar growth rate. Ripple 9 and 10 in 4-30 and Ripple 15 in 5-19, underwent a very
slight growth of 0.25cm, within about 0.75hrs of the ripple progression. Also, the
variation in ripple trajectories for experiment 5-19 (fine sand) can be seen in Camera
2, with a more tortuous growth than those in experiment 4-30 (coarse sand). Lastly,
comparison between the ripple wavelengths and amplitudes between the two experi-
ments can be seen in Figure 4-65. Both experiments show a significant variation in
ripple amplitude and wavelength under the standing wave envelope, with larger val-
ues occurring under the wave node and reducing to zero closer to the wave antinode.
Under the node, experiment 4-30 had ripple amplitudes of 1.2cm and wavelengths
of 14.4cm, whereas, experiment 5_19 (finer sand) had around 0.8cm amplitude and
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10.4cm wavelength. The linear decrease occurred in both cases near x=680 to 720cm,
in which, the scatter in the ripple data became reduced and a pronounced trend can
be seen.
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Figure 4-62: Effect of different sand sizes under waves with high reflection on ripple
evolution. Wave/ripple plots for experiments 4-30 (d50=O.2mm, R=0.9) and 5_19
(d50=0.125mm, R=0.9).
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Figure 4-63: Effect of different sand sizes under waves with high reflection on ripple
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Figure 4-65: Effect of different sand sizes under waves with high reflection on rip-
ple amplitude and wavelength. Sample transects of Camera 1 data for experiment
4-30,top figure (d50=O.2mm, R=0.9) and 5-19, bottom figure (d50=0.125mm, R=0.9).
Top plot: shows profiles AA1, AA2 and AA3 which correspond to the transects in
Figure 4-62. Middle plot: ripple amplitude based on transects and denoted with ., *,
and x symbols, respectively. Bottom plot: ripple wavelength based on transects the
same markers as stated above.
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4.2 Bar Dominated Bed Forms:
Later period [> 3 hours]
The sand bed, being subjected to forcing, resulting from a varying wave envelope over-
head, begins to show signs of variations in mean bed form elevation, which becomes
increasingly pronounced as time progresses. Typically, for all experiments conducted
within this study, small undulations in mean sand bed position become apparent at
approximately 3hrs from the start of the experiment, and continue to increase over
the remaining duration of the experiment. In subsequent sections, an exemplary ex-
periment for each of the four experimental groupings will be outlined in detail and
comparisons and contrasts with the remaining experiments will follow each grouping.
The four distinct experimental groupings are presented below in Table B.1. Groupi
includes eight experiments having bed load dominated transport (d5o=O.2mm) and
low reflection(R=O.2). Group2 contains four experiments with bed load dominated
transport (d5o=O.2mm) and high reflection(R=0.9). Group3 consist of two exper-
iments with suspended load dominated transport (d50 =O.1mm) and low reflection
(R=0.1). Group4 includes two experiments which have suspended load dominated
transport (d5o=O.lmm) and high reflection (R=0.9). Experiment identifications are
denoted in column one labeled Exp. ID. Experiments in bold font indicate the exem-
plary cases for each grouping. Also, Table B.1 indicates average wave characteristics
throughout the duration of the experiment based on wave fitting procedure discussed
in 3.1.1. Characteristics include reflection coefficient based on first harmonic (R),
wave period (T), first harmonic amplitude (Al), ratio of second harmonic to first
harmonic amplitude (A2/A2), reflection coefficient based on second harmonic (R2),
total number of wave runs, and still water depth over sand bed (H,). Note that am-
plitude and reflection values are calculated from fitting an entire wave run record, not
over smaller specified intervals (i.e. over one bar wavelength). Thus, the values are
constant for each wave record and represent an average amplitude and reflection over
the entire bed. Refer to Section 3.1.1 for more details on wave fitting. Experimental
properties such as, mean sand grain size diameter (d50), as well as, total number of
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bar profile shots and the corresponding times when wave and bar data acquisition
was started, can be seen in Table B.1. Note that wave records are always one record
greater than bar records. This results from the fact that the first wave record was
performed within an hour of experiment initialization, thus this short time interval
was inadequate to create noticeable bar forms so no bar profile was acquired.
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Table 4.2: Summary of experiments classified into four experimental groupings. Date = experiment identification (month.day)in 2003, d50 =sand
mean grain size diameter, R1= reflection coefficient based on 1 " harmonic amplitude, T= wave period, Al= I" harmonic amplitude, A2/A1= ratio
of 2 nd to I" harmonic wave amplitude, R2= reflection coefficient based on 2nd harmonic amplitude, Runs= total number of wave records, H,= water
depth [cm], and Bar profile shots= indicate the total number of bed profile shots over the duration of the experiment and the subsequent times of
start of wave and bar capture. Note: Experiments in bold indicate the representative experiments for each group.
Date d 50  Wave Parameters total wave Bars profiles
runsT Al A2A R H9(in 2003) [mm] R1 [sec] [cm] A2/A R2 [cm? (total no. at hr from exp. start)
1_23 0.206 0.26 2.63 4.79 0.15 0.22 9 60.0 8 @3,6,9,12,15,18,21,24
1_24 0.206 0.24 2.63 5.93 0.19 0.18 7 60.0 8 A 3,6,9,12,15,18,21,24
2-12 0.206 0.24 2.63 5.97 0.18 0.20 7 60.0 6 A 3,6,12,24,36,46
2_26 0.206 0.29 2.63 3.67 0.10 0.40 7 60.0 6 A 12,24,36,48,60,72
3-24 0.2 0.24 2.63 5.66 0.03 1.00 5 60.0 4 0 3,6,12,24
4-07 0.206 0.12 2.00 4.72 0.02 1.00 7 60.0 6 ( 12,24,36,48,60,72
5-08 0.206 0.23 2.50 7.00 0.02 1.00 9 60.0 8 A 12,24,36,48,60,72,84,96
5-13 0.206 0.24 2.50 4.53 0.64 0.05 7 60.0 6 A 6,12,18,30,42,54
4-16 0.206 0.88 2.20 3.26 0.04 0.82 7 60.0 6 C 12,24,36,48,60,72
4..30 0.206 0.88 2.50 3.84 0.05 1.00 9 60.0 7 @ 12,24,36,48,60,72,96
5_05 0.206 0.86 2.50 3.53 0.46 1.00 6 60.0 5 ( 12,24,36,48,60
5_25 0.124 0.02 2.50 6.10 0.18 0.15 4 60.0 1 ( 36
5_27 0.124 0.10 2.50 6.47 0.02 1.00 5 60.0 4 ( 14,38,64,94
5-19 0.124 no 2.50 3.72 0.04 1.00 9 60.0 7 0 12,36,48,60,72,84,96
5-23 0.124 0.87 2.50 3.41 0.45 1.00 6 60.0 5 A 6,12,18,24,36
C\1
a4
C.)
0
-4-C.5
ci -
0
ha
4.2.1 Bed Load Dominated Transport: d50 =0.2mm
Bars form where there is sufficient reflection, generally near shorelines. There growth
can affect a variety of maritime operations directly, by increasing or decreasing seabed
levels, or indirectly, by changing wave conditions effecting sea surface, water velocity,
and sediment transport. The entire shipping industry (both transport and fishing),
tourism, coastal erosion, national defense (i.e. mine deployment and ship navigation),
coastal structures (piers, breakwaters, oil rigs, etc..), just to name a few, are areas
that can have significant implications due to bar formations. We first direct our at-
tention to simpler cases, which can be understood in greater detail, of bar formation
under monochromatic waves with low and high reflection and sandy bed of coarse
sediment. Since natural water waves are rarely monochromatic, experiments will also
focus on polychromatic waves. Comparisons between the above cases will be made.
Monochromatic Waves; Low Reflection: R=0.2
Bars are directly affected by waves and vice versa. Since partially standing waves
have sinusoidal variations in the wave envelope (refer to Chapter 1 for details), there
exist differences in the fluid velocities beneath them. We expect bar crests to be
generated near the nodal regions, being the location of highest shear stress on the
sand bed, while the bed regions under the wave antinodes become bar troughs.
Experiment 3-24 had a sand bed of 0.206mm mean diameter sand, over which were
present first and second harmonics with initial incident wave amplitudes of 5.66cm
and 0.17cm, respectively, with a period of 2.63sec and a 0.2 reflection coefficient. (Re-
fer to Table B.1.) Originally, a total of eight bed profiles, each spanning the entire
movable bed section of 15.2m, were acquired at 12hr time intervals for three days
with the exception of the first three shots occurring at 3hr, 3hr, and 6hr intervals,
respectively. Unfortunately, only the first four data records at 3hrs, 6hrs, 12hrs and
24hrs can be utilized, due to a beach malfunction occurring around 30hrs. A graphical
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record of wave run and bar profile data throughout the duration of the experiment can
be seen in Figures 4-66 through 4-69. The top plot in Figures 4-66 to 4-69 show first,
second, and third wave harmonic amplitudes occurring over the sediment test section.
The bottom plot in Figures 4-66 to 4-69 illustrates seabed elevation (black points)
and mean bed elevation (red solid line). Also, bar number identification can be seen
by the crest of each bar. The locations of ripple CCD cameras acquisition areas, dis-
cussed in Section 4.1, are visible on both plots. Throughout all the wave/bar plots for
experiment 3-24, bar crests always occur slightly before wave nodes (by about 0.3m
to 0.6m) and bar troughs form slightly before wave antinodes (by 0.3m to 0.7m). At
25.05hrs (shot4), bar crest one was nearly 0.35m before the wave node, while bar
troughs of Bar 1 were approximately 0.6m in front of wave antinodes. The remaining
bars at 25.05hrs (shot4) had a fairly constant spacing of about 0.7m for both bar crest
and trough prior to wave node and antinode, respectively. Bar wavelengths are three
meters and agree quite well with theory, (i.e. one half the surface wavelength); which
in the case of experiment 3_24, the water wavelength is measured to be about 6m.
(Water wavelength can also be calculated using linear wave theory and dispersion
relationship, [w2 = kgtan(kh), for example a 2.63sec period wave traveling in 0.60m
water depth results a water wavelength of 6.01m).
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Figure 4-66: Wave/bar records for experiment 3_24 having low reflection(R about 0.2)
and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 3.24 wave record at time=3.4hrs from
start of experiment. (11s, 2 ,d, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmonics.) Bottom plot:
bar record at time=3.95hrs from start of experiment. Black line represents seabed
elevation; while red line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only). Cami and Cam2 denoted
the position of the ripple CCD cameras in both plots.
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Figure 4-67: Wave/bar records for experiment 3_24 having low reflection(R about 0.2)
and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 3_24 wave record at time=6.41667hrs
from start of experiment. (Ist, 2"d, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmonics.) Bottom
plot: bar record at time=6.95hrs from start of experiment. Black line represents
seabed elevation; while red line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only). Caml and Cam2
denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras in both plots.
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Figure 4-68: Wave/bar records for experiment 3-24 having low reflection(R about 0.2)
and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 3.24 wave record at time=12.4083hrs
from start of experiment. (1", 2"d, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmonics.) Bottom
plot: bar record at time=19.975hrs from start of experiment. Black line represents
seabed elevation; while red line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only). Cami and Cam2
denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras in both plots.
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Figure 4-69: Wave/bar records for experiment 3-24 having low reflection(R about
0.2) and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 3_24 Wave Record at
time=24.5167hrs from start of experiment.(1", 2nd, 3 d denoting respective wave har-
monics.) Bottom plot: Bar Record at time=25.05hrs from start of experiment. Black
line represents seabed elevation; while red line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only).
Cami and Cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras in both plots.
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Superimposing Figures 4-66 to 4-69, allows one to see a clearer image of the
system's dynamics. Figure 4-70 depicts the wave harmonic amplitudes for wave
3.4hrs (runi) through 24.5167hrs (run5). First harmonic amplitude near x=5.25m
(wave antinode) changed, the largest, by 0.56cm over the duration of the experiment.
Waves for each run in experiment 3_24 showed a significant decrease in first harmonic
amplitude proportional to the distance from the wavemaker; waves of 3.4hrs had a
slope of nearly -.00025. As time progressed, first harmonic amplitude across the tank
increased except near the last wave beat (near x=16m to 18m) which remained rela-
tively constant. Larger amplitude growths occurred at the wave antinodes toward the
wavemaker side of the tank. From time 0.59hrs to 25.05hrs, the first wave antinode
(near x=5m) increased by 0.6cm and the last antinode (near x=18m) decreased by
1.8cm, while the first wave node (near x=4m) decreased by 0.16cm and wave node
(near x=16m) increased by 0.16cm. Thus, at the final time, 25.05hrs, the slope along
the antinodes had doubled, while the amplitudes of the wave nodes reached a uniform
amplitude of around 4.1cm. This monotonic decrease along the tank for each wave
record is possibly due to a combination of wave attenuation due to bottom roughness
and the presence of a return current in the system. Since our waves are not perfectly
sinusoidal, there is a presence of a Stokes drift toward the beach in the upper portion
of the water column near the waves. However, the tank is a closed system, and conti-
nuity must be satisfied. A return flow is generated near the sand bed in the opposite
direction of wave propagation. Thus, causing the increase in first harmonic amplitude
moving toward the direction of the wavemaker. This is also responsible for the bar
forms being shifted toward the wavemaker, with bar crests occurring slightly before
wave nodes and troughs residing prior to wave antinodes (mentioned previously).
Then, in turn, the bars effect the waves causing the wave antinodes to increase over
time.
Figure 4-71 shows bar elevations for 3.95hrs (shoti) to 25.05hrs (shot4). Bar height
increased to values between 7.0cm to 7.5cm over the course of the experiment. The
largest increase per unit time in bars occurred between 3.95hrs (shoti) to 6.95hrs
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(shot2) and 6.95hrs (shot2) to 12.975hrs (shot3) at Bar 1 and Bar 2 growing at a
rate of nearly 0.3cm/hr. However, all bar growth rates gradually decreased as time
progressed. Though bar amplitude continued to increase over the entire bed, there
was noticeable attenuation of bar height along the positive x-direction away from the
wavemaker. Figure 4-72 provides a more concise representation of bar growth. The
difference between the local maximum and minimum for each specified bar number
are plotted against time. The o marker represents Bar 1, + marker Bar 2, * marker
Bar 3, and D marker Bar 4. The largest increase per unit time in bars occurred be-
tween 3.95hrs (shoti) to 6.95hrs (shot2) at Bar 3, growing at a rate of approximately
0.56cm/hr. Though some scatter is apparent in the data, all bar growth rates, in
general, decreased as time progressed.
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Figure 4-70: Experiment 3_24 (R~0.2 and d50=0.206mm) wave records 0.583hrs
(runi) through 24.5167hrs (run5). 1", 2nd, 3 rd denote respective wave harmonics.
Bars identified by numbers located at bar crests. Ripple CCD camera positions are
marked by caml/cam2 text.
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Figure 4-71: Experiment 3-24 (R?%-10.2 and d50=O.206mm) bar records for 3.95hrs
(shotl) through 25-05hrs (shot4). Bars identified by number located at bar crest. A
and N denote positions of wave antinode and node, respectively.
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Figure 4-72: Depth of scour for experiment 3-24 (R~O.2 and d50 =O.206mm).
elevation values for each bar are plotted against time
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Figure 4-73: 1-24 and 1-23 relative depth of scour. Bar elevation values local maxi-
mum and minimum at each specified bar number are plotted against time.
Effects of Reduction in Amplitude Further reducing the first harmonic ampli-
tude of experiment 1_24 by 1.14cm to 4.79cm, as in experiment 1_23, has a noticeable
effect on bar evolution. In Figure 4-73, the relative depth of scour of each bar at
the specified times for both experiments are plotted. The ordinate contains bar el-
evation values, local maximum minus local minimum for each specified bar number
are plotted against time on the abscissa. From the figure, it can be seen that both
experiments show the same general bar growth trend: fast development within the
first 16hrs, followed by leveling off at subsequent times. Essentially, experiment 1-24
scour values are greater all bar positions throughout time, but with the same general
trend as experiment 1-23.
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Comparison between Monochromatic to Monochromatic with Free Sec-
ond Harmonic Experiment 1-24 was similar to experiment 3-24, in wave reflec-
tion (R~0.2), sand size (d5o=0.206mm), wave period( 2.63sec), and first harmonic
amplitude (A1=5.93cm, differs by 0.27cm). Second harmonic amplitude was still
small with respect to the first harmonic (A2/A1=0.19), but larger than the ratio in
experiment 3-24 and contained a large, long scale variation, known as a free second
harmonic (refer to Chapter 3 for details). Figure 4-74 depicts four bar profiles for
each experiment plotted together by corresponding times. Bar identifiers are posi-
tioned next to each bar crest. Wave envelope local extremes are denoted by A for
antinodal and N for nodal positions. Though first harmonic is the same, there is an
apparent difference in bar formation due to the free second harmonic. Bar crests are
positioned even further ahead of wave nodes. Bar 3 in experiment 1-24 (with free
second) is located nearly 1.3m before wave node, as where Bar 2 is about im, and
Bar 1 nearly 0.5m. Bar 1, 2, and 3 in experiment 1_24 are positioned nearly 0.5m,
1m, and 1.3m, prior to wave nodes, respectively. There appears to be a relationship
between the second harmonic variation and the difference in distance the bar is before
the wave node. In experiment 1_24 (with free second), Bar 3 is under the minimum
of the second harmonic variation, which has the greatest deviation from bar node,
where as Bar 1 is located the under largest part of the second harmonic variation, and
has the smallest difference from the wave node. For additional plots for experiments
refer to Appendix B.
Comparison between Different Wave Periods Effects of changing the wave
period under low reflection, bed load dominated transport can be seen between ex-
periments 3_24 and 5_08, in figure 4-75. Experiment 3.24 had a wave period of
2.63 seconds, whereas experiment 5-08 had a 2.50sec wave period. Figure 4-75, su-
perimposes plots of experiment 3_24 and 5_08 wave and bar runs around two days
from the start of the experiments. Bars for each experiment were shifted from one
another by approximately the same amount the waves were shifted; thus highlight-
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Figure 4-74: Effect of free second harmonic on bar evolution. Experiments 3_24(no
free second) and 1_24(free second) bar records for times near 4, 7, 13, and 25hrs from
initialization of the experiment. Bar identifiers located at the crest of each bar. A
and N denote positions of wave antinode and node, respectively.
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ing the theoretical predictions of bar formation relative to the wave (bars at half
wavelength). Experiment 5-08 (T=2.5sec) exhibits the same major traits of exper-
iment 3-24 (T=2.63sec): bar crests are positioned slightly prior to wave nodes and
bar troughs form before wave antinodes, resulting from return flow mentioned above.
Waves antinodes of experiment 5-08 at time 23.59hrs have a decreasing slope of 0.0008,
while the experiment 3-24 antinodes at time 24.167hrs have a slightly less slope of
.00067. Measured water wavelength of about 5.65m for experiment 5-08, agrees quite
well with the theoretical calculation of 5.67m by means of the dispersion relationship,
W = kgtanh(kh). Throughout the duration of the experiments, experiment 5_08's
bar heights were slightly less than experiment 3-24's bar heights by 1cm at the most
(except Bar 4, which was greater than experiment 3-24's poorly formed Bar 4), which
could possibly result from experiment 5_08 having a stronger return flow due to slope
of its first harmonic amplitude being steeper than experiment 3.24.
Repeatability Comparison Experiments 2_12 was conducted under the same con-
ditions as experiment 1_24 (A1=6cm, R=0.2, T=2.63cm, d50=0.2mm) except the ex-
periment duration was increased to 46hrs instead of 24hrs available for experiment
1_24. With all the experimental runs being performed, it is important to defend the
repeatability of the experiments, because in most cases our experimental schedule
only allowed for one experiment of a particular case. Four bar profiles of each exper-
iment with similar times around 4hrs, 7hrs, 13hrs, and 25hrs can be seen in Figure
4-76. Profiles between the two experiments for the most part are very close to each
other, illustrating quite constant bar geometry with marginal bar amplitude differ-
ences. The largest variation occurs at bar crest three throughout all four shots, with
a maximum deviation of nearly 2cm. Overall, it tends to validate the repeatability of
the experiments.
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Figure 4-75: Effect of wave period on bar evolution. Experiments 3_24 (T=2.63sec)
and 5_08(T=2.5 sec) wave and bar records for time near 60hrs from initialization of
the experiments. Is", 2nddenote respective wave harmonics . Bars are identified by
numbers near crests.
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(A1=6cm, R=0.2, T=2.63cm, d50=O.2mm). Experiments 1_24 and 2-12 bar records
for times near 4, 7, 13, and 25hrs from initialization of the experiments. Bar number
indicated at the crest of each bar. A and N denote positions of wave antinode and
node, respectively.
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Comparison between Monochromatic and Polychromatic Experiment 5-13
was similar to experiment 5-08 in wave period (T=2.50sec) and sand size (d5 o=O.206mm);
however, a large second harmonic (A2/A1=0.64), was imposed to observed its effect
on the system. The resulting comparison with experiment 5-08 shows the polychro-
matic waves of experiment 5_13 had a drastic effect on sand bed evolution. Figure
4-77 shows a plot between experiments 5-13 (poly) and 5-08 (mono), with a wave
envelope in the top plot depicting first two harmonics of each wave run. The bottom
plot shows the bar profile around 60hrs from the start of each experiment. Notice
both waves and bar plots are distinguished by color. Red solid line and blue dashed
line represent experiment 5_13 and 5-08, respectively. Bar crests for experiment 5_13
(poly) seem to be shifted so that bar troughs are nearly under the wave nodes. There
is a noticeable long scale variation in the 5-13 sand bed of about 2cm in amplitude,
which mimics the variation in the second harmonic, occurring slightly out of phase
with the waves.
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Figure 4-77: Effect of polychromatic waves on bar formation. Experiments 5-13
(polychromatic) and 5-08 (monochromatic) wave and bar records for times near 60hrs
from initialization of the experiment. 1st, 2nddenote respective wave harmonics. Bar
identifiers located at the crest of each bar.
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Monochromatic Waves; High Reflection: R=0.9
As mentioned previously, bars are directly affected by waves and vice versa. We
expect to observe a difference in bar formations by changing the reflection coeffi-
cient. Standing waves have a significant change in wave orbital velocities from that
of progressive waves (refer to Chapteri for details). Orbital velocities near the nodes
are horizontal, while antinodal velocities are vertical. Thus, we expect bars to be
generated near the nodal regions, being the location of highest shear stress on the
sand bed, while the bed regions under the wave antinodes remain virtually unchanged
(maintaining its original flat surface).
Experiment 4_30 was conducted with a mean sand diameter of 0.206mm over
which waves having a first harmonic incident amplitude of 3.84cm, period of 2.50
seconds and reflection of 0.88 were generated. (Refer to Table B.1). A total of eight
bed profiles, each spanning the entire movable bed section of 15.2m, were acquired
at 12hr time intervals, with the exception of shot7 (at 84hrs), which was discarded
due to the corruption of its original digital images. Records of wave run and bar
profile data throughout the duration of the experiment can be seen in Figures 4-78
through 4-84. The top plot in Figures 4-78 to 4-84 shows first, second, and third wave
harmonic amplitudes occurring over the sediment test section. While, the bottom
plot in Figures 4-78 to 4-84 illustrates seabed elevation (black points) and mean bed
elevation (red line). In addition, bar number identification can be seen by each bar
crest. Also, the location of the ripple CCD camera's acquisition area, discussed in
Section 4.1, is visible on both plots. Throughout all the wave/bar plots for experiment
4_30, bar crests always occur right under wave nodes and flat regions beneath the wave
antinodes (refer to heading below Comparison between High and Low Reflections for
explanation). Bar wavelengths are about 2.8m, agreeing quite well with the theory
of bar forms at one-half the water wavelength; which in the case of experiment 4_30,
the water wavelength is measured to be nearly 5.7m. (From linear wave theory, a 2.5
sec period wave in 0.60m water depth, results in a water wavelength of 5.67m).
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Figure 4-78: Wave/bar records for experiment 4_30 having high reflection (R
about 0.9) and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 4-30 wave record at
time=13.25hrs from start of experiment. (1", 2nd, 3rd denoting respective wave har-
monics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=13.7667hrs from start of experiment.
Black line represents seabed elevation; while red line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars
only). Bar identifiers located at the crest of each bar. Cam2 denoted the position of
the ripple CCD camera in both plots.
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Figure 4-79: Wave/bar records for experiment 4_30 having high reflection (R
about 0.9) and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 4-30 wave record at
time=24.7833hrs from start of experiment. (I", 2"d, 3rd denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=25.2917hrs from start of experiment.
Black line represents seabed elevation; while red line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars
only). Bar identifiers located at the crest of each bar. Cam2 denoted the position of
the ripple CCD camera in both plots.
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Figure 4-80: Wave/bar records for experiment 4_30 having high reflection (R
about 0.9) and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 4_30 wave record at
time=36.75hrs from start of experiment. (1", 2nd, 3rd denoting respective wave har-
monics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=37.2667hrs from start of experiment.
Black line represents seabed elevation; while red line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars
only). Bar identifiers located at the crest of each bar. Cam2 denoted the position of
the ripple CCD camera in both plots.
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Figure 4-81: Wave/bar records for experiment 4-30 having high reflection (R
about 0.9) and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 4-.30 wave record at
time=48.8583hrs from start of experiment. (1", 2nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=49.35hrs from start of experiment.
Black line represents seabed elevation; while red line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars
only). Bar identifiers located at the crest of each bar. Cam2 denoted the position of
the ripple CCD camera in both plots.
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Figure 4-82: Wave/bar records for experiment 4_30 having high reflection (R
about 0.9) and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 4_30 wave record at
time=60.7417hrs from start of experiment. (1', 2 "d, 3 rd denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=61.2417hrs from start of experiment.
Black line represents seabed elevation; while red line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars
only). Bar identifiers located at the crest of each bar. Cam2 denoted the position of
the ripple CCD camera in both plots.
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Figure 4-83: Wave/bar records for experiment 4_30 having high reflection (R
about 0.9) and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 4_30 wave record at
time=72.7583hrs from start of experiment. (1", 2 "d, 3rd denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=73.2667hrs from start of experiment.
Black line represents seabed elevation; while red line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars
only). Bar identifiers located at the crest of each bar. Cam2 denoted the position of
the ripple CCD camera in both plots.
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Figure 4-84: Wave/bar records for experiment 4.30 having high reflection (R
about 0.9) and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 4_30 wave record at
time=96.525hrs from start of experiment. (1st, 2nd, 3 d denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=96.9833hrs from start of experiment.
Black line represents seabed elevation; while red line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars
only). Bar identifiers located at the crest of each bar. Cam2 denoted the position of
the ripple CCD camera in both plots.
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Superimposing wave plots from Figures 4-78 to 4-84, allow one to see a clearer
image of the system's dynamics. Figure 4-85 depicts the wave harmonic amplitudes
for wave 13.25hrs (run2) through 96.525hrs (run9). Bars are identified by a number
located by each bar crest. Over the entire 96hrs, the first harmonic amplitude only
increased, at most, by approximately 0.5cm at wave antinodes, thus, illustrating the
stability of the wave amplitude profile throughout the duration of the experiment.
Figures 4-86 and 4-87 show sequential bar elevation profiles for time 13.7667hrs to
96.9833hrs. Bar height increased to values ranging from 4.3cm to 8.5cm over the
course of the experiment. Bar 1, 2, and 5 had significant increase in bar crest for-
mation, while both Bar 2 and 5 also had appreciable scouring near their troughs
located to the positive side of the bar crest. Figure 4-88 provides a more concise rep-
resentation of bar growth. The difference between the local maximum and minimum
within each specified bar number are plotted against time. The largest increase per
unit time in bars occurred between 25.2917hrs (shot2) to 37.2667hrs (shot3) at bar
five, growing at a rate of about 0.3cm/hr. However, all bar growth rates, in general,
decreased as time progressed, though some scatter is apparent in the data.
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Figure 4-85: Experiment 4-30 (R~--0.9 and d50=O.206mm) wave records 0.58333hrs
(runl) through 96.525hrs (run9). 1"*, 2,d , 3V denote respective wave harmonics.
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Figure 4-86: Experiment 4-30 (R-r-00.9 and d50=O.206mm) bar records for 13.77hrs
(shotl) through 49.35hrs (shot4). Bar identified by number located at bar crest. A
and N denote positions of wave antinode and node, respectively.
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Figure 4-87: Experiment 4-30 (Rr-.-IO.9 and d50=O.206mm) bar records for 61.24hrs
(shot5) through 96.98hrs (shot8). Bar identified by number located at bar crest.. A
and N denote positions of wave antinode and node, respectively.
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Comparison between High and Low Reflections Experiments 4_30 and 5-08
had similar sand sizes (d5o=0.206mm) and wave periods (2.50sec), but experiment
4-30 had a reflection coefficient of 0.9, while experiment 5-08 had a coefficient of 0.2.
Wave records for 4_30 (R=0.9) (Figure 4-85) showed waves to be fairly uniform and
constant in space and time; however, waves for each run in 5_08 (R=0.2) showed a
significant decrease in first harmonic amplitude proportional to the distance from the
wavemaker, having a slope of approximately -.0004 (see Figures B-60 to B-71). As
time progressed, first harmonic amplitude across the tank decreased at a decreasing
rate, with larger amplitude reductions occurring near the beach side of the tank for
the wave antinodes and near the wavemaker for the wave nodes. From time 0.59hrs
to 83.08hrs, the first wave antinode (near x=4m) decreased by 1.1cm and the last
antinode (near x=18m) decreased by 1.8cm, while the first wave node (near x=5m)
was reduced by 1.7cm and 1.1cm by the last wave node (near x=17m). Thus, at the
final time, 83.08hrs, the slope along the antinodes had doubled, while the amplitudes
of the wave nodes reached a uniform amplitude of around 3.9cm. This monotonic
decrease along the tank for each wave record is possibly due to a combination of wave
attenuation, due to bottom roughness and the presence of a return current in the
system. Since our waves are not perfectly sinusoidal, there is a presents of a Stokes
drift toward the beach in the upper portion of the water column near the waves;
however, the tank is a closed system, and continuity must be satisfied. A return flow
is generated near the sand bed in the opposite direction of wave propagation. Thus,
bar formations, crest and troughs, seen in experiment 5-08, are not in line with the
wave nodes and antinodes, respectively. The bar forms have been shifted toward the
wavemaker, with bar crests occurring slightly before wave nodes and troughs residing
prior to wave antinodes. In the case of high reflection, experiment 4_30, waves are
close to standing waves, in which there is no net transport in the onshore direction.
Continuity is satisfied and no return flow is present in the system, thus bar crests
and troughs are in line with wave nodes and antinodes, respectively. Last records of
experiment 4-30 and 5-08 with time around 4 days, are plotted in Figure 4-89.
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Figure 4-89: 4_30 and 5-08 wave and bar record for time near 96hrs from initialization
of the experiment. 1 " and 2nd denote respective wave harmonics . Bars are identified
by numbers near crests.
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Comparison between Monochromatic to Polychromatic Waves Experiment
5-05 was similar to experiment 4-30 in first harmonic amplitude (about 3.5cm), wave
period (2.5sec), sand size (0.206mm), and water depth (60cm); however, a large sec-
ond harmonic (A2/A1=0.46) was imposed to observe its effect on the system. The
resulting comparison with experiment 4-30 shows the polychromatic waves of exper-
iment 5_05 had a significant effect on sand bed evolution. Figure 4-90 shows the
comparison between experiment 4-30 and 5-05, with the top plot of the wave enve-
lope depicting the first two harmonics of each wave run. The bottom plot shows the
bar profile around 60hrs from the start of each experiment. Red solid line and blue
dashed line represent experiment 4_30 (mono) and 5_05 (poly), respectively. Under
polychromatic waves, bar crests are no longer located directly under the wave nodes,
but are skewed slightly behind (i.e. Bar 4) or in front (i.e. Bar 3) of the wave node.
In some cases, as with Bar 1, 2 and 5, bar crests seemed to have formed near the edge
of the flat regions located under wave antinodes, and creating bar troughs underneath
the wave nodes. Near the sixty hour mark, experiment 5_05's (poly) bar crest ampli-
tude reached approximately 6cm, nearly 3 times that of the bar crests in experiment
4_30 (mono). Bar troughs of 5-05 were approximately 8cm, almost 4 times that of
experiment 4_30.
Comparison between Different Wave Periods Effects of changing the wave
period under high reflection, bed load dominated transport can be seen between ex-
periments 4_30 (wave period of 2.5sec) and 4-16 (period of 2.2sec), in Figure 4-91.
Figure 4-91, superimposes plots of experiment 4-30 (T=2.5sec) and 4_16 (T=2.2sec)
wave and bar runs around 3 days from the start of the experiments. Experiment 416
(T=2.2sec) exhibits the same major traits as 4.30 (T=2.5sec), bar crests and flat
regions aligned underneath wave nodes and antinodes, respectively. Measured water
wavelength of nearly 4.9m for 4_16, agrees quite well with the theoretical calculation
of 4.89m by means of the dispersion relationship, w2 = kgtanh(kh). Since, bars form
at one-half water wavelength, experiment 4_16 forms an additional bar (Bar 6) in
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Figure 4-90: Effect of polychromatic waves on bar formation.
4_30(mono) and 5-05(poly) wave and bar record for time near 60hrs
Experiments
from initial-
ization of the experiment. 1"t, 2 "d denote respective wave harmonics . Bars are
identified by numbers near crests.
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reference to the five bars of experiment 4-30. This is possible due to experiment 4_16
having a shorter bar wavelength than experiment 4_30 (4.89m/2 = 2.4m < 5.67m/2 =
2.8m). However, this shorter wavelength may serve as a detriment to bar growth un-
der high reflection/bed load dominated cases. In these cases, each bar can be thought
of as a separate entity from the perspective of a sand grain. The sediment within
each bar is confined between the flat regions located under the antinodes, where the
orbital velocities are nearly vertical. Therefore, as the wave period decreases the re-
gion available for scour is reduced, in turn limiting bar growth. After nearly a 72 hour
duration of experiments, 4_16 bar heights were around 4cm and slightly less than 4_30
bar heights by 1cm or so, which could possibility result from experiment 4-16's first
harmonic amplitude of 3.26cm, nearly 0.6cm less than amplitude in experiment 4_30.
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Figure 4-91: Effect of wave period on bar formation with high reflection experi-
ments. Experiment 4_30 (T=2.5sec, R=0.9) and 4-16 (T=2.2sec, R=0.9) wave and
bar records for time near 72hrs from initialization of the experiment. 1", 2,d denote
respective wave harmonics . Bars are identified by numbers near crests.
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4.2.2 Small Particles and Suspended Load: d50 =0.124mm
In environmental systems, it is natural to have a distribution of sand size rather than
just a uniform size. In many cases, the system contains sediment with large amounts
of fine particles within the bed, which may tend to compose a large percentage of
the total sediment transport. Since fines are lighter than the larger particles, they
become suspended within the water column more readily, and move out of the bottom
boundary layer, which is responsible for bed load transport. Thus, we expect different
bar formations, even under similar waves, because the physics affecting the transport
has been altered.
Monochromatic Waves; Low Reflection
Experiment 5_27 was conducted with waves having a first harmonic incident ampli-
tude of 6.47cm, a wave period of 2.5sec, and a reflection of 0.10, over a mean size
sand bed of 0.124mm. The experiment contains a total of four bed profiles, each at
different stages spanning an entire movable bed section of 15.2m. Over the course of
the experiment, profiles were acquired at one 12hr, then three 24hrs time intervals.
Records of wave run and bar profile data throughout the duration of the experiment
can be seen in Figures 4-92 through 4-95. The top plots in Figures 4-92 to 4-95
show first, second, and third wave harmonic amplitudes occurring over the sediment
test section. While, bottom plots in Figures 4-92 to 4-95 illustrate seabed elevation
(black points) and mean bed elevation (red line). Also, bar number identification can
be seen by the crest of each bar. Shown on both plots are the locations of acquisi-
tion area of the ripple CCD cameras discussed in Section 4.1. In all the wave/bar
plots for experiment 5_27, bars seem not to be completely well formed. Bar crests
tend to appear slightly behind the wave antinode (by about 0.2m to 0.4m) and bar
troughs form slightly behind wave nodes (by about 0.4m). Over the course of the
experiment, not much change in the sea bed elevation occurred during the 15hrs to
95hrs period. Basically, the bar formations at time 15hrs can be thought of as the
steady bar formation, with the additional time just slightly modifying the these bars.
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However, the sand near the end of the tank was gradually eroded away. One can
notice that up until x=14m bars stay pretty much stable, yet after x=14m, there is
seen a scouring effect, which cut into an increasing amount of the sand bed near the
beach as time progressed. Estimating bar wavelengths from the poorly formed bar
data, measured about 2.7m and theory predicts 2.835m for bar wavelength. (The-
oretical value achieved by use of the dispersions relationship, w2 = kgtan(kh), i.e.
with a 2.5sec period wave traveling in 0.60m water depth results a water wavelength
of 5.67m, which is divided by two to get proper bar wavelength.)
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Figure 4-92: Wave/bar records for experiment 5_27 having high reflection (R about
0.1) and mean sand diameter of 0.124mm. Top plot: 5.27 Wave Record at
time=14.75hrs from start of experiment. (Ist, 2nd, 3V denoting respective wave har-
monics.) Bottom plot: Bar Record at time=15.3167hrs from start of experiment.
Black line represents seabed elevation; while red line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars
only). Cami denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras in both plots.
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Figure 4-93: Wave/bar records for experiment 5-27 having high reflection (R
about 0.1) and mean sand diameter of 0.124mm. Top plot: 5_27 wave record at
time=39.175hrs from start of experiment. (Ist, 2nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=39.7667hrs from start of experiment.
Black line represents seabed elevation; while red line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars
only). Caml denoted the position of the ripple CCD camera in both plots.
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Figure 4-94: Wave/bar records for experiment 5-27 having high reflection (R
about 0.1) and mean sand diameter of 0.124mm. Top plot: 5-27 wave record at
time=65.4333hrs from start of experiment. (1", 2"d, 3 rd denoting respective wave
harmonics) Bottom plot: bar record at time=66.0333hrs from start of experiment.
Black line represents seabed elevation; while red line depicts bar elevation(i.e bars
only). Caml denoted the position of the ripple CCD camera in both plots.
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Superimposing Figures 4-92 to 4-95, allows one to see a clearer image of the
system's dynamics. Figure 4-96 depicts the wave harmonic amplitudes for times of
0.583hrs (runi) through 95.3917hrs (run5). First harmonic amplitude near x=9m
(wave antinode) changed, the largest, by 0.7cm over the duration of the experiment.
Waves for each run in experiment 5-27 showed a significant decrease in first harmonic
amplitude proportional to the distance from the wavemaker, waves of 14.75hrs have
a slope of about -.00041. As time progressed, the first harmonic amplitude across the
tank decreased. Thus, at the final time, 95.8167hrs, the slope along the antinodes
remained the same. This monotonic decrease along the tank for each wave record
is possibly due to a combination of wave attenuation, due to bottom roughness and
the presence of a return current in the system. Since our waves are not perfectly
sinusoidal, there is a presence of a Stokes drift toward the beach in the upper por-
tion of the water column near the waves; however, the tank is a closed system, and
continuity must be satisfied. A return flow is generated near the sand bed in the
opposite direction of wave propagation. Thus, causing the increase in first harmonic
amplitude moving toward the direction of the wavemaker.
Figure 4-97 shows bar elevations for 15.3167hrs (shoti) to 95.8167 (shot4). Bar
height increased to values near three cetimeters over the course of the experiment.
The largest increase per unit time in bar height of about 0.06cm/hr occurred near
xZ14m; however, all bar growth rates gradually decreased as time progressed. Though
bar amplitude continued to increase slightly over the entire bed, there was noticeable
attenuation of bar height along the positive x-direction away from the wavemaker.
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Figure 4-95: Wave/bar records for experiment 5_27 having high reflection (R
about 0.1) and mean sand diameter of 0.124mm. Top plot: 5-27 wave record at
time=95.3917hrs from start of experiment. (1"s, 2nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=95.8167hrs from start of experiment.
Black line represents seabed elevation; while red line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars
only). Cami denoted the position of the ripple CCD camera in both plots.
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Figure 4-96: Experiment 5_27 (R~O. 1 and d50=O. 124mm) wave records .583hrs
(runi) through 95.3917hrs (run5). 1 st, 2 "d, 3 rd denote respective wave harmonics.
Ripple CCD cameras position are marked by cami text.
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Figure 4-97: Experiment 5-27 (R.-1.00.1 and d50=0-124mm) bar records for 15.3167hrs
(shotl) through 95.8167hrs (shot4). A and N denote positions of wave antinode and
node, respectively. Ripple CCD cameras position are marked by caml text.
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Effect of Different Sand Types under Waves having a Low Reflection To
be complete, a comparison between experiment 5-08 (R=0.2, d5o=O.2mm) and 5-27
(R=0.1, d50=0.125mm) having different sand sizes with similar waves, can be seen in
Figure 4-98. The bars in experiment 5_27(d50 =0.125mm) were very poorly formed at
the time of the 96hrs duration, whereas bars in experiment 5-08 (d5o=O.2mm) were
well defined. Bar height in experiment 5.08 managed to reach about 6cm, as much
as double that of experiment 5-27.
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Figure 4-98: Effect of sand size on bar formation with low reflection experiments.
Experiment 5_08 (R=0.2, d50=O.2mm) and 5_27 (R=0.1, d50=0.125mm) wave and
bar records for time near 96hrs from initialization of the experiment. 1 st, 2 "d denote
respective wave harmonics . Bars are identified by numbers near crests.
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Monochromatic Waves; High Reflection: R=0.9
Experiment 5-19 was conducted with waves having a first harmonic incident ampli-
tude of 3.72cm, a wave period of 2.5sec, and a reflection of 0.9, over a mean size
sand bed of 0.124mm. A total of eight bed profiles, each spanning the entire movable
bed section of 15.2m, were acquired at 12hr time intervals, with the exception of
shot2 at 25.65hrs, which was omitted due to data errors. Records of wave run and
bar profile data throughout the duration of the experiment can be seen in Figures
4-99 through 4-105. The top plots in Figures 4-99 to 4-105 show first, second, and
third wave harmonic amplitudes occurring over the sediment test section; while, the
bottom plot in Figures 4-99 to 4-105 illustrate seabed elevation (black points) and
mean bed elevation (red line). In addition, bar number identification can be seen
by each bar trough. Also, the location of the ripple CCD camera's acquisition area,
discussed in Section 4.1, is visible on both plots. Throughout all the wave/bar plots
for experiment 5_19, bar crests always flank either side of flat regions, located beneath
the wave antinodes. However, now bar troughs are forming directly underneath the
wave node, which is quite a switch from bed load dominated experiments (refer to
Chapter1 for a theoretical explanation as to why this is so). Bar wavelengths are
approximately 2.84m and agree quite well with theory of bar form at one-half the
water wavelength; which, in the case of 5-19, the water wavelength is measured to
be nearly 5.68m. (Water wavelength can also be calculated using linear wave theory
and dispersion relationship [w 2 = kgtan(kh)], i.e. a 2.5 sec period wave traveling in
0.60m water depth results in a water wavelength of 5.67m).
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Figure 4-99: Wave/bar records for experiment 5-19 having high reflection (R
about 0.9) and mean sand diameter of 0.124mm. Top plot: 5_19 wave record at
time=12.7083hrs from start of experiment. (I", 2nd, 3 d denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=13.3167hrs from start of experiment.
Black line represents seabed elevation; while red line depicts bar elevation(i.e bars
only). Bar identifiers are located at the trough of each bar. Cami and Cam2 denoted
the position of the ripple CCD cameras in both plots.
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Figure 4-100: Wave/bar records for experiment 5_19 having high reflection (R
about 0.9) and mean sand diameter of 0.124mm. Top plot: 5_19 wave record at
time=36.93hrs from start of experiment. (1st, 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave har-
monics) Bottom plot: bar record at time=37.45hrs from start of experiment. Black
line represents seabed elevation; while red line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only).
Bar identifiers are located at the trough of each bar. Cami and cam2 denoted the
position of the ripple CCD cameras in both plots.
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Figure 4-101: Wave/bar records for experiment 5-19 having high reflection (R
about 0.9) and mean sand diameter of 0.124mm. Top plot: 5_19 wave record at
time=49.1917hrs from start of experiment. (1"s, 2 "d, 3 rd denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=49.6917hrs from start of experiment.
Black line represents seabed elevation; while red line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars
only). Bar identifiers are located at the trough of each bar. Cami and cam2 denoted
the position of the ripple CCD cameras in both plots.
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Figure 4-102: Wave/bar records for experiment 5-19 having high reflection (R
about 0.9) and mean sand diameter of 0.124mm. Top plot: 5-19 wave record at
time=60.7583hrs from start of experiment. (1t, 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=61.2833hrs from start of experiment.
Black line represents seabed elevation, while red line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars
only). Bar identifiers are located at the trough of each bar. Caml and cam2 denoted
the position of the ripple CCD cameras in both plots.
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Figure 4-103: Wave/bar records for experiment 5_19 having high reflection (R
about 0.9) and mean sand diameter of 0.124mm. Top plot: 5_19 rave record at
time=72.8667hrs from start of experiment. (1"s, 2nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=73.3917hrs from start of experiment.
Black line represents seabed elevation; while red line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars
only). Bar identifiers are located at the trough of each bar. Caml and cam2 denoted
the position of the ripple CCD cameras in both plots.
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Figure 4-104: Wave/bar records for experiment 5-19 having high reflection (R
about 0.9) and mean sand diameter of 0.124mm. Top plot: 5-19 wave record at
time=84.5083hrs from start of experiment. (1st, 2nd, 3rd denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time= 84.9917hrs from start of experiment.
Black line represents seabed elevation; while red line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars
only). Bar identifiers are located at the trough of each bar. Cami and cam2 denoted
the position of the ripple CCD cameras in both plots.
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Figure 4-105: Wave/bar records for experiment 5.19 having high reflection (R
about 0.9) and mean sand diameter of 0.124mm. Top plot: 5-19 wave record at
time=97.6333hrs from start of experiment. (1t, 2nd, 3rd denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=98.033hrs from start of experiment.
Black line represents seabed elevation; while red line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars
only). Bar identifiers are located at the trough of each bar. Cami and cam2 denoted
the position of the ripple CCD cameras in both plots.
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By superimposing wave plots from Figures 4-99 to 4-105, one gets a clearer im-
age of the system's dynamics. Figure4-106 depicts the wave harmonic amplitudes for
wave 0.592hrs (runi) through 97.633hrs (run9). Bars are identified by numbers over
bar troughs. Over the entire 96hrs, the first harmonic amplitude only decreased, at
most, by approximately 0.7cm (on average 4cm) at wave antinodes, thus, illustrating
the stability of the wave amplitude profile throughout the duration of the experiment.
Figures 4-107 and 4-108 show sequential bar elevation profiles for time 13.3167hrs to
96.0333hrs. Bar height increased to values ranging from 2.3 cm to 6.4cm over the
course of the experiment. The 13.3167hrs (shoti) bar profile had an extensive amount
of scour, initially. Bar three and five had significant bars heights 4.3cm and 4.5cm,
respectively. In subsequent times, scour increased at nodal regions and deposited
sand near the edge of flat regions, building it up, by as much as 2 to 2.5cm (i.e Bar 1,
2, 4, and 5). Figure 4-109 provides a more concise representation of bar growth. The
difference between the local maximum and minimum for each bar number are plotted
against time. The largest increase per unit time in bars occurred between 13.3167hrs
(shoti) to 37.2667hrs (shot3) at Bar 4, growing at a rate of nearly 0.1cm/hr. As time
progressed, all bar growth rates tended to decrease. After time of 37.45hrs, though
some scatter is apparent in the data, bar heights start to reach a steady state value
between 2.8cm to 4.1cm.
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Figure 4-106: Experiment 5_19 (R~0.9 and d50=0.124mm) wave records 0.591667hrs
(run2) through 97.633hrs (run9). 1"t, 2 nd, 3 rd denote respective wave harmonics.
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Figure 4-107: Experiment 5-19 (Re--..10.9 and d50=0-124mm) bar records for 13.3167hrs
(shotl) through 61.2833hrs (shot5). Bar identifiers located at the crest of each bar.
A and N denote positions of wave antinode and node, respectively.
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Figure 4-108: Experiment 5-19 (Rr.00.9 and d50=0-124mm) bar records for 73.3917hrs
(shot6) through 98.0333hrs (shot8). Bar identifiers located at the crest of each bar.
A and N denote positions of wave antinode and node, respectively.
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Figure 4-109: Depth of scour of experiment 5.19 (R~0.9 and d5o=0.124mm). Bar
elevation values local maximum and minimum for each specified bar number are
plotted against time from 13.3167hrs to 98.0333hrs.
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Comparison between Different Sand Sizes under Waves with High Reflec-
tion Experiment 5_19 was similar to the previous case 4_30, in that, wave period
(2.5sec), wave amplitude (A1~3.7cm), water depth (60cm), reflection coefficient (0.9)
were almost identical. The only factor that differed was the mean grain size diameter;
experiment 4_30 had a d50O=0.2mm, while experiment 5_19 had a d50=0.125mm. The
final run of each experiment, occurring around 96hrs, is presented in Figure 4-110.
One can easily see the differences in bar formations for the two distinct sand types.
Notice that for experiment 4-30 (d50 O=0.2mm), the bar crests are formed near the
wave nodes and flat regions are present near the wave antinodes. While, experiment
5-19 (d5 0=0.125mm) has troughs forming at the nodes and bar crests form on either
side of the flat region. Bar growth is much greater for the bed load dominated case
than the suspended load case.
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Figure 4-110: Effect of sand size on bar formation with high reflection experiments.
Experiment 4_30 (R=0.9, d5o=0.2mm) and 5_19 (R=0.9, d5o=0.125mm) wave and
bar record for time near 96hrs from initialization of the experiment. 1st, 2 nd de-
note respective wave harmonics . Numbers near bars crest or trough indicate bar
identification number.
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4.2.3 A Mixture of Sand of Two Sizes
From the preceding subsections, 4.2.1 and 4.2.2, it is clear that sediment grain size has
a profound effect on the type of sediment transport, which in turn controls the bed
form geometry and evolution. Large particles tend to stay near the sand bed and be
carried toward the wave nodes, while finer particles, being lighter, become suspended
in the water column and move toward wave antinodes. Thus, we should expect to ob-
serve natural sorting of the sediments with respect to grain size throughout a certain
depth of the sand bed (referred to as mixing layer). Natural environments can have
fairly well graded sediment, where both bed and suspended load transports can be
present. In order to understand the case when both transport modes co-exist, a final
experiment, 6_03, was conducted. Two sands of different size and color were utilized
to aid in capturing real time data and identified the transport modes resulting in bed
formation: red sand with a mean grain size diameter of 0.211mm and natural colored
sand with d5o=O.112mm.
Following the procedures outlined in Chapter 2 for preparing the sand bed, the ini-
tial bar profile was acquired via optical methods. Sieve analysis of sand cores was
conducted at various positions along the tank to ensure that the sand was initially
uniformly mixed throughout. Figure 4-111 shows a sample section of bed profile
prior to experiments. Based on this image alone, one may speculate that there is a
stratification of the two sand types. However, this is only a local wall effect and not
indicative of bands of red and white sand throughout the width of the bed. Sieve
analysis was conducted down the centerline of the tank (y=38.1cm) at the following
x-distances from the wavemaker: 5m, 6m, 10m, 12m, 15m, and 18m. Additional sam-
ples were acquired at y-distances offset from the centerline by plus or minus 19.1cm
at the following x-position: 7m L, 7m R, 11m R, and 15m L. (The notation of L or
R following the x-distances denote whether the sample was obtained left (y=57.2cm)
or right (y=19cm) of the centerline, respectively.) Results of the analysis can be
seen in Figure 4-112 along with distributions of original unmixed red (d50=0.211mm)
and white (d5o=0.ll2mm) sands to serve as a reference. Clearly, from Figure 4-112,
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the initial sand bed can be considered uniformly mixed over the entire sediment test
section. Also, notice how all the samples from the initial mixed bed fall between
the two pure cases, which should be as expected. The mixture has coarser particles
than white (d50=.112mm) sand thus the reduction in percent finer, especially near
the larger grain diameter region on the abscissa. Red (d5o=.211mm) sand has less
fines than the mixture, resulting in the mixture having higher percent finer values,
especially near the smaller grain diameter region on the abscissa.
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Figure 4-111: Sample section (near x=7m) of initial of bed profile at time= Ohrs of the mixed sediment experiment (6..03).
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Figure 4-112: Grain size distribution of initial sand bed at various x-positions along
the tank for the mixed sediment experiment (6-03). All samples occurred at y-position
of 38.1cm, unless denoted with R or L, corresponding to y=19cm and y= 57.2cm,
respectively. Also, original unmixed red (d50=.211mm) and white (d5o=0.ll2mm)
sands grain size distributions are plotted.
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Summary of wave amplitude and bed profile records for the mixed sediment ex-
periment, 6_03, can be seen in Table B.1. A total of twelve bed profiles, each spanning
the entire movable bed section of 15.2m, were acquired at 12hr time intervals, with
the exception of the first three records, which occurred at 3, 3, and 6hr intervals and
the last four records at nearly 24hr intervals. A graphical record of wave run and
bar profile data throughout the duration of the experiment can be seen in Figures
4-113 through 4-124. The top plots in Figures 4-113 to 4-124 show first, second, and
third wave harmonic amplitudes over the sediment test section. While, bottom plots
in Figures 4-113 to 4-124 illustrate seabed elevation (black points) and mean bed
elevation (red line). In addition, bars are identifed by a number located at each bar
crest. Throughout all the wave/bar plots for mixed sediment experiment (6_03), bar
crests always occur right under wave node and flat regions beneath the wave antin-
odes. Bar wavelengths are about 2.8m and agree quite well with theory presented
by Yu and Mei[19], at which bars form at one-half the water wavelength, which in
the case of mixed sediment experiment (6-03), the water wavelength is measured to
be nearly 5.7m. (Water wavelength can also be calculated using linear wave theory
and dispersion relationship [w 2 = kgtan(kh)], a 2.5sec period wave traveling in 0.60m
water depth results in a water wavelength of 5.67m). A special feature which was
observed was small mounds developing along the sides of the flat region beneath the
antinodes, due to transport of the finer sediment towards the antinode. The crest
elevation of these mounds was nearly the same as the bar crests forming under wave
nodes.
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Figure 4-113: Top plot: Mixed sediment experiment, 603, wave record at
time=0.725hrs from start of experiment. (ist, 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave har-
monics.) Bottom plot: Bar record at time=2.8hrs from start of experiment. Black
line represents seabed elevation; while red line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only).
Bar identification numbers are located at each bar crest.
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Figure 4-114: Top plot: Mixed sediment experiment, 6-.03, wave record at
time=6.7083hrs from start of experiment. (ist, 2 "d, 3 rd denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: Bar record at time=7.2583hrs from start of experiment.
Black line represents seabed elevation; while red line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars
only). Bar identification numbers are located at each bar crest.
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Figure 4-115: Top plot: Mixed sediment experiment, 6-03, wave record at
time=12.9583hrs from start of experiment. (1", 2 "d, 3rd denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: Bar record at time=13.5917hrs from start of experiment.
Black line represents seabed elevation; while red line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars
only). Bar identification numbers are located at each bar crest.
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Figure 4-116: Top plot: Mixed sediment experiment, 6_03, wave record at
time=24.725hrs from start of experiment. (1", 2,d, 3V denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: Bar record at time=25.325hrs from start of experiment.
Black line represents seabed elevation; while red line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars
only). Bar identification numbers are located at each bar crest.
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Figure 4-117: Top plot: Mixed sediment experiment, 6_03, wave record at
time=36.725hrs from start of experiment. (1st, 2 "d, 3 rd denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: Bar record at time=37.3hrs from start of experiment.
Black line represents seabed elevation; while red line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars
only). Bar identification numbers are located at each bar crest.
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Figure 4-118: Top plot: Mixed sediment experiment, 6_03, wave record at
time=48.7083hrs from start of experiment. (1st, 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: Bar record at time=49.975hrs from start of experiment.
Black line represents seabed elevation; while red line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars
only). Bar identification numbers are located at each bar crest.
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Figure 4-119: Top plot: Mixed sediment experiment, 6_03, wave record at
time=60.6hrs from start of experiment. (ist, 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave har-
monics.) Bottom plot: Bar record at time=61.1833hrs from start of experiment.
Black line represents seabed elevation; while red line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars
only). Bar identification numbers are located at each bar crest.
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Figure 4-120: Top plot: Mixed sediment experiment, 6_03, wave record at
time=72.6083hrs from start of experiment. (11t, 2 ,d, Vr denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: Bar record at time=73.lO83hrs from start of experiment.
Black line represents seabed elevation; while red line depicts bar elevation (iLe bars
only). Bar identification numbers are located at each bar crest.
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Figure 4-121: Top plot: Mixed sediment experiment, 6_03, wave record at
time=97.0833hrs from start of experiment. (I"t, 2 ,d, 3rd denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: Bar record at time=96.425hrs from start of experiment.
Black line represents seabed elevation; while red line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars
only). Bar identification numbers are located at each bar crest.
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Figure 4-122: Top plot: Mixed sediment experiment, 6_03, wave record at
time= 120.4333hrs from start of experiment. (I"t, 2 ,d, Vr denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: Bar record at time= 121.Ol67hrs from start of experiment.
Black line represents seabed elevation; while red line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars
only). Bar identification numbers are located at each bar crest.
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Figure 4-123: Top plot: Mixed sediment experiment, 6_03, wave record at
time=144.675hrs from start of experiment. (I", 2 "d, 3V denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: Bar record at time= 145.1917hrs from start of experiment.
Black line represents seabed elevation; while red line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars
only). Bar identification numbers are located at each bar crest.
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Figure 4-124: Top plot: Mixed sediment experiment, 6_03, wave record at
time= 165.9417hrs from start of experiment. (1s', 2 ,d, Vr denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: Bar record at time=165.45hrs from start of experiment.
Black line represents seabed elevation; while red line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars
only). Bar identification numbers are located at each bar crest.
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Taken together, Figures 4-113 to 4-124 provide a clearer image of the system's
dynamics. Figure 4-125 depicts the wave harmonic amplitudes for times 0.725hrs
through 164.9417hrs at intervals of about one day. Bars are identified by a number
located by each bar crest. Over the entire 165hrs, the first harmonic amplitude can
be seen to vary slightly as bed forms evolve, increased at a decreasing rate, reaching
a maximum difference of about 0.82cm at first wave antinode (near x=5m). The
largest rate of increase in first harmonic amplitude occurred between 0.725hrs (runi)
and 24.725hrs (run4) increasing by 0.32cm (near x=5m). Figures 4-126, 4-127, and
4-128, show sequential bar elevation profiles for time 2.80hrs to 165.45hrs. Bar height
increased to values ranging from around 3.6cm (near bars3) to nearly 6.8cm (near
Bar 2) over the course of the experiment. Bar 1, 2, and 5 had significant increase
in bar crest formation, while both Bar 1, 2, 3, and 5 also had appreciable scouring
near their troughs located toward the leeward side of the bar crest. Figure 4-129
provides a more concise representation of bar growth. The differences between the
local maximum and minimum within each specified bar number are plotted against
time. The largest increase per unit time in bars occurred between 2.95hrs (shoti) to
7.25833hrs (shot2) at Bar 1 and 7.25833hrs (shot2) to 13.5917hrs (shot3) at Bar 4
both growing at a rate of about 0.34cm/hr. However, all bar growth rates, in general,
decreased as time progressed, though some scatter is apparent in the data.
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Figure 4-125: Wave records 0.725hrs (runi) through 164.942hrs (run12) by about 24
hr intervals for mixed sediment experiment (6_03). 1 8t, 2 nd, and 3 rd denote respective
wave harmonics.
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Figure 4-126: Bar records for 2.80hrs (shotl) through 25.32hrs (shot4) for mixed
sediment experiment (6-03). Bar identification numbers are located at each bar crest
in the bottom plot. Positions of wave antinode and node are denoted by A and N,
respectively.
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Figure 4-127: Bar records for 37.30hrs (shot5) through 73.11hrs (shot8) for mixed
sediment experiment (6-03). Bar identification numbers are located at each bar crest
in the bottom plot. Positions of wave antinode and node are denoted by A and N,
respectively.
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Figure 4-128: Bar records for 98.42hrs (shot9) through 165.45hrs (shot12) for mixed
sediment experiment (6-03). Bar identification numbers are located at each bar crest
in the bottom plot. Positions of wave antinode and node are denoted by A and N,
respectively.
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Figure 4-129: Depth of scour plot for mixed sediment experiment (6-.03) .Bar height
values, based on difference between local maximum and minimum for each specified
bar number, are plotted against time from 2.8Ohrs to 122.O2hrs.
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Figure 4-130: Angled view of a sample section of sand bed from mixed sediment
experiment (6-03) at time= 2.95hrs. Right side of image near wave antinode; while
left side is near wave node.
As early as 2.95hrs, experiment 6_03 began to exhibit apparent signs of sediment
sorting (refer to Figure 4-130). Finer white sand was being transported toward the
wave antinodes and beginning to create a light white dusting over the original sand
bed. Simultaneously, the heavier red sand was accumulating under the wave nodes,
and creating bright red bar crests. In order to achieve a quantitative sense of sediment
sorting one needs to analyze the sand samples.
Post-experiment sand bed samples Two types of sand bed sampling were per-
formed upon the completion of the mixed sediment experiment (6_03). The first type
was sand bed coring. A clear plastic tube with a diameter of 1.25 inches, was plunged
vertically throughout the entire depth of the sand bed. Sand core was then extracted,
placed in front of a linear scale, and a picture of the sample was acquired. The thick-
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ness from the water/sand interface that had undergone sorting (i.e. the mixing layer)
was measured from the images using graphics software, (Corel Draw 10) which allowed
for image contrast changes to enhance the distinction between the layers. Sediment
cores were taken at y=38.1cm (mid-width of tank) at the following x-positions: 4.85,
6.33, 7, 7.645, 9.16, 10.64, 11.89, 13.27, 13.57, 14.00, 14.36, 14.71, 16.355, and 17.60
meters. Additional cores were sampled at y=19cm and y=57.2cm for x values of
6.33, 7, 7.645, 13.27, 13.57, 14, 14.36, and 14.71 meters from the wavemaker. As can
be seen in Figure 4-131, the mixing layer depth plot are plotted against longitudi-
nal distance from the wavemaker in the bottom subplot, as well as, corresponding
bed elevation at 122.0167hrs. Notice that mixing depth across y-direction at each
x-location under wave antinodes is fairly uniform. Cores at bar crest locations have
a slight lateral deviation in depth of mixing layer; the largest being about 2cm near
x = 6m. However, these differences are most likely the result of the ripple formations
being largest on bar crests (around 2cm), and relatively small under wave antinodes.
Since measurements of the the mixing layer cover the depth from sand/water inter-
face to undisturbed sand bed, the variability of mixing layer over the bar crest can
be expected to be on the order of ripple height. Also, apparent in Figure 4-131 is
that between x=9 and 17m the mixing layer depths range only between 2 and 4cm,
with the exception of cores at x=14m. All three samples at x=14m were unable to
provide a clear distinction between sand types by image analysis, thus resulting in its
mixing layer value of zero. Though no other core samples were extracted in the bar
trough preceding its crest, mixing layer measurements from bar troughs following its
bar crest, as found near x=7m, indicate a small mixing layer near 1cm. Taking this
in to consideration, the value of mixing layer near x=14m may be considered a valid
result.
The second type of sampling performed was scraping across the width of the tank.
Sediment was collected at a specified x-coordinate along the entire width, and no
more than about 0.25 inches below the bed surface (to ensure only the sand in the
mixing layer was sampled). Once sieved, the resulting sand sample provided for a
laterally averaged sand size distribution of only the sorted sand at the specified x-
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Figure 4-131: Top plot shows bed profile at time = 122.0167hrs (black * denotes bed
elevation and red line represents mean bar profile). Bottom plot depicts mixing layer
across versus distance from wavemaker. Red A denotes a mixing layer of red sand,
black 0 represents a mixing layer of natural (white) colored sand, and maroon 0
denotes mixed layer(mixing layer depth = 0 ). C, R, and L, corresponds to the y-axis
location each sample core was obtained with c=mid-width of tank(y = 38.1 cm), R=
offset right of center(y = 19 cm), and L = offset left of center (y=57.2 cm).
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coordinate. Samples were acquired at the following x-locations: 4, 4.5, 5, 5.5, 6, 6.5,
7, 7.25, 7.5, 7.79, 8.34, 9, 9.5, 10, 10.44, 11, 11.5, 12, 13, 13.085, 13.345, 13.9, 14.54,
14.89, 15.165, 15.55, 15.735, 15.885, 16.12, 16.82, 17.535, and 18.36 meters from the
wavemaker. Detailed results of sieve analysis can be seen in Tables 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5.
(Corresponding grain size curves can be seen in Appendix C, Figures C-4 to C-8.)
The tables contain percent finer values, computed mean grain size diameter based on
Md = dl 6 ±d 5 o+d 84 and interpolated values for d5 , d16 , d 25 , d5 0 , d7 5 , d8 4 , and d9 5 , as well
as, o-, ao, and 130 values (see Chapter 2 for definitions). Plotting the computed mean
grain size diameter and interpolated d50 values along the distance of the tank, in Fig-
ure 4-132, shows a good agreement between the mean and median of the data. Graph
4-132 clearly shows variations in sediment grain size along the length of the tank. By
correlating the positions of maximum and minimum grain sizes to that of bed forms,
one finds that bar crests located under wave nodes have the largest grain diameters of
about 0.25mm, which is even larger than the d50 (0.21mm) for the pure red sand. The
flat regions, typically under wave antinodes, have an approximate grain size diameter
of 0.084mm, which is less than the d5 0 (0.112mm) of the original pure sand. Thus, the
analysis further confirms the previous visual inspection. Furthermore, based on o
defined in Chapter 2, the sediment samples can be classified by the degree of sorting
that has occurred at each x-position. The left ordinate of Figure 4-133 plots standard
deviation values coded to corresponding definitions of sorting types as defined in the
Coastal Engineering Manual (and discussed in Chapter 2), while the right ordinate
plots typical bar elevation of experiment 6-03 to serve as global reference for standard
deviation values. Clearly, from Figure 4-133, the reader can see that sand samples
near flat regions are very well sorted, and sand near bar crests tend to be well sorted.
The regions between bar crest and flat regions are moderately well sorted, with the
worst sorting (largest deviation) occurring at mounds flanking the flat regions.
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Figure 4-132: Grain size diameter plot based scraping samples from mixed sediment
experiment (6.03). Interpolated d50 values (o) and computed mean grain size diameter
(EI) are plotted against position from wavemaker.
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Sieve no.
40
45
50
60
80
100
120
140
170
200
270
325
pan
S.o. [mM]
0.42
0.35
0.3
0.25
0.177
0.149
0.125
0.105
0.088
0.074
0.053
0.044
pan
4 m
98.962
95.623
79.254
59.915
17.675
7.663
3.716
1.387
0.312
0.092
0.005
0.000
0.000
4.5 in
99.429
98.122
93.421
88.530
76.433
67.342
54.181
34.389
18.140
6.023
0.441
0.163
0.000
5 m 5.5 n 6 m 6.5 m 7 m 7.25 m 7.5 n 7.79 n 8.34 n
99.972
99.963
99.906
99.803
99.491
98.883
92.622
71.765
41.954
12.009
1.554
0.556
0.000
99.601
98.641
95.240
91.220
75.013
54.496
30.813
16.030
8.879
3.517
0.468
0.208
0.000
98.420
94.322
75.222
56.487
17.814
7.169
2.542
0.687
0.210
0.084
0.012
0.007
0.000
97.428
91.487
67.687
46.301
12.122
4.236
1.328
0.314
0.069
0.020
0.000
0.000
0.000
99.766
99.224
96.291
91.462
68.417
46.740
28.756
14.220
6.348
1.963
0.227
0.000
0.000
99.452
98.188
93.533
88.534
75.227
67.023
53.938
34.806
17.000
5.050
0.486
0.203
0.000
99.930
99.714
98.949
98.092
96.220
95.027
92.889
81.556
53.578
14.259
2.061
0.709
0.000
99.941
99.794
99.166
98.458
97.147
96.308
92.138
71.711
41.318
13.251
1.799
0.673
0.000
99.388
97.898
91.977
85.120
58.161
41.632
24.416
8.991
5.256
2.332
0.205
0.089
0.000
comp. Mean d [mm]
0.232 0.131 0.093 0.146 0.236 0.252 0.153 0.132 0.089 0.093 0.166
d. [mm]
d 5
d1 6
d2 5
d50
d75
d84
d95
0.134
0.173
0.192
0.232
0.288
0.312
0.345
0.072
0.086
0.095
0.120
0.171
0.217
0.315
0.063
0.077
0.081
0.092
0.107
0.115
0.131
0.079
0.105
0.118
0.144
0.177
0.207
0.297
0.140
0.173
0.192
0.237
0.299
0.320
0.357
0.153
0.187
0.207
0.258
0.314
0.330
0.377
0.084
0.108
0.120
0.153
0.192
0.217
0.283
0.074
0.087
0.096
0.120
0.176
0.220
0.314
0.061
0.075
0.079
0.087
0.099
0.108
0.149
0.062
0.076
0.081
0.092
0.107
0.115
0.137
0.087
0.115
0.126
0.162
0.216
0.245
0.321
0
)30,
0.440 0.691 0.318 0.564 0.447 0.421 0.542 0.682 0.342 0.337 0.586
-0.072 0.288 0.033 0.078 -0.072 -0.151 0.007 0.316 0.226 0.025 0.070
0.950 1.036 1.050 1.340 0.863 0.889 1.059 0.974 1.559 1.133 0.995
Table 4.3: Sieve analysis percent finer results for samples at 4m to 8.34m acquired by scraping across entire lateral direction
in mixed sediment experiment (6_03). (S.o. [mm] denotes sieve opening size in millimeters.) Also, present are computed mean
grain size, interpolated d5 , d16, d2 5 , d5 0 , d7 5 , d8 4 , d9 5 values, and computed o, ao, 00 values. See Chapter 2 for definitions.
c-Ti
10.44 m 11 m 11.5 m 12 m 13 m 13.085 m 13.345 m 13.9 mSieve no.
40
45
50
60
80
100
120
140
170
200
270
325
pan
S.o. [mm]
0.42
0.35
0.3
0.25
0.177
0.149
0.125
0.105
0.088
0.074
0.053
0.044
pan
9 m
98.228
92.927
67.075
43.305
10.032
3.556
1.090
0.219
0.068
0.031
0.000
0.000
0.000
9.5 m
98.804
95.096
77.524
59.889
23.776
12.658
6.380
2.765
1.227
0.441
0.056
0.031
0.000
comp. Mean d [mm]
0.256 0.225 0.150 0.082 0.144 0.236 0.251 0.101 0.103
0.157
0.194
0.213
0.264
0.314
0.328
0.367
0.118
0.158
0.180
0.229
0.293
0.316
0.349
0.075
0.095
0.107
0.139
0.208
0.253
0.326
0.058
0.071
0.076
0.082
0.090
0.096
0.111
0.086
0.107
0.120
0.142
0.169
0.195
0.280
0.130
0.172
0.193
0.240
0.300
0.320
0.357
0.155
0.188
0.207
0.255
0.312
0.328
0.376
0.065
0.079
0.084
0.102
0.120
0.130
0.149
0.067
0.080
0.085
0.099
0.131
0.136
0.143
0.393 0.509 0.707 0.264 0.500 0.466 0.415 0.381 0.373
-0.204 -0.140 0.191 -0.011 0.099 -0.140 -0.110 -0.068 0.095
0.899 0.909 0.909 1.680 1.413 0.937 0.887 0.959 0.727
0.084 0.157
0.058
0.070
0.076
0.084
0.095
0.101
0.116
0.081
0.110
0.124
0.153
0.198
0.227
0.313
0.298 0.586
-0.010 0.073
1.275 1.185
Table 4.4: Sieve analysis percent finer results for samples at 9m to 13.9m acquired by scraping across entire lateral direction
in mixed sediment experiment (6-03). (S.o. [mm] denotes sieve opening size in millimeters.) Also, present are computed mean
grain size, interpolated d5, d16 , d2 5, d50 , d75 , d8 4 , d9 5 values, and computed o-, ao, Op values. See Chapter 2 for definitions.
10 m
99.473
97.741
90.619
83.426
66.812
56.347
38.746
23.239
11.429
4.657
0.385
0.145
0.000
100.000
99.994
99.972
99.930
99.769
98.710
68.290
58.187
29.524
8.582
0.978
0.373
0.000
96.227
99.980
99.876
99.694
99.518
99.310
97.924
87.913
62.575
21.381
2.669
0.963
0.000
99.461
98.222
93.568
88.401
66.658
46.463
25.919
13.192
7.180
3.250
0.371
0.164
0.000
d, [mm]
d 5
d16
d25
d5 0
d7 5
d8 4
d9 5
'340
99.775
99.044
96.160
92.796
78.754
57.457
28.990
14.626
5.852
1.647
0.151
0.077
0.000
98.486
94.297
74.914
54.906
17.841
8.587
4.280
2.124
1.074
0.492
0.039
0.019
0.000
97.450
91.674
69.056
47.673
11.641
3.914
1.047
0.242
0.096
0.046
0.000
0.000
0.000
99.970
99.916
99.673
99.361
98.322
95.097
79.979
54.006
30.790
10.845
1.122
0.434
0.000
99.977
99.954
99.835
99.652
99.363
99.097
98.232
92.180
72.164
19.420
3.092
1.232
0.000
Sieve no.
comp. Mean d [mm]
0.255 0.267
do [mm]
d5
d1 6
d 25
d5 0
d 75
d84
d95
0.159
0.194
0.213
0.262
0.311
0.326
0.361
0.166
0.203
0.224
0.279
0.321
0.334
0.380
0.383 0.380
-0.181 -0.266
0.882 0.941
0.245
0.140
0.184
0.204
0.249
0.302
0.319
0.346
0.416
-0.181
0.945
0.164
0.089
0.116
0.130
0.163
0.210
0.234
0.308
0.552
0.036
1.054
0.147
0.079
0.098
0.110
0.139
0.191
0.233
0.318
0.649
0.183
1.035
0.097
0.064
0.078
0.084
0.098
0.113
0.118
0.134
0.326
-0.129
1.006
0.084 0.157
0.057
0.072
0.077
0.083
0.093
0.100
0.126
0.086
0.114
0.126
0.155
0.195
0.219
0.292
0.309 0.529
0.113 0.047
1.735 1.136
Table 4.5: Sieve analysis results for samples at 14.54m to 18.36m acquired by scraping across entire lateral direction. (S.o.[mm]
denotes sieve opening size in millimeters.) Also, present are computed mean grain size, interpolated d5 , d16, d2 5 , d5 0, d75 , d8 4 ,
d95 values, and computed op, ao, 00 values. See Chapter 2 for definitions.
S.o. [mm] 14.54 m 14.89 m 15.165 m 15.55 m 15.735 m 15.885 m
0.42 98.388 97.276 98.844 99.557 99.548 100.000
0.35 93.733 90.696 95.488 98.609 98.260 99.965
0.3 68.660 60.371 74.302 94.068 92.714 99.940
0.25 44.414 37.032 50.638 87.802 86.755 99.900
0.177 9.557 7.475 13.451 59.258 70.914 99.719
0.149 3.129 2.473 6.663 39.921 57.597 98.517
0.125 0.712 0.715 2.745 21.828 37.226 90.702
0.105 0.094 0.209 0.842 10.296 21.269 61.305
0.088 0.021 0.113 0.296 4.627 10.003 32.193
0.074 0.009 0.085 0.142 1.730 3.301 11.422
0.053 0.006 0.021 0.011 0.148 0.276 1.012
0.044 0.000 0.012 0.002 0.069 0.114 0.386
pan 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.263
0.163
0.201
0.221
0.273
0.318
0.331
0.371
0.378
-0.242
0.923
0.132
0.082
0.099
0.109
0.131
0.157
0.177
0.272
0.499
0.128
1.344
16.12 m
99.955
99.811
99.232
98.583
97.205
96.279
94.886
87.381
67.011
17.884
3.485
1.355
0.000
16.82 m
99.683
98.872
95.587
91.189
66.738
44.978
24.589
10.958
5.395
2.393
0.370
0.175
0.000
17.535 m
98.064
92.034
63.636
39.047
8.065
2.699
0.738
0.146
0.037
0.021
0.005
0.002
0.000
18.36 m
99.762
99.087
96.558
93.502
83.990
69.902
43.074
21.438
8.255
2.177
0.180
0.084
0.000
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Figure 4-133: Standard deviation plot based on sieve analysis of samples scraped
across entire lateral direction for the mixed sediment experiment (6-03). Left ordi-
nate plots standard deviation values coded to denote various sorting type based on
definitions from Coastal Engineering Manual (presented in Chapter 2 also) against
distance from wavemaker. Right ordinate plots bar elevation against distance from
wavemaker to serve a global reference for standard deviation values.
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0.75
Comparison with bed-load dominated transport Mixed sediment experiment
(6_03) and experiment 4_30 were conducted under nearly identical wave conditions.
Both had a reflection coefficient of 0.9, wave period of 2.5sec, wave depth of 60cm, first
harmonic amplitude of 3.74 and 3.84cm, respectively (differing no more than 0.1cm),
and a very weak second harmonic wave amplitude, which was less than 6 percent of
first harmonic. (Refer to Figure 4-134 top plot.) However, despite their similarities,
resulting bed evolution was altered due to different sediment bed characteristics. The
mean grain diameter of experiment 4-30 was 0.206mm, while experiment 6-03 con-
tained an equal weighted mixture of 0.211 and 0.112mm sand. In the bottom plot of
Figure 4-134, experiment 6-03 and 4-30 seemed to grow at rather comparable rates.
By about 13.5hrs, all five bar crests in experiment 6-03 were pronounced, while bar
crest number four in experiment 4_30 seemed to be underdeveloped by 1.9cm, while
amplitude of bar crest number five exceeded that of experiment 6-03 by nearly 1.3cm.
Bed regions under wave antinodes in experiment 6_03 tended to develop small mounds
on either side of flat regions. Notice that the middle of experiment 6-03's flat regions
are below that of 4-30, however, this is not representative of the bed forms in this
region. Sand is actually being deposited over this region. This reduction in elevation
is due to sidewall effects, which cause scouring of the sand near the glass walls by
as much as 2cm in some cases. As time progressed, experiment 4_30's bar crests, on
the average, tended to become slightly larger in amplitude than the bar crests in the
mixed sediment experiment (6_03). While at the same time, the two mounds flanking
the flat bed continued to increase in size in experiment 6_03, indicative of suspended
load transport toward wave antinodes. First harmonic amplitude in each case in-
creased slightly over time, especially near the wavemaker, as bars grew and reflection
increased. (See Figures 4-135 and 4-136 for compared evolution of bed profiles.) The
final plot in Figure 4-136 at time= 73hrs, confirms the afore mentioned tendencies.
Experiment 4_30's bar crest are slightly larger by as much as 1.15cm at bar crest 3 and
mounds near flat regions in mixed sediment experiment (6_03) grew as high as 1.5cm
near x = 5 and 16m. This phenomenon can be reasoned by the sediment sizes the
waves in each experiment has access to. In experiment 4_30, since the majority of the
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sediment is larger in size, we can expect the primary transport to be bed load. Thus,
bar crests were developed under nodes with very little transport toward antinodes.
However, in the case of mixed sediment (6-03), the mode of transport for the sand
mixture is split between bed load and suspended load. Thus, bar crest in experiment
6-03 should never get quite as high due to suspended load moving away and reducing
the total amount of sediment forming at bar crests.
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Figure 4-134: Effect of sand diameter of bar formation. Comparison between wave and
bar record for time near 3hrs for experiments 6_03 and 4_30 which have similar wave
conditions but different sediment sizes (6-03 has sediment mixture of d50 =O.21lmm
& d50=0.112mm and 4-30 has d50=0.206mm). 1 " and 2 "d denote respective wave
harmonics. Bars are identified by numbers near crests.
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Figure 4-135: Effect of sand diameter of bar formation. Comparison between bar
records for time 13 to 37hrs for experiments 6-03 and 4.30 which have similar wave
conditions but different sediment sizes (6-03 has sediment mixture of d50 =O.21lmm
& d50=0.112mm and 4_30 has d5o=O.206mm). Bars are identified by numbers near
crests.
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Comparison to suspended load dominated transport Just like experiment
4-30, experiment 5-19's wave parameters were similar to those of mixed sediment
experiment (6-03), i.e. wave period of 2.5sec, water depth of 60cm, reflection coeffi-
cient of 0.9, first harmonic amplitude of 3.71cm, and a very weak second harmonic
(less than four percent first harmonic). However, unlike experiment 4_30 and 6-03,
the mean grain size of 0.124mm is used in experiment 5_19, providing significant
suspended load transport, as opposed to experiment 6-03, which both bed load and
suspended load were important. Figure 4-137 depicts the first and second harmonic
wave amplitudes and bar profiles at time near 3hrs for experiments 6_03 and 5_19. By
thirteen hours into the experiments, bar features in the mixed sediment experiment
(6_03) were well pronounced, whereas features within 5-19 (finer sand) were starting
to develop. Twenty-four hours later (time=37hrs), bed form features in experiment
5-19 have matured and show a striking contrast to experiment 6-03 in Figure 4-138.
Under wave nodes, where bar crests have developed in experiment 6-03, depressions
have developed in 5-19, with a difference of 4.5cm between the two experiments near
x = 15m. In contrast, mounds formed near the antinodes in experiment 5-19 are
greater than those formed by experiment 6_03, by 2.2cm near x = 8 and 11m. These
general trends between experiments continue as time progresses. Figure 4-139 for
time near 96hrs further illustrates the trend. In addition, the first harmonic ampli-
tude of experiment 5_19 decreased over the duration of the experiment, while the
first harmonic amplitude of experiment 6-03 increased. This is directly related to
the locations of the largest bed elevations in these experiments. In experiment 6-03,
bar crests form under wave nodes, whereas highest bed elevations in experiment 5-19
occur at antinode positions due to sediment at nodal regions having been scoured via
suspended load transport.
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Figure 4-137: Effect of sand diameter of bar formation. Wave and bar record for time
near 3hrs for experiments 6-03 and 5-19 which have similar wave conditions but
different sediment sizes (6-03 has sediment mixture of d50 =O.211mm & d5 0=0.112mm
and 5-19 has d50=0.124mm). 1 st and 2nd denote respective wave harmonics. Bars are
identified by numbers near crests.
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Acoustic probe data Once experiment 6.03 was completed, the SEATEK ultra-
sonic probe (discussed in Chapter 2) was employed. The probe allows for the entire
topography of the sediment bed to be captured, which was the main weakness of the
optical methods. Optical methods were based on the underlying assumption that
bed forms were two-dimensional (i.e. uniform throughout the lateral distance of the
tank). Though this assumption was valid throughout the majority of the first three or
so hours of ripple formation, frequent occurrences of three-dimensional ripples were
observed thereafter, especially when bars were present. Comparison of acoustic mea-
surements from the transducer nearest to the x-axis (about 3cm away from the glass
wall) to that of the optical measurements taken at the same time (t=7days (168hrs))
can be seen in Figure 4-140. While there is some variability due to lateral offset of
the measurements, the results are in close agreement; thus reaffirming confidence in
the two sampling methods. The complete set of ultrasonic data is plotted by bar
sections and can be seen in Figures 4-141 to 4-145. One can see a multitude of most
two-dimensional ripples throughout the surface plots, which have longer wavelengths
and larger amplitudes on bar crests than at bar troughs. Also, the acoustic probe
was able to detect minor ripple details occurring on the evolving bar mounds flanking
the flat region under the antinodes. Focusing in on this region, as seen in Figure
4-146, one can see these small formations located by arrows, making the probe an
invaluable tool to use in obtaining bed geometry. Its only draw back is the time
needed to acquire the bed form data over the entire tank, due to the setup used in
these experiments, as discussed in Section 2.3.2.
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Figure 4-140: Comparison between results from acoustic probe and optical method
used to capture the bars profiles of mixed sediment experiment (6-03)
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Figure 4-142: Probe data for bar number 2 from the mixed sediment experiment (6-03)
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Figure 4-143: Probe data for bar number 3 from the mixed sediment experiment (6-03)
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Figure 4-144: Probe data for bar number 4 from the mixed sediment experiment (6_03)
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Chapter 5
Summary and Conclusions
5.1 Summary
The experiments in this thesis were conducted in a long wave flume to study the effects
of waves and sand sizes on bed form evolution. Monochromatic and polychromatic
waves of specific amplitudes with weak or strong reflection coefficients were gener-
ated. In order to examine various modes of sediment transport, experiments were
performed for three types of grains: nearly uniform coarse sand provided for predom-
inately bed load transport; uniform fine sand simulated the effects of suspended load
transport; and a uniform, equal weight mixture of the two grain sizes allowed for study
of sediment sorting. Throughout the experiments, conductivity probes measured the
wave envelope, CCD cameras recorded sand ripple formation and migration and dig-
ital cameras recorded bar development over the entire sand bed. Data acquired was
used to establish trends in the two primary bed forms, ripples and bars. for short
length scales, region of ripple formation, amplitude, wavelength, and velocity varia-
tions were observed and measured. For larger length scales, bar geometries, heights,
wavelengths, and growth rates were captured and analyzed.
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5.2 Conclusions
5.2.1 Ripples
Ripple Region Regions of ripple formation were strongly affected by the reflection
coefficient of the waves overhead. Under weakly reflected waves, the entire sand bed
was perturbed, provided that the sufficient wave amplitude was sufficiently high to
induce motion. The rippled bed usually started around the wave node and propa-
gated outwards toward wave antinodes. However, in some low reflection experiments
with large incident amplitudes, ripples were initially generated over the entire bed.
Strongly reflected waves (having large amplitude variations in the wave envelope)
gave rise to dramatically different results from the cases of weak reflection. Only
regions under wave nodes (spanning approximately one-eight of the water wavelength
on either side of the wave node) contained a rippled bed. Larger incident wave am-
plitudes increased the size and formation rate of the initially perturbed region under
wave nodes. Effect of reduction of sand size expedited the formation of ripples and
often caused more irregularities in ripples than those in coarser grain experiments.
Ripple Amplitude Larger variations in ripple amplitudes were observed across
distances between nodes to antinodes as the reflection coefficient increased. For low
reflection, ripple amplitudes were fairly uniform; however, for high reflections ampli-
tudes were the largest under the wave nodes and decreased monotonically toward zero
at the edges of the ripples region (~ 1/8 water wavelength on either side of the node).
Ripple amplitude growth rates were slightly faster near wave nodes and slower around
antinodes. Also, reduction in wave amplitude led to smaller ripple amplitudes and
growths. In some cases of small wave amplitude, the onset of ripple formations had
a pronounced lag in the onset of ripple evolution. Finally, the finer sand experiments
had similar trends as coarse experiments, but displayed a slight reduction in ripple
amplitude.
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Ripple Wavelength Ripple wavelengths were fairly uniform between nodes and
antinodes in low reflection experiments. As reflection was increased, larger variations
in ripple wavelengths were observed. Longer ripples occurred under wave nodes,
while shorter ones resided under antinodes. Also, ripple wavelengths were related to
incident wave amplitude; larger wave amplitudes resulted in larger ripple wavelengths.
For fine grain experiments with low reflection, ripple wavelengths were fairly uniform
across node to antinode regions, and slightly less than coarse grain experiments.
Ripple Migration Velocities Ripple migration velocities were greatly affected by
the changes in reflection coefficient. In low reflection experiments, maximum ripple
speed was present near wave nodes, while velocities near the antinode were close to
zero. In contrast, under waves of high reflection the ripple velocities were close to zero
(i.e. stationary ripples) below wave nodes. Away from the nodes, ripples possessed
small migration velocities toward the nodes. In both reflection cases, fine sediment
ripple velocities were similar to their coarse grain counterparts, but had slightly larger
scatter, due to ripple trajectories being occasionally irregular, especially around nodal
regions.
5.2.2 Bars
Location of Crests and Troughs The positions of bars were observed to be
strongly correlated to bar length and water wavelength,as noted before by Carter, Liu,
and Mei[7]. In the case of coarse sand and low reflection, bar crests developed near
wave nodes and troughs around antinodes. However, it was also observed that bar
crests were shifted slightly to the left of wave nodes, suggesting the presence of a return
current in the system. In experiments with high reflection and coarse sediments, bar
crests formed under the wave nodes, with troughs located approximately equidistant
from a node and an adjacent antinode. Undisturbed flat regions were located under
the antinodes. In the fine sand experiments with low reflections, bar crests and
troughs were poorly formed and it was difficult to identify the crest and bars. In
the case of high reflection with fine sediments, sand was scoured under wave nodes,
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Figure 5-1: Effect of sediment size on bar evolution with similar waves of high reflec-
tion. Top plot: experiment 4_30 with coarse sand, d50O=0.2mm (i.e. bed load). Middle
plot: experiment 5_19 with fine sand, d50=0.1mm (i.e. suspended load). Bottom plot:
experiment 6_03 with mixed sediment.
which developed bar troughs while two small crests formed on both sides of the flat
regions under the wave antinodes. Finally, in the case of mixed sediment with high
reflection, bar crests formed under the wave nodes; troughs formed halfway between
nodes and antinodes; and the flat regions remained under the antinodes where some
fine sediments were deposited. In addition, bar mounds flanked both sides of the
flat regions. (Refer to Figure 5-1 for comparison of bar profiles generated by various
sediments beds under waves of high reflection.)
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Bar Length As mentioned above, the lengths of bars and waves were observed to
have a strong correlation. Despite the various wave and sediment conditions, bar ge-
ometries tended to repeat over distances of approximately half the water wavelength.
Bar Height As one may have anticipated, a strong correlation was present be-
tween incident wave and bar amplitudes. An increase in incident wave amplitude led
to faster and larger bar formations. However, the size of bar heights for a given wave
amplitude and reflection were shown to have strong dependence on sediment size. In
cases of finer grain sediment with either low or high reflection, we saw reduced bar
heights when compared to similar coarse sediment experiments. In the mixed sedi-
ment experiment, the crest-to-trough heights were slightly less than in experiments
with uniformly coarse sediments, as were mound crest-to-trough heights compared to
fine sediment cases.
Ripples on Bars As bars became more pronounced the characteristics of ripples
superimposed on bars were altered. Ripple wavelengths and amplitudes on the bar
crest increased as the crest grew. Conversely, as bar troughs decreased in elevation,
so did ripple wavelengths and amplitudes.
5.3 Future Research
Temporal Resolution of Bar Evolution Throughout the study, data acquired
provided fairly clear trends of bar growth over the entire duration of each experiment.
However, it was noticed that a large percentage of the bar growth occurred rapidly,
within the first 12hrs or so of the experiments. It would have been desirable to have
increased the temporal resolution of bar data over this period by having captured the
bed profiles at 1hr intervals to provide an improved accuracy of bar evolution during
this period.
Evolution of Ripples on Bars This thesis divided bed evolution into two stage
two temporal stages in order to isolate formation of ripples and bars. However,
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Figure 5-2: Example of ripple amplitude and wavelength variations over bar forma-
tions in experiment 4_30 (R=0.9 and d50=O.2mm)
once bars formed ripples now superimposed on the bars continued to evolve. Ripple
geometries were altered as a result of the mean bed being elevated or lowered by the
bars which exposed the ripples to larger or smaller orbital velocities, respectively. As
can be seen in Figure 5-2, significant variation in ripple wavelength and amplitude
can be observed over each bar. This variation altered the rough coefficient, as seen by
the waves, and ultimately affected sediment transport. Thus, since the co-evolution
of bars and ripples is of fundamental importance, future experiments conducted on
the coupled evolution can provide added insight to complex processes in sediment
transport.
Interaction of bed evolution with presence of objects Based on the experi-
ments in this thesis, various trends in bars and ripples in an ideal system have been
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observed. However, a coastal environment is rarely a void of objects, either natural
or man-made. Thus, future experiments should be conducted to examine interactions
between bed forms and buried objects (i.e. pipes, rigid vertical rectangular plates,
etc.)
Ripple Resolution through CCD Cameras Though data acquired for ripple
evolution from the the CCD cameras was adequate to determine trends, the accuracy
of the data was less than desired. In future experiments, higher resolution CCD
cameras should be employed. Also, a laser should be used to provide a more uniform
light source than the four fluorescent lights which were utilized to enhance the contrast
between the sediment/water interface.
Similitude Bars and ripples found in nature are often on the orders of 100m and
10cm respectively. Though experiments conducted in this study provided a more
desirable scale than experiments conducted in smaller tanks, future experiments per-
formed in much larger faculties (flumes, wave tunnels, etc.) are still desired to achieve
improved similitude between experiments and the physical system.
Random Waves Experiments conducted in this study had a few cases of waves
with a strong second harmonic. These polychromatic waves showed a pronounced
effect on bar formation when compared to monochromatic wave experiments. In light
of this, further experiments should be conducted using random waves to study their
effects on bed evolution.
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Appendix A
Ripple Records
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Table A.1: Experiment Summary. Date denotes the experiment start day. Mean
grain size is represented by d5 0 . Initial wave parameters based on first wave reading:
f. 2 d indicates if waves had a presence of a free second harmonic, T(sec): wave period
in seconds, RI: reflection coefficient of first harmonic, A1:the first harmonic incident
wave amplitude, A2/AI: ratio of second to first harmonic incident amplitude, R2:
second harmonic reflection coefficient. Under ripples, ci and c2 denote the CCD
cameras used, Cameral or Camera2, respectively. If CCD data contained ripple
fronts, it was noted in column frt. The final column indicates page number in which
the experiment data begins.
0
0
.0
0
Date d5 o Wave Parameters (initial wave gage readings) Ripples Page
(2003) (mm) f. 2 nd T(sec) RI Ai(cm) A2/A1 R2 c1 c2 frt num.
1_23 0.206 / 2.63 0.258 4.79 0.15 0.218 / / 351
1-24 0.206 / 2.63 0.242 5.93 0.19 0.182 V V V 357
2-12 0.206 / 2.63 0.245 5.97 0.18 0.197 V V V 365
2..26 0.206 / 2.63 0.285 3.67 0.10 0.396 V V V 373
3-24 0.206 2.63 0.241 5.66 0.03 1.000 V V V 381
4-07 0.206 2.00 0.123 4.72 0.02 1.000 / 389
5-08 0.206 2.50 0.234 7.00 0.02 1.000 V / 394
5.13 0.206 2.50 0.236 4.53 0.64 0.047 V V V 401
4-14 0.206 2.20 0.939 2.11 0.03 0.900 V V 409
4-16 0.206 2.20 0.884 3.26 0.04 0.821 V V V 415
4-30 0.206 2.50 0.875 3.84 0.05 1.000 V V 423
5-05 0.206 2.50 0.858 3.53 0.46 1.000 V V 429
5-25 0.124 2.50 0.016 6.14 0.15 0.189 V V V 435
5.27 0.124 2.50 0.099 6.47 0.02 1.000 V 443
5.19 0.124 2.50 0.898 3.72 0.04 1.000 V V V 448
5-23 0.124 2.50 0.870 3.41 0.45 1.000 V V 448
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A.1 Bed Load Dominated Transport (d 50 =.2mm)
under Waves of Low Reflection (R=0.2)
A.1.1 Experiment 1_23
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Figure A-1: Experiment 1-23 (A1=4.79cm, A2/A1=0.15, R1=0.26, T=2.63sec, and
d50 =O.206mm) wave records 0.625hrs (runi) through 3.483hrs (run2). 1 st 2 nd, 3 rd
denote respective wave harmonics. The position of CCD camera is marked by caml
text.
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Figure A-2: Wave/ripple plot for Cameral in experiment 1_23 (A1=4.79cm,
d5o=0.206mm). Top: Wave envelope and subsequent harmonics versus distance.
with N and A, respectively. Bottom: Ripple trajectories between x=670 to 810cm
by numbers at the end of each trace.
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Figure A-3: Ripple velocity variation under one fourth of a six meter water wave-
length in experiment 1-23 (A1=4.79cm, A2/A1=0.15, R1=0.26, T=2.63sec, and
d5 0=O.206mm)
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Figure A-4: Ripple amplitude growth in experiment 1-23 (AI=4.79cm, A2/Al-0.15,
R1=0.26, T=2.63sec, and d50=O.206mm). Ripple amplitude growths from Cameral,
capturing x=670 to 810cm.
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Figure A-5: Ripple front envelopes for experiment 1_23 (A1=4.79cm, A2/A1=0.15,
R1=0.26, T=2.63sec, and d50=O.206mm). Ripple front in Cameral which captures
x=670 to 810cm.
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Figure A-6: Sample transects of Cameral data (x=670 to 810cm) for experiment
1-23 (A1=4.79cm, A2/A1=0.15, R1=0.26, T=2.63sec, and d50=0.206mm). Top plot:
shows profiles AA1, AA2 and AA3 which correspond to the transects in Figure A-2.
Middle plot: ripple amplitude based on AA1, AA2, and AA3 profiles and denoted
with ., *, and x symbols, respectively. Bottom plot: ripple wavelength based on
AA1, AA2, and AA3 profiles having the same markers as stated above.
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Figure A-7: Experiment 1_24 (A1=5.93cm, A2/A1=0.19, R1=0.24 T=2.63sec, and
d50 =O.206mm) wave records 0.583hrs (runi) through 3.425hrs (run2). 1", 2 nd, 3rd
denote respective wave harmonics. The position of CCD cameras are marked by
caml/cam2 text.
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Figure A-8: Wave/ripple plot for Camera2 in experiment 1_24 (A1=5.93cm, A2/A1=O.19, R1=O.24 T=2.63sec, and
do~O.2O6mm). Top: Wave envelope and subsequent harmonics versus distance. Locations near node and antinode denoted
with N and A, respectively. Bottom: Ripple trajectories between x=520 to 660cm over time. Ripple trajectories are identified
by numbers at the end of each trace.
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Figure A-9: Wave/ripple plot for Cameral in experiment 1_24 (A1=5.93cm, A2/A1=0.19, R1=0.24 T=2.63sec, and
d50=0.206mm). Top: Wave envelope and subsequent harmonics versus distance. Locations near node and antinode denoted
with N and A, respectively. Bottom: Ripple trajectories between x=660 to 800cm over time. Ripple trajectories are identified
by numbers at the end of each trace.
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Figure A-10: Ripple velocity variation under half of a six meter water wavelength in
experiment 1_24 (A1=5.93cm, A2/A1=0.19, R1=0.24 T=2.63sec, and d5o=O.206mm)
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Figure A-11: Ripple amplitude growth in experiment 1-24 (AI=5.93cm, A2/Al=0.19,
R1=0.24 T=2.63sec, and d5o=0.206mm). Top plot: Ripple amplitude growths from
Camera2, spanning x=520 to 660cm. Bottom plot: Ripple amplitude growths from
Cameral, capturing x=660 to 800cm.
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Figure A-12: Ripple front envelopes for experiment 1-24 (A1=5.93cm, A2/A1=0.19,
R1=0.24 T=2.63sec, and d50=O.206mm). Top plot: ripple fronts in Camera2 between
x=520 to 660cm. Bottom Plot: ripple front in Cameral which captures x=660 to
800cm.
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Figure A-13: Sample transects of Camera2 data (x=520 to 660cm) for experiment
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Figure A-14: Sample transects of Cameral data (x=660 to 800cm) for experiment
1_24 (A1=5.93cm, A2/A1=0.19, R1=0.24 T=2.63sec, and d50=0.206mm). Top plot:
shows profiles AA1, AA2 and AA3 which correspond to the transects in Figure A-9.
Middle plot: ripple amplitude based on AA1, AA2, and AA3 profiles and denoted
with ., *, and x symbols, respectively. Bottom plot: ripple wavelength based on
AA1, AA2, and AA3 profiles having the same markers as stated above.
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Figure A-i5: Experiment 2..2 (A1=5.97cm, A2/A1=O.18, R1=O.24 T=2.63sec, and
d5 0=O.206mm) wave records .642hrs (runi) through 3.392hrs (run2). 1 st, 2 "d, 3 rd
denote respective wave harmonics. The position of CCD cameras are marked by
caml/cam2 text.
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Cameral in experiment 2_12 (A1=5.97cm, A2/A1=0.18, R1=0.24 T=2.63sec, and
and subsequent harmonics versus distance. Locations near node and antinode denoted
Ripple trajectories between x=670 to 820cm over time. Ripple trajectories are identified
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Figure A-18: Ripple velocity variation under half of a six meter water wavelength in
experiment 2-12 (A1=5.97cm, A2/A1=0.18, R1=0.24 T=2.63sec, and d5o=O.206mm)
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Figure A-19: Ripple amplitude growth in experiment 2-12 (Al=5.97cm, A2/Al=0.18,
R1=0.24 T=2.63see, and d50-O.206mm). Top plot- Ripple amplitude growths from
Camera2, spanning x-520 to 640cm. Bottom plot: Ripple amplitude growths from
Cameral, capturing x=670 to 820cm.
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Figure A-20: Ripple front envelopes for experiment 2.12 (A1=5.97cm, A2/A1=0.18,
R1=0.24 T=2.63sec, and d50=O.206mm). Top plot: ripple fronts in Camera2 between
x=520 to 640cm. Bottom Plot: ripple front in Cameral which captures x=670 to
820cm.
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Figure A-21: Sample transects of Camera2 data (x=520 to 640cm) for experiment
2_12 (A1=5.97cm, A2/A1=0.18, R1=0.24 T=2.63sec, and d50=0.206mm). Top plot:
shows profiles AA1, AA2 and AA3 which correspond to the transects in Figure A-16.
Middle plot: ripple amplitude based on AA1, AA2, and AA3 profiles and denoted
with ., *, and x symbols, respectively. Bottom plot: ripple wavelength based on
AA1, AA2, and AA3 profiles having the same markers as stated above.
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Figure A-22: Sample transects of Cameral data (x=670 to 820cm) for experiment
2-12 (A1=5.97cm, A2/A1=0.18, R1=0.24 T=2.63sec, and d50=O.206mm). Top plot:
shows profiles AA1, AA2 and AA3 which correspond to the transects in Figure A-17.
Middle plot: ripple amplitude based on AA1, AA2, and AA3 profiles and denoted
with ., *, and x symbols, respectively. Bottom plot: ripple wavelength based on
AA1, AA2, and AA3 profiles having the same markers as stated above.
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Figure A-23: Experiment 2-26 (A1=3.67cm, A2/A1=0.10, R1=0.28 T=2.63sec, and
d5o=0.206mm) wave records 0.558hrs (runi) through 12.41hrs (run2). 1 t, 2nd, 3 rd
denote respective wave harmonics. The position of CCD cameras are marked by
caml/cam2 text.
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Figure A-25: Wave/ripple plot for Cameral in experiment 2-26 (A1=3.67cm, A2/A1=0.10, R1=0.28 T=2.63sec, and
d50=0.206mm). Top: Wave envelope and subsequent harmonics versus distance. Locations near node and antinode denoted
with N and A, respectively. Bottom: Ripple trajectories between x=670 to 820cm over time. Ripple trajectories are identified
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Figure A-26: Ripple velocity variation under half of a six meter water wavelength in
experiment 2_26 (A1=3.67cm, A2/A1=0.10, R1=0.28 T=2.63sec, and d50 =O.206mm)
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Figure A-27: Ripple amplitude growth in experiment 2_26 (A1=3.67cm, A2/A1=0.10,
R1=0.28 T=2.63sec, and d50=0.206mm). Top plot: Ripple amplitude growths from
Camera2, spanning x=520 to 660cm. Bottom plot: Ripple amplitude growths from
Cameral, capturing x=670 to 820cm.
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Figure A-28: Ripple front envelopes for experiment 2-26 (A1=3.67cm, A2/A1=0.10,
R1=0.28 T=2.63sec, and d50 =O.206mm). Top plot: ripple fronts in Camera2 between
x=520 to 660cm. Bottom Plot: ripple front in Cameral which captures x=670 to
820cm. 378
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Figure A-29: Sample transects of Camera2 data (x=520 to 660cm) for experiment
2-26 (A1=3.67cm, A2/A1=0.10, R1=0.28 T=2.63sec, and d5o=0.206mm). Top plot:
shows profiles AA1, AA2 and AA3 which correspond to the transects in Figure A-24.
Middle plot: ripple amplitude based on AA1, AA2, and AA3 profiles and denoted
with ., *, and x symbols, respectively. Bottom plot: ripple wavelength based on
AA1, AA2, and AA3 profiles having the same markers as stated above.
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Figure A-30: Sample transects of Cameral data (x=670 to 820cm) for experiment
2_26 (A1=3.67cm, A2/A1=0.10, R1=0.28 T=2.63sec, and d5 0=0.206mm). Top plot:
shows profiles AA1, AA2 and AA3 which correspond to the transects in Figure A-25.
Middle plot: ripple amplitude based on AA1, AA2, and AA3 profiles and denoted
with ., *c, and x symbols, respectively. Bottom plot: ripple wavelength based on
AA1, AA2, and AA3 profiles having the same markers as stated above.
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Figure A-31: Experiment 3_24 (A1=5.66cm, A2/A1=0.03, R1=0.24, T=2.63sec, and
d50=O.206mm) wave records 0.583hrs (runi) through 3.4hrs (run2). 1', 2nd, 3 rd
denote respective wave harmonics. The position of CCD cameras are marked by
caml/cam2 text.
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Figure A-32: Wave/ripple plot for
d50O=.206mm). Top: wave envelope
with N and A, respectively. Bottom:
by numbers at the end of each trace.
Camera2 in experiment 3-24 (A1=5.66cm, A2/A1=0.03, R1=0.24, T=2.63sec, and
and subsequent harmonics versus distance. Locations near node and antinode denoted
ripple trajectories between x=520 to 660cm over time. Ripple trajectories are identified
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Figure A-33: Wave/ripple plot for
d50=0.206mm). Top: wave envelope
with N and A, respectively. Bottom:
by numbers at the end of each trace.
Cameral in experiment 3-24 (A1=5.66cm, A2/A1=0.03, R1=0.24, T=2.63sec, and
and subsequent harmonics versus distance. Locations near node and antinode denoted
ripple trajectories between x=670 to 820cm over time. Ripple trajectories are identified
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Figure A-34: Ripple velocity variation under half of a six meter water wavelength in
experiment 3.24 (A1=5.66cm, A2/A1=0.03, R1=0.24, T=2.63sec, and d50=O.206mm)
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Figure A-35: Ripple amplitude growth in experiment 3_24 (A1=5.66cm, A2/A1=0.03,
R1=0.24, T=2.63sec, and d50=0.206mm). Top plot: Ripple amplitude growths from
Camera2, spanning x=520 to 660cm. Bottom plot: ripple amplitude growths from
Cameral, capturing x=670 to 820cm.
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Figure A-36: Ripple front envelopes for experiment 3-24 (A1=5.66cm, A2/A1=0.03,
R1=0.24, T=2.63sec, and d50 =0.206mm). Top plot: ripple fronts in Camera2 between
x=520 to 660cm. Bottom Plot: ripple front in Cameral which captures x=670 to
820cm. 386
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Figure A-37: Sample transects of Camera2 data (x=520 to 660cm) for experiment
3_24 (A1=5.66cm, A2/A1=0.03, R1=0.24, T=2.63sec, and d5o=0.206mm). Top plot:
shows profiles AA1, AA2 and AA3 which correspond to the transects in Figure A-32.
Middle plot: ripple amplitude based on AA1, AA2, and AA3 profiles and denoted
with ., *, and x symbols, respectively. Bottom plot: ripple wavelength based on
AA1, AA2, and AA3 profiles having the same markers as stated above.
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Figure A-38: Sample transects of Cameral data (x=670 to 820cm) for experiment
3.24 (A1=5.66cm, A2/A1=0.03, R1=0.24, T=2.63sec, and d50=O.206mm). Top plot:
shows profiles AA1, AA2 and AA3 which correspond to the transects in Figure A-33.
Middle plot: ripple amplitude based on AA1, AA2, and AA3 profiles and denoted
with ., *, and x symbols, respectively. Bottom plot: ripple wavelength based on
AA1, AA2, and AA3 profiles having the same markers as stated above.
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Figure A-39: Experiment 4-07 (A1=4.72cm, A2/A1=0.02, R1=0.12, T=2.00sec, and
d50=O.206mm) wave records 0.408hrs (runi) through 12.258hrs (run2). 1", 2nd, 3rd
denote respective wave harmonics. The position of CCD camera is marked by cami
text.
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Figure A-40: Wave/ripple plot for
d5o=O.206mm). Top: wave envelope
with N and A, respectively. Bottom:
by numbers at the end of each trace.
Cameral in experiment 4_07 (A1=4.72cm, A2/A1=0.02, R1=0.12, T=2.00sec, and
and subsequent harmonics versus distance. Locations near node and antinode denoted
ripple trajectories between x=670 to 820cm over time. Ripple trajectories are identified
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Figure A-41: Ripple velocity variation under one-third of a 4.36 meter water wave-
length in experiment 4-07 (A1=4.72cm,
d50=O.206mm)
A2/A1=0.02, R1=0.12, T=2.00sec, and
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Figure A-42: Ripple amplitude growth in experiment 4-07 (AI=4.72cm, A2/Al=0.02,
R1=0.12, T=2.00sec, and d50=O.206mm). Ripple amplitude growths from Cameral,
capturing x=670 to 820cm.
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Figure A-43: Sample transects of Cameral data (x=670 to 820cm) for experiment
4_07 (A1=4.72cm, A2/A1=0.02, R1=0.12, T=2.00sec, and d50=0.206mm). Top plot:
shows profiles AA1, AA2 and AA3 which correspond to the transects in Figure A-40.
Middle plot: ripple amplitude based on AA1, AA2, and AA3 profiles and denoted
with ., *, and x symbols, respectively. Bottom plot: ripple wavelength based on
AA1, AA2, and AA3 profiles having the same markers as stated above.
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Figure A-44: Experiment 5.08 (A1=7.00cm, A2/A1=0.02, R1=0.23, T=2.50sec, and
d5o=O.206mm) wave records 0.592hrs (runi) through 11.542hrs (run2). 1", 2nd, 3rd
denote respective wave harmonics. The position of CCD cameras are marked by
caml/cam2 text.
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Figure A-45: Wave/ripple plot for
d5o=0.206mm). Top: wave envelope
with N and A, respectively. Bottom:
by numbers at the end of each trace.
Cameral in experiment 5_08 (A1=7.00cm, A2/A1=0.02, R1=0.23, T=2.50sec, and
and subsequent harmonics versus distance. Locations near node and antinode denoted
ripple trajectories between x=460 to 600cm over time. Ripple trajectories are identified
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Figure A-46: Wave/ripple plot for
d50 =O.206mm). Top: wave envelope
with N and A, respectively. Bottom:
by numbers at the end of each trace.
Camera2 in experiment 5-08 (A1=7.00cm, A2/A1=0.02, R1=0.23, T=2.50sec, and
and subsequent harmonics versus distance. Locations near node and antinode denoted
ripple trajectories between x=600 to 730cm over time. Ripple trajectories are identified
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Figure A-47: Ripple velocity variation under half of a 5.67 meter water wavelength in
experiment 5-08 (A1=7.00cm, A2/A1=0.02, R1=0.23, T=2.50sec, and d50=O.206mm)
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Figure A-48: Ripple amplitude growth in experiment 5_08 (A1=7.O0cm, A2/A1=0.02,
R1=O.23, T=2.50sec, and d5 0=0.206mm). Top plot: Ripple amplitude growths from
Cameral, spanning x=460 to 600cm. Bottom plot: ripple amplitude growths from
Camera2, capturing x=600 to 730cm.
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Figure A-49: Sample transects of Cameral data (x=460 to 600cm) for experiment
5_08 (A1=7.00cm, A2/A1=0.02, R1=0.23, T=2.50sec, and d5o=0.206mm). Top plot:
shows profiles AA1, AA2 and AA3 which correspond to the transects in Figure A-45.
Middle plot: ripple amplitude based on AA1, AA2, and AA3 profiles and denoted
with ., *, and x symbols, respectively. Bottom plot: ripple wavelength based on
AA1, AA2, and AA3 profiles having the same markers as stated above.
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Figure A-50: Sample transects of Camera2 data (x=600 to 730cm) for experiment
5..08 (A1=7.00cm, A2/A1=0.02, R1=0.23, T=2.50sec, and d5o=0.206mm). Top plot:
shows profiles AA1, AA2 and AA3 which correspond to the transects in Figure A-46.
Middle plot: ripple amplitude based on AA1, AA2, and AA3 profiles and denoted
with ., *, and x symbols, respectively. Bottom plot: ripple wavelength based on
AA1, AA2, and AA3 profiles having the same markers as stated above.
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Figure A-51: Experiment 5-13 (A1=4.53cm, A2/A1=0.64, R1=0.24, T=2.50sec, and
d5o=0.206mm) wave records 0.575hrs (runi) through 6.642hrs (run2). 1 t, 2 nd, 3rd
denote respective wave harmonics. The position of CCD cameras are marked by
caml/cam2 text.
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Figure A-52: Wave/ripple plot for
d5o=0.206mm). Top: wave envelope
with N and A, respectively. Bottom:
by numbers at the end of each trace.
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Figure A-53: Wave/ripple plot for
d5o=0.206mm). Top: wave envelope
with N and A, respectively. Bottom:
by numbers at the end of each trace.
Camera2 in experiment 5-13 (A1=4.53cm, A2/A1=0.64, R1=0.24, T=2.50sec, and
and subsequent harmonics versus distance. Locations near node and antinode denoted
ripple trajectories between x=600 to 720cm over time. Ripple trajectories are identified
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Figure A-54: Ripple velocity variation under half of a 5.67 meter water wavelength in
experiment 5-13 (A1=4.53cm, A2/A1=0.64, R1=0.24, T=2.50sec, and d50=O.206mm)
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Figure A-55: Ripple amplitude growth in experiment 5_13 (A1=4.53cm, A2/A1=0.64,
R1=0.24, T=2.50sec, and d50O=0.206mm). Top plot: Ripple amplitude growths from
Cameral, spanning x=460 to 600cm. Bottom plot: ripple amplitude growths from
Camera2, capturing x=600 to 720cm.
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Figure A-56: Ripple front envelopes for experiment 5_13 (A1=4.53cm, A2/A1=0.64,
R1=0.24, T=2.50sec, and d5o=O.206mm). Ripple fronts in Camera2 which captures
x=600 to 720cm.
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Figure A-57: Sample transects of Cameral data (x=460 to 600cm) for experiment
5_13 (A1=4.53cm, A2/A1=0.64, R1=0.24, T=2.50sec, and doo=0.206mm). Top plot:
shows profiles AA1, AA2 and AA3 which correspond to the transects in Figure A-52.
Middle plot: ripple amplitude based on AA1, AA2, and AA3 profiles and denoted
with ., *, and x symbols, respectively. Bottom plot: ripple wavelength based on
AA1, AA2, and AA3 profiles having the same markers as stated above.
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Figure A-58: Sample transects of Camera2 data (x=600 to 720cm) for experiment
5_13 (A1=4.53cm, A2/A1=0.64, R1=0.24, T=2.50sec, and d50=0.206mm). Top plot:
shows profiles AA1, AA2 and AA3 which correspond to the transects in Figure A-53.
Middle plot: ripple amplitude based on AA1, AA2, and AA3 profiles and denoted
with ., *, and x symbols, respectively. Bottom plot: ripple wavelength based on
AA1, AA2, and AA3 profiles having the same markers as stated above.
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Figure A-59: Experiment 4-14 (A1=2.llcm, A2/A1=0.03, R1=0.94, T=2.20sec, and
d50=O.206mm) wave records 0.55hrs (runi) through 12.458hrs (run2). 1 "t, 2 nd, 3 rd
denote respective wave harmonics. The position of CCD camera is marked by cami
text.
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Figure A-60: Wave/ripple plot for
d5 =0.206mm). Top: wave envelope
with N and A, respectively. Bottom:
by numbers at the end of each trace.
Cameral in experiment 4.14 (A1=2.11cm, A2/A1=0.03, R1=0.94, T=2.20sec, and
and subsequent harmonics versus distance. Locations near node and antinode denoted
ripple trajectories between x=670 to 820cm over time. Ripple trajectories are identified
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Figure A-61: Ripple velocity variation under half of a six meter water wavelength in
experiment 4-14 (A1=2.11cm, A2/A1=0.03, R1=0.94, T=2.20sec, and d5o=O.206mm)
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Figure A-62: Ripple amplitude growth in experiment 4_14 (A1=2.11cm, A2/A1=0.03,
R1=0.94, T=2.20sec, and d5o=O.206mm). Ripple amplitude growths from Cameral,
capturing x=670 to 820cm.
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Figure A-63: Ripple front envelopes for experiment 4_14 (A1=2.11cm, A2/A1=0.03,
R1=0.94, T=2.20sec, and d50=0.206mm). Ripple front in Cameral which captures
x=670 to 820cm.
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Figure A-64: Sample transects of Cameral data (x=670 to 820cm) for experiment
4_14 (A1=2.llcm, A2/A1=0.03, R1=0.94, T=2.20sec, and d5 0=0.206mm). Top plot:
shows profiles AA1, AA2 and AA3 which correspond to the transects in Figure A-60.
Middle plot: ripple amplitude based on AA1, AA2, and AA3 profiles and denoted
with ., *, and x symbols, respectively. Bottom plot: ripple wavelength based on
AA1, AA2, and AA3 profiles having the same markers as stated above.
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Figure A-65: Experiment 4-16 (A1=3.26cm, A2/A1=0.04, R1=0.88, T=2.20sec, and
d50=.206mm) wave records 0.575hrs (runi) through 12.45hrs (run2). 1"t, 2nd, 3 rd
denote respective wave harmonics. The position of CCD cameras are marked by
caml/cam2 text.
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Figure A-66: Wave/ripple plot for
d50=0.206mm). Top: wave envelope
with N and A, respectively. Bottom:
by numbers at the end of each trace.
Cameral in experiment 4-16 (A1=3.26cm, A2/A1=0.04, R1=0.88, T=2.20sec, and
and subsequent harmonics versus distance. Locations near node and antinode denoted
ripple trajectories between x=450 to 590cm over time. Ripple trajectories are identified
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Figure A-67: Wave/ripple plot for
d5o=0.206mm). Top: wave envelope
with N and A, respectively. Bottom:
by numbers at the end of each trace.
Camera2 in experiment 4-16 (A1=3.26cm, A2/A1=0.04, R1=0.88, T=2.20sec, and
and subsequent harmonics versus distance. Locations near node and antinode denoted
ripple trajectories between x=600 to 740cm over time. Ripple trajectories are identified
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Figure A-68: Ripple velocity variation under about half of a 4.89 meter water wave-
length in experiment 4-16 (A1=3.26cm, A2/A1=0.04,
d5o=O.206mm)
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Figure A-69: Ripple amplitude growth in experiment 4-16 (Al=3.26cm,
R1=0.88, T=2.20sec, and d50=O.206mm). Top plot: Ripple amplitude
Cameral, spanning x=450 to 590cm. Bottom plot: ripple amplitude
Camera2, capturing x=600 to 740cm.
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Figure A-70: Ripple front envelopes for experiment 4.16 (A1=3.26cm, A2/A1=0.04,
R1=0.88, T=2.20sec, and d5o0=0.206mm). Top plot: ripple fronts in Cameral between
x=450 to 590cm. Bottom Plot: ripple front in Camera2 which captures x=600 to
740cm. 420
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Figure A-71: Sample transects of Cameral data (x=450 to 590cm) for experiment
4-16 (A1=3.26cm, A2/A1=0.04, R1=0.88, T=2.20sec, and d5 o=0.206mm). Top plot:
shows profiles AA1, AA2 and AA3 which correspond to the transects in Figure A-66.
Middle plot: ripple amplitude based on AA1, AA2, and AA3 profiles and denoted
with ., *, and x symbols, respectively. Bottom plot: ripple wavelength based on
AA1, AA2, and AA3 profiles having the same markers as stated above.
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Figure A-72: Sample transects of Camera2 data (x=600 to 740cm) for experiment
4-16 (A1=3.26cm, A2/A1=0.04, R1=0.88, T=2.20sec, and d50=O.206mm). Top plot:
shows profiles AA1, AA2 and AA3 which correspond to the transects in Figure A-67.
Middle plot: ripple amplitude based on AA1, AA2, and AA3 profiles and denoted
with ., *, and x symbols, respectively. Bottom plot: ripple wavelength based on
AA1, AA2, and AA3 profiles having the same markers as stated above.
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Figure A-73: Experiment 4-30 (A1=3.84cm, A2/A1=0.05, R1=0.88, T=2.50sec, and
d5 0=O.206mm) wave records 0.583hrs (runi) through 13.25hrs (run2). 1', 2nd, 3 rd
denote respective wave harmonics. The position of CCD camera is marked by cam2
text.
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Figure A-74: Wave/ripple plot for
d5o=0.206mm). Top: wave envelope
with N and A, respectively. Bottom:
by numbers at the end of each trace.
Camera2 in experiment 430 (A1=3.84cm, A2/A1=0.05, R1=0.88, T=2.50sec, and
and subsequent harmonics versus distance. Locations near node and antinode denoted
ripple trajectories between x=610 to 720cm over time. Ripple trajectories are identified
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Figure A-75: Ripple velocity variation under one-fourth of a 5.67 meter water wave-
length in experiment 4_30 (A1=3.84cm, A2/A1=0.05, R1=0.88, T=2.50sec, and
d50=O.206mm)
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Figure A-76: Ripple amplitude growth in experiment 4_30 (A1=3.84cm, A2/A1=0.05,
R1=0.88, T==2.5Osec, and do=0.206mm). Ripple amplitude growths from Camera2,
spanning x=610 to 720cm.
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Figure A-77: Ripple front envelopes for experiment 4_30 (A1=3.84cm, A2/A1=0.05,
R1=0.88, T=2.50sec, and d5o=0.206mm). Ripple fronts in Camera2 between x=610
to 720cm.
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Figure A-78: Sample transects of Camera2 data (x=610 to 720cm) for experiment
4..30 (A1=3.84cm, A2/A1=0.05, R1=0.88, T=2.50sec, and d50=O.206mm). Top plot:
shows profiles AA1, AA2 and AA3 which correspond to the transects in Figure A-74.
Middle plot: ripple amplitude based on AA1, AA2, and AA3 profiles and denoted
with ., *, and x symbols, respectively. Bottom plot: ripple wavelength based on
AA1, AA2, and AA3 profiles having the same markers as stated above.
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Figure A-79: Experiment 5-05 (A1=3.53cm, A2/A1=0.46, R1=0.86, T=2.50sec, and
d50=O.206mm) wave records 0.608hrs (runi) through 12.575hrs (run2). 1", 2nd, 3rd
denote respective wave harmonics. The position of CCD camera is marked by caml
text.
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Figure A-80: Wave/ripple plot for
d5o=0.206mm). Top: wave envelope
with N and A, respectively. Bottom:
by numbers at the end of each trace.
Cameral in experiment 5-05 (A1=3.53cm, A2/A1=0.46, R1=0.86, T=2.50sec, and
and subsequent harmonics versus distance. Locations near node and antinode denoted
ripple trajectories between x=470 to 600cm over time. Ripple trajectories are identified
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Figure A-81: Ripple velocity variation under one fourth of a 5.67 meter water wave-
length in experiment 5_05 (A1=3.53cm,
d50=O.206mm)
A2/A1=0.46, R1=0.86, T=2.50sec, and
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Figure A-82: Ripple amplitude growth in experiment 5-05 (Al=3.53cm, A2/AI=0.46,
R1=0.86, T=2.50sec, and d50=O.206mm). Ripple amplitude growths from Cameral,
capturing x=470 to 600cm.
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Figure A-83: Ripple front envelopes for experiment 5-05 (A1=3.53cm, A2/A1=O.46,
R1=0.86, T=2.5Osec, and d50=O.206mm). Ripple front in Cameral which captures
X=470 to 600cm.
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Figure A-84: Sample transects of Cameral data (x=470 to 600cm) for experiment
5-05 (A1=3.53cm, A2/A1=0.46, R1=0.86, T=2.50sec, and d50=0.206mm). Top plot:
shows profiles AA1, AA2 and AA3 which correspond to the transects in Figure A-80.
Middle plot: ripple amplitude based on AA1, AA2, and AA3 profiles and denoted
with ., *, and x symbols, respectively. Bottom plot: ripple wavelength based on
AA1, AA2, and AA3 profiles having the same markers as stated above.
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A.3 Suspended Load Dominated Transport (d 50 =0.1mm)
under Waves of Low Reflection (R<0.2)
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Figure A-85: Experiment 5-25 (A1=6.14cm, A2/A1=0.15, R1=0.016, T=2.5sec, and
d50 =O.124mm) wave records 0.575hrs (runi) through 6.583hrs (run2). 1 st 2 nd, 3 rd
denote respective wave harmonics. The position of CCD cameras are marked by
caml/cam2 text.
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d50=0.124mm). Top: wave envelope
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Cameral in experiment 5-25 (A1=6.14cm, A2/A1=0.15, R1=0.016, T=2.5sec, and
and subsequent harmonics versus distance. Locations near node and antinode denoted
ripple trajectories between x=440 to 590cm over time. Ripple trajectories are identified
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Figure A-87: Wave/ripple plot for
d5o=0.124mm). Top: wave envelope
with N and A, respectively. Bottom:
by numbers at the end of each trace.
Camera2 in experiment 5_25 (A1=6.14cm, A2/A1=0.15, R1=0.016, T=2.5sec, and
and subsequent harmonics versus distance. Locations near node and antinode denoted
ripple trajectories between x=590 to 740cm over time. Ripple trajectories are identified
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Figure A-88: Ripple velocity variation under half of a 5.67 meter water wavelength in
experiment 5-25 (A1=6.14cm, A2/A1=O. 15, R1=0.016, T=2.5sec, and d5 0 =O.124mm)
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Figure A-89: Ripple amplitude growth in experiment 5-25 (Al=6.14cm, A2/AI=0.15,
R1=0.016, T=2.5sec, and d50=0-124mm). Top plot: Ripple amplitude growths from
Cameral, spanning x=440 to 590cm. Bottom plot: ripple amplitude growths from
Camera2, capturing x=590 to 740cm.
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Figure A-90: Ripple front envelopes for experiment 5_25 (A1=6.14cm, A2/A1=0.15,
R1=0.016, T=2.5sec, and d5 0 =O.124mm). Top plot: ripple fronts in Cameral between
x=440 to 590cm. Bottom Plot: ripple front in Camera2 which captures x=590 to
740cm.
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Figure A-91: Sample transects of Cameral data (x=440 to 590cm) for experiment
5.25 (A1=6.14cm, A2/A1=0.15, R1=0.016, T=2.5sec, and d5o=0.124mm). Top plot:
shows profiles AA1, AA2 and AA3 which correspond to the transects in Figure A-86
. Middle plot: ripple amplitude based on AA1, AA2, and AA3 profiles and denoted
with ., *, and x symbols, respectively. Bottom plot: ripple wavelength based on
AA1, AA2, and AA3 profiles having the same markers as stated above.
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Figure A-92: Sample transects of Camera2 data (x=590 to 740cm) for experiment
5-25 (A1=6.14cm, A2/A1=0.15, R1=0.016, T=2.5sec, and d5 0=0.124mm). Top plot:
shows profiles AA1, AA2 and AA3 which correspond to the transects in Figure A-87.
Middle plot: ripple amplitude based on AA1, AA2, and AA3 profiles and denoted
with ., *, and x symbols, respectively. Bottom plot: ripple wavelength based on
AA1, AA2, and AA3 profiles having the same markers as stated above.
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Figure A-93: Experiment 5-27 (A1=6.47cm, A2/A1=0.02, R1=0.01, T=2.50sec, and
d5o=O.124mm) wave records 0.583hrs (runi) through 14.75hrs (run2). 1 st, 2 nd, 3 rd
denote respective wave harmonics. The position of CCD camera is marked by caml
text.
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Figure A-94: Wave/ripple plot for
d5o=0.124mm). Top: wave envelope
with N and A, respectively. Bottom:
by numbers at the end of each trace.
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ripple trajectories between x=520 to 660cm over time. Ripple trajectories are identified
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Figure A-95: Ripple velocity variation under half of a 5.67 meter water wavelength in
experiment 5_27 (A1=6.47cm, A2/A1=0.02, R1=0.01, T=2.50sec, and d50 =0.124mm)
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Figure A-96: Ripple amplitude growth in experiment 5_27 (A1=6.47cm, A2/A1=0.02,
R1=0.01, T=2.50sec, and d50=0.124mm). Ripple amplitude growths from Cameral,
capturing x=520 to 660cm.
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Figure A-97: Sample transects of Cameral data (x=520 to 660cm) for experiment
5_27 (A1=6.47cm, A2/A1=0.02, R1=0.01, T=2.50sec, and d50=0.124mm). Top plot:
shows profiles AA1, AA2 and AA3 which correspond to the transects in Figure A-94.
Middle plot: ripple amplitude based on AA1, AA2, and AA3 profiles and denoted
with ., *, and x symbols, respectively. Bottom plot: ripple wavelength based on
AA1, AA2, and AA3 profiles having the same markers as stated above.
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A.4 Suspended Load Dominated Transport (d 50 =0.1mm)
under Waves of High Reflection (R=0.9)
A.4.1 Experiment 5-19
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Figure A-98: Experiment 5.19 (A1=3.72cm, A2/A1=0.04, R1=0.9, T=2.50sec, and
d5o=0.124mm) wave records 0.592hrs (runi) through 12.708hrs (run2). 1", 2nd, 3 rd
denote respective wave harmonics. The position of CCD cameras are marked by
caml/cam2 text.
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Figure A-99: Wave/ripple plot for
d50=0.124mm). Top: wave envelope
with N and A, respectively. Bottom:
by numbers at the end of each trace.
Cameral in experiment 5-19 (A1=3.72cm, A2/A1=0.04, R1=0.9, T=2.50sec, and
and subsequent harmonics versus distance. Locations near node and antinode denoted
ripple trajectories between x=460 to 580cm over time. Ripple trajectories are identified
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Figure A-100: Wave/ripple plot for Camera2 in experiment 5_19 (A1=3.72cm, A2/A1=0.04, R1=0.9, T=2.50sec, and
d50 =0.124mm). Top: wave envelope and subsequent harmonics versus distance. Locations near node and antinode denoted
with N and A, respectively. Bottom: ripple trajectories between x=580 to 720cm over time. Ripple trajectories are identified
by numbers at the end of each trace.
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Figure A-101: Ripple velocity variation under half of a 5.67 water wavelength in
experiment 5-19 (A1=3.72cm, A2/A1=0.04, R1=0.9, T=2.50sec, and d50=0.124mm)
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Figure A- 102: Ripple amplitude growth in experiment 5-19 (Al=3.72cm,
A2/Al-O.K R1=0.9, T=2.50sec, and d50=0-124mm). Top plot: Ripple amplitude
growths from Cameral, spanning x=460 to 580cm. Bottom plot: ripple amplitude
growths from Camera2, capturing x=580 to 720cm.
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Figure A-103: Ripple front envelopes for experiment 5-19 (A1=3.72cm, A2/A1=0.04,
R1=0.9, T=2.50sec, and d5o=0.124mm). Top plot: ripple fronts in Cameral between
x=460 to 580cm. Bottom Plot: ripple front in Camera2 which captures x=580 to
720cm.
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Figure A-104: Sample transects of Cameral data (x=460 to 580cm) for experiment
5-19 (A1=3.72cm, A2/A1=0.04, R1=0.9, T=2.50sec, and d5o=0.124mm). Top plot:
shows profiles AA1, AA2 and AA3 which correspond to the transects in Figure A-99.
Middle plot: ripple amplitude based on AA1, AA2, and AA3 profiles and denoted
with ., *, and x symbols, respectively. Bottom plot: ripple wavelength based on
AA1, AA2, and AA3 profiles having the same markers as stated above.
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Figure A-105: Sample transects of Camera2 data (x=580 to 720cm) for experiment
5-19 (A1=3.72cm, A2/A1=0.04, R1=0.9, T=2.50sec, and d50=0.124mm). Top plot:
shows profiles AA1, AA2 and AA3 which correspond to the transects in Figure A-100.
Middle plot: ripple amplitude based on AA1, AA2, and AA3 profiles and denoted
with ., *, and x symbols, respectively. Bottom plot: ripple wavelength based on
AA1, AA2, and AA3 profiles having the same markers as stated above.
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Figure A-106: Experiment 5_23 (A1=3.72cm, A2/A1=0.04, R1=0.9, T=2.50sec, and
d5o=0.124mm) wave records 0.675hrs (runi) through 6.725hrs (run2). 1 st, 2 nd, 3 rd
denote respective wave harmonics. The position of CCD camera is marked by cam2
text.
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Figure A-107: Wave/ripple plot for Camera2 in experiment 5-23 (Al=3.72cm, A2/A1=0.04, R1=0.9, T=2.50sec, and
d50=0.124mm). Top: wave envelope and subsequent harmonics versus distance. Locations near node and antinode denoted
with N and A, respectively. Bottom: ripple trajectories between x=590 to 740cm over time. Ripple trajectories are identified
by numbers at the end of each trace.
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Figure A-108: Ripple velocity variation under one fourth of a 5.67 meter water
wavelength in experiment 5.23 (A1=3.72cm, A2/A1=0.04, R1=0.9, T=2.50sec, and
d50=0.124mm)
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Figure A-109: Ripple amplitude growth in experiment 5_23 (A1=3.72cm,
A2/A1=O.04, R1=O.9, T=2.5Osec, and d50=O.124mm). Ripple amplitude growths
from Camera2, spanning x=590 to 740cm.
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Figure A-110: Ripple front envelopes for experiment 5-23 (A1=3.72cm, A2/A1=0.04,
R1=0.9, T=2.50sec, and d5o=0.124mm). Ripple fronts in Camera2 between x=590
to 740cm.
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Figure A-111: Sample transects of Camera2 data (x=590 to 740cm) for experiment
5..23 (A1=3.72cm, A2/A1=0.04, R1=0.9, T=2.50sec, and d50=0.124mm). Top plot:
shows profiles AA1, AA2 and AA3 which correspond to the transects in Figure A-107.
Middle plot: ripple amplitude based on AA1, AA2, and AA3 profiles and denoted
with ., *, and x symbols, respectively. Bottom plot: ripple wavelength based on
AA1, AA2, and AA3 profiles having the same markers as stated above.
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Appendix B
Bar Records
463
Table B. 1: Summary of experiments classified into four experimental groupings. Date = experiment identification (month..day)in 2003, d5o =sand
mean grain size diameter, R1= reflection coefficient based on 1" harmonic amplitude, T= wave period, A1= 1"; harmonic amplitude, A2/A1= ratio
of 2 nd to 1 " harmonic wave amplitude, R2= reflection coefficient based on 2 nd harmonic amplitude, H0 = water depth [cm],and Bar profile shots=
indicate the total number of bed profile shots over the duration of the experiment and the subsequent times of start of wave and bar capture. The
final column refer to the page where the data is presented within this thesis. Note: Experiments in bold indicate the representative experiments for
each group.
0
70
mixed
Date d50 Wave Parameters Bars profiles Page
T H0(in 2003) [mm] R1 T Al A/ 2 H[sec] [CM] A2/A R2 [cm] (total no. at hr from exp. start) number
1.23 0.206 0.26 2.63 4.79 0.15 0.22 60.0 8 03,6,9,12,15,18,21,24 465
1.24 0.206 0.24 2.63 5.93 0.19 0.18 60.0 8 @ 3,6,9,12,15,18,21,24 478
2-12 0.206 0.24 2.63 5.97 0.18 0.20 60.0 6 0 3,6,12,24,36,46 491
2-26 0.206 0.29 2.63 3.67 0.10 0.40 60.0 6 0 12,24,36,48,60,72 501
al 3.24 0.2 0.24 2.63 5.66 0.03 1.00 60.0 4 © 3,6,12,24 511
4-07 0.206 0.12 2.00 4.72 0.02 1.00 60.0 6 @ 12,24,36,48,60,72 519
- 5-08 0.206 0.23 2.50 7.00 0.02 1.00 60.0 8 @ 12,24,36,48,60,72,84,96 530
5-13 0.206 0.24 2.50 4.53 0.64 0.05 60.0 6 © 6,12,18,30,42,54 543
4-16 0.206 0.88 2.20 3.26 0.04 0.82 60.0 6 @ 12,24,36,48,60,72 554
- 4...30 0.206 0.88 2.50 3.84 0.05 1.00 60.0 7 @ 12,24,36,48,60,72,96 564
5-05 0.206 0.86 2.50 3.53 0.46 1.00 60.0 5 0 12,24,36,48,60 576
5-25 0.124 0.02 2.50 6.10 0.18 0.15 60.0 1 0 36 584
5..27 0.124 0.10 2.50 6.47 0.02 1.00 60.0 4 0 14,38,64,94 587
5.19 0.124 .898 2.50 3.72 0.04 1.00 60.0 7 0 12,36,48,60,72,84,96 594
5-23 0.124 0.87 2.50 3.41 0.45 1.00 60.0 5 L 6,12,18,24,36 606
6-03 0.112 & 0.211 0.89 2.5 3.74 0.06 0.87 59 12 @ 3,6,12,24,36,48,60,72,96,120 616
B.1 Bed Load Dominated Transport (d50 =0.2mm)
under Waves of Low Reflection (R=0.2)
B.1.1 Experiment 1_23
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Figure B-i: Wave/bar records for experiment L_23 having low reflection (R about 0.2)
and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: L_23 wave record at time=3.4833hrs
from start of experiment. (1st, 2 "d, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmonics.) Bottom
plot: bar record at time=4.075hrs from start of experiment. Points represent seabed
elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only). Cami denoted the
position of the ripple CCD camera in both plots.
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Figure B-2: Wave/bar records for experiment 1-23 having low reflection (R about 0.2)
and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 1_23 wave record at time=6.5667hrs
from start of experiment. (1", 2nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmonics.) Bottom
plot: bar record at time=7.175hrs from start of experiment. Points represent seabed
elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only). Caml denoted the
position of the ripple CCD camera in both plots.
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Figure B-3: Wave/bar records for experiment 1_23 having low reflection (R about 0.2)
and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 1123 wave record at time=9.51667hrs
from start of experiment. (1st, 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmonics.) Bottom
plot: bar record at time= 10. 1333hrs from start of experiment. Points represent seabed
elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only). Cami denoted the
position of the ripple CCD camera in both plots.
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Figure B-4: Wave/bar records for experiment L.23 having low reflection (R about 0.2)
and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 1_23 wave record at time=12.675hrs
from start of experiment. (18t, 2 "d, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmonics.) Bottom
plot: bar record at time=13.2583hrs from start of experiment. Points represent seabed
elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only). Cami denoted the
position of the ripple CCD camera in both plots.
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Figure B-5: Wave/bar records for experiment 1-23 having low reflection (R about 0.2)
and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 1-23 wave record at time=15.6hrs
from start of experiment. (Ist, 2nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmonics.) Bottom
plot: bar record at time= 16.1083hrs from start of experiment. Points represent seabed
elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only). Cami denoted the
position of the ripple CCD camera in both plots.
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Figure B-6: Wave/bar records for experiment 1123 having low reflection (R about 0.2)
and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 1123 wave record at time=18.45hrs
from start of experiment. (ist, 2 nd, 3rd denoting respective wave harmonics.) Bottom
plot: bar record at time=18.9167hrs from start of experiment. Points represent seabed
elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only). Cami denoted the
position of the ripple CCD camera in both plots.
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Figure B-7: Wave/bar records for experiment 1_23 having low reflection (R about 0.2)
and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 1123 wave record at time=21.3667hrs
from start of experiment. (18t, 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmonics.) Bottom
plot: bar record at time=21 .925hrs from start of experiment. Points represent seabed
elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only). Cami denoted the
position of the ripple CCD camera in both plots.
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from start of experiment. (ist, 2nd, 3rd denoting respective wave harmonics.) Bottom
plot: bar record at time=24.325hrs from start of experiment. Points represent seabed
elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only). Cami denoted the
position of the ripple CCD camera in both plots.
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Figure B-9: Experiment 3_24 (R~0.2 and d50=O.206mm) wave records 0.625hrs (runi)
through 21.3667hrs (run8). 1 st, 2nd, 3 d denote respective wave harmonics. Bars
identified by numbers located at bar crests. Ripple CCD camera position are marked
by cami text.
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Figure B-10: Experiment 1-23 (Rrl_;0.2 and d50=O.206mm) bar records for 4.075hrs
(shotl) through 13.2583hrs (shot4). Bar identified by number located at bar crest.
A and N denote positions of wave antinode and node, respectively.
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Figure B-11: Experiment 1-23 (Rr-1-00.2 and d50=O.206mm) bar records for 16.1083hrs
(shot5) through 24.825hrs (shot8). Bar identified by number located at bar crest. A
and N denote positions of wave antinode and node, respectively.
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Figure B-12: Depth of scour for experiment 1_23 (R~O.2 and d50 =O.206mm) . Bar
elevation values for each bar are plotted against time
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B.1.2 Experiment 1_24
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Figure B-13: Wave/bar records for experiment 1_24 having low reflection (R
about 0.2) and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 1-24 wave record at
time=3.425hrs from start of experiment. (Ist, 2 nd, 3rd denoting respective wave har-
monics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=4.025hrs from start of experiment. Points
represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only). Cami
and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras in both plots.
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Figure B-14: Wave/bar records for experiment 1_24 having low reflection (R
about 0.2) and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 1_24 wave record at
time=6.38333hrs from start of experiment. (1t, 2"d, 3rd denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=6.91667hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only).
Caml and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras in both plots.
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Figure B-15: Wave/bar records for experiment 1-24 having low reflection (R
about 0.2) and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 1-24 wave record at
time=9.38333hrs from start of experiment. (Ist, 2 "d, 3 rd denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=9.8833hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only).
Cami and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras in both plots.
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Figure B-16: Wave/bar records for experiment 1-24 having low reflection (R about
0.2) and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 1_24 Wave Record at
time=12.3833hrs from start of experiment. (1"s, 2nd, 3 'd denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=12.8833hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only).
Cami and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras in both plots.
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Figure B-17: Wave/bar records for experiment 124 having low reflection (R
about 0.2) and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 1-24 wave record at
time=15.3833hrs from start of experiment. (1"s, 2nd, 3rd denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=16.05hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only).
Cami and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras in both plots.
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Figure B-18: Wave/bar records for experiment 1-24 having low reflection (R
about 0.2) and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 1-24 wave record at
time=18.3833hrs from start of experiment. (1st, 2 nd, 3 'd denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=18.9583hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only).
Cami and cami denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras in both plots.
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Figure B-19: Wave/bar records for experiment 1_24 having low reflection (R
about 0.2) and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 1_24 wave record at
time=21.3833hrs from start of experiment. (1", 2nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=21.8833hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only).
Cami and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras in both plots.
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Figure B-20: Wave/bar records for experiment 124 having low reflection (R
about 0.2) and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 1-24 wave record at
time=24.3833hrs from start of experiment. (1s, 2 nd, 3rd denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=24.8583hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only).
Caml and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras in both plots.
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Figure B-21: Experiment 1_24 (R~0.2 and d50 =O.206mm) wave records 0.5833hrs
(runi) through 24.3833hrs (run9). 1 st, 2nd, 3rd denote respective wave harmonics.
Bars identified by numbers located at bar crests.
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Figure BIJ-22: 'Experiment 1-24 R-0.2 and d50=O.206mm) bar records for 4.025hrs
(shotl) through 12-8833hrs (shot4). Bars identified by numbers located at bar crests.
A and N denote positions of wave antinode and node, respectively.
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Figure B-23: Experiment 1-24 (Rr-1-10.2 and d50=O.206mm) bar records for 16.05hrs
(shot5) through 24.8583hrs (shot8). Bars identified by numbers located at bar crests.
A and N denote positions of wave antinode and node, respectively.
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Figure B-24: Depth of scour for experiment 1-24 (Re-IO1.2 and d50=O.206mm) .Bar
elevation values local maximum and minimum bar number are plotted against time
from 4.O25hrs to 24.8583hrs.
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Figure B-25: Wave/bar records for experiment 2.12 having low reflection (R
about 0.2) and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 2_12 wave record at
time=3.39167hrs from start of experiment. (1", 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave har-
monics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=3.95hrs from start of experiment. Points
represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only). Cami
and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras in both plots.
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Figure B-26: Wave/bar records for experiment 2_12 having low reflection (R about
0.2) and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 2-12 wave record at time=6.4hrs
from start of experiment. (1s', 2nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmonics.) Bottom
plot: bar record at time=6.98333hrs from start of experiment. Points represent seabed
elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only). Cami and cam2
denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras in both plots.
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Figure B-27: Wave/bar records for experiment 2-12 having low reflection (R about
0.2) and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 2-12 wave record at time=24.4hrs
from start of experiment. (1s', 2nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmonics.) Bottom
plot: bar record at time=25.0417hrs from start of experiment. Points represent seabed
elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only). Caml and cam2
denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras in both plots.
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Figure B-28: Wave/bar records for experiment 2_12 having low reflection (R about
0.2) and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 2.12 wave record at time=36.4hrs
from start of experiment. (1st, 2nd, 3 d denoting respective wave harmonics.) Bottom
plot: bar record at time=39.9333hrs from start of experiment. Points represent seabed
elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only). Caml and cam2
denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras in both plots.
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Figure B-29: Wave/bar records for experiment 2_12 having low reflection (R about
0.2) and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 2_12 wave record at time=46.4hrs
from start of experiment. (1", 2 "d, 3rd denoting respective wave harmonics.) Bottom
plot: bar record at time=46.8333hrs from start of experiment. Points represent seabed
elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only). Cami and cam2
denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras in both plots.
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Figure B-30: Experiment 2_12 (R~0.2 and d50 =O.206mm) wave records 0.641667hrs
(runi) through 46.4hrs (run7). 1"t, 2 "d, 3rd denote respective wave harmonics. Bars
identified by numbers located at bar crests. Ripple CCD camera positions are marked
by caml/cam2 text.
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Figure B-61: Experiment 2-12 R-0.2 and d50=O.206mm) bar records for 3.95hrs
(shotl) through 12.9917hrs (shot3). Bars identified by numbers located at bar crests.
A and N denote positions of wave antinode and node, respectively.
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Figure B-32: Experiment 2-12 (Rr-I-$0.2 and d50=O.206mm) bar records for 25.0417hrs
(shot4) through 46-8333hrs (shot6). Bars identified by numbers located at bar crests.
A and N denote positions of wave antinode and node, respectively.
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Figure B-34: Wave/bar records for experiment 2-26 having low reflection (R about
0.2) and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 2_26 Wave Record at
time=12.4083hrs from start of experiment. (1", 2nd, 3rd denoting respective wave har-
monics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=13.1hrs from start of experiment. Points
represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only). Caml
and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras in both plots.
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Figure B-35: Wave/bar records for experiment 2-26 having low reflection (R
about 0.2) and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 2_26 wave record at
time=24.45hrs from start of experiment. (1", 2nd, 3rd denoting respective wave har-
monics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=24.9667hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only).
Cami and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras in both plots.
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Figure B-36: Wave/bar records for experiment 2-26 having low reflection (R
about 0.2) and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 2_26 wave record at
time=36.45hrs from start of experiment. (Ist, 2 ,d, 3rd denoting respective wave har-
monics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=37.125hrs from start of experiment. Points
represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only). Cami
and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD camera in both plots.
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Figure B-37: Wave/bar records for experiment 2-26 having low reflection (R
about 0.2) and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 2.26 wave record at
time=48.4167hrs from start of experiment. (1", 2 nd, 3rd denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=49.1333hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only).
Cami and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras in both plots.
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Figure B-38: Wave/bar records for experiment 2-26 having low reflection (R about
0.2) and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 2.26 Wave Record at
time=60.475hrs from start of experiment. (1", 2nd, 3rd denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=61.0083hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only).
Caml and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras in both plots.
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Figure B-39: Wave/bar records for experiment 2_26 having low reflection (R about
0.2) and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 2_26 Wave Record at
time=72.5333hrs from start of experiment. (1", 2nd, 3rd denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=73.0833hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only).
Cami and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras in both plots.
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Figure B-40: Experiment 2.26 (R~0.2 and d50=0.206mm) wave records 0.5583hrs
(run1) through 72.5333hrs (run7). 1 st, 2 nd, 3 rd denote respective wave harmonics.
Bars identified by numbers located at bar crests. Ripple CCD camera positions are
marked by caml/cam2 text.
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Figure B-41: Experiment 2-26 (Re-00.2 and d50=O.206mm) bar records for 13.1hrs
(shotl) through 37.125hrs (shot3). Bar identified by number located at bar crest. A
and N denote positions of wave antinode and node, respectively.
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F igure B-42: Experiment 2-26 (R-%..10.2 and d50=O.206mm) bar records for 49.1333hrs
(shot4) through 73-0833hrs (shot6). Bar identified by number located at bar crest.
A and N denote positions of wave antinode and node, respectively.
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Figure B-43: Wave/bar records for experiment 3-24 having low reflection (R about
0.2) and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 3-24 wave record at time=3.4hrs
from start of experiment. (1s, 2"d, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmonics.) Bottom
plot: bar record at time=3.95hrs from start of experiment. Points represent seabed
elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only). Cami and cam2
denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras in both plots.
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Figure B-44: Wave/bar records for experiment 3_24 having low reflection (R
about 0.2) and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 3.24 wave record at
time=6.41667hrs from start of experiment. (1"t, 2nd, 3rd denoting respective wave har-
monics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=6.95hrs from start of experiment. Points
represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only). Caml
and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras in both plots.
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Figure B-45: Wave/bar records for experiment 3_24 having low reflection (R
about 0.2) and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 3-24 wave record at
time=12.4083hrs from start of experiment. (1", 2 nd, 3rd denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=12.95hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only).
Cami and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras in both plots.
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Figure B-46: Wave/bar records for experiment 3_24 having low reflection (R about
0.2) and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 3-24 Wave Record at
time=24.5167hrs from start of experiment. (1", 2"d, 3 rd denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=25.05hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only).
Cami and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras in both plots.
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Figure B-47: Experiment 3-24 (R~O.2 and d5o=O.206mm) wave records 0.5583hrs
(runi) through 24.5167hrs (run5). 1 st, 2 nd, 3rd denote respective wave harmonics.
Bars identified by numbers located at bar crests.
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Figure B-48: Experiment 3-24 (Re-,J0.2 and d50=O.206mm) bar records for 3.95hrs
(shotl) through 25.05hrs (shot4). Bars identified by numbers located at bar crests.
A and N denote positions of wave antinode and node, respectively.
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Figure B-49: Depth of scour for experiment 3_24 (R~O.2 and d50 =O.206mm). Bar
height values, local maximum to local minimum for each bar number, are plotted
against time from 3.95hrs to 25.05hrs.
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Figure B-5O: Wave/bar records for experiment 4N07 having low reflection (R
about 0.2) and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 4_07 wave record at
time=12.2584hrs from start of experiment. (1st, 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=13.1333hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only).
Cami and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras in both plots.
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Figure B-5i: Wave/bar records for experiment 4_.07 having low reflection (R about
0.2) and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 407 Wave Record at
time=24.3636hrs from start of experiment. (1st, 2 "d, 3 rd denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=25.2167hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only).
Cami and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras in both plots.
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Figure B-52: Wave/bar records for experiment 4_07 having low reflection (R
about 0.2) and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 4-07 wave record at
time=36.2256hrs from start of experiment. (1s, 2nd, 3rd denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=37.0167hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only).
Cami and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD camera in both plots.
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Figure B-53: Wave/bar records for experiment 4.07 having low reflection (R
about 0.2) and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 4_07 wave record at
time=48.2292hrs from start of experiment. (I", 2 "d, 3V denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=49.0083hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only).
Cami and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras in both plots.
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Figure B-54: Wave/bar records for experiment 4-07 having low reflection (R
about 0.2) and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 4-07 wave record at
time=60.2796hrs from start of experiment. (1", 2 nd, 3rd denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=61.0667hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only).
Cami and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras in both plots.
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Figure B-55: Wave/bar records for experiment 4.07 having low reflection (R
about 0.2) and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 4_07 wave record at
time=72.4584hrs from start of experiment. (ist, 2nd, 3V denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=72.8333hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only).
Caml and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras in both plots.
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Figure B-56: Experiment 4_07 (R~O.2 and d50 =O.206mm) wave records 0.408335hrs
(run1) through 72.4584hrs (run7). 1 st, 2 nd, 3rd denote respective wave harmonics.
Bars identified by numbers located at bar crests. Ripple CCD camera positions are
marked by caml/cam2 text.
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Figure B-57: Experiment 4-07 (Rr-1;0.2 and d50=O.206mm) bar records for 13.1333hrs
(shotl) through 37.0167hrs (shot3). Bar identified by number located at bar crest.
A and N denote positions of wave antinode and node, respectively.
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B-58: Experiment 4-07 (R-0.2 and d5o=0.206mm) bar records 49-0083hrs
(shot4) through 72.8333hrs (shot6). Bar identified by number located at bar crest.
A and N denote positions of wave antinode and node, respectively.
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Figure B-59: Depth of scour for experiment 4_07 (R~0.2 and d50 =O.206mm). Bar
height values, local maximum to local minimum for each bar number, are plotted
against time from 13.1333hrs to 72.8333hrs.
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Figure B-60: Wave/bar records for experiment 5-08 having low reflection (R
about 0.2) and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 5_08 wave record at
time=11.5417hrs from start of experiment. (1", 2 ,d, 3 rd denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=12.0917hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only).
Cami and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras in both plots.
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and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras in both plots.
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Figure B-62: Wave/bar records for experiment 5_08 having low reflection (R
about 0.2) and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 5-08 wave record at
time=35.575hrs from start of experiment. (I", 2 nd, 3 d denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=36.1583hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only).
Caml and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras in both plots.
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Figure B-64: Wave/bar records for experiment 5.08 having low reflection (R
about 0.2) and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 5.08 wave record at
time=59.5583hrs from start of experiment. (1st, 2 "d, 3rd denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=59.9667hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only).
Caml and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras in both plots.
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Figure B-65: Wave/bar records for experiment 5-08 having low reflection (R
about 0.2) and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 5-08 wave record at
time=71.1667hrs from start of experiment. (11s, 2nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=71.675hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only).
Caml and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras in both plots.
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Figure B-66: Wave/bar records for experiment 5-08 having low reflection (R
about 0.2) and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 5-08 wave record at
time=83.0833hrs from start of experiment. (1"s, 2nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time= 83.575hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only).
Cami and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras in both plots.
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Figure B-67: Wave/bar records for experiment 5-08 having low reflection (R
about 0.2) and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 5.08 wave record at
time=95.125hrs from start of experiment. (1", 2nd, 3rd denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=95.5333hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only).
Caml and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras in both plots.
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Figure B-68: Experiment 5_08 (R~0.2 and d50 =O.206mm) wave records 0.591667hrs
(runi) through 95.125hrs (run9). 1"t, 2 nd, 3rd denote respective wave harmonics. Bars
identified by numbers located at bar crests. Ripple CCD camera positions are marked
by caml/cam2 text.
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Figure B-69: Experiment 5-08 (Rr-%.0.2 and d50=O.2O6mm) bar records for 12.0917hrs
(shotl) through 48.35hrs (shot4). Bars identified by numbers located at bar crests.
A and N denote positions of wave antinode and node, respectively.
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Figure B-70: Experiment 5-08 (Rr-dO.2 and d50=O.206mm) bar records for 59-9667hrs
(shot5) through 95.5333hrs (shot8). Bars identified by number located at bar crest.
A and N denote positions of wave antinode and node, respectively.
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Figure B-71: Depth of scour for experiment 5_08 (R~0.2 and
height values, local maximum to local minimum for each bar
against time from 12.0917hrs to 95.5333hrs.
d5o=O.206mm). Bar
number, are plotted
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Figure B-72: Wave/bar records for experiment 5-13 having low reflection (R
about 0.2) and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 5-13 wave record at
time=6.64167hrs from start of experiment. (1", 2nd, 3rd denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=7.1667hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only).
Caml and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras in both plots.
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Figure B-73: Wave/bar records for experiment 5_13 having low reflection (R
about 0.2) and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 5-13 wave record at
time=12.825hrs from start of experiment. (1"s, 2nd, 3rd denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=13.4833hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only).
Caml and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras in both plots.
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Figure B-74: Wave/bar records for experiment 5-13 having low reflection (R
about 0.2) and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 5-13 wave record at
time=18.875hrs from start of experiment. (1", 2nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=19.3917hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only).
Caml and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras in both plots.
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Figure B-75: Wave/bar records for experiment 5-13 having low reflection (R
about 0.2) and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 5-13 wave record at
time=30.9667hrs from start of experiment. (I", 2 "d, 3rd denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=31.4583hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only).
Cami and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras in both plots.
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Figure B-76: Wave/bar records for experiment 5-13 having low reflection (R
about 0.2) and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 5-13 wave record at
time=42.6583hrs from start of experiment. (111, 2nd, 3rd denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=43.1833hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only).
Cami and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras in both plots.
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Figure B-77: Wave/bar records for experiment 5_13 having low reflection (R
about 0.2) and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 5_13 wave record at
time=54.775hrs from start of experiment. (1", 2nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=55.2833hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only).
Cami and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD camera in both plots.
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Figure B-78: Experiment 5-13 (R~0.2 and d5o=O.206mm) wave records 0.575hrs
(runi) through 54.775hrs (run7). 1 st, 2nd, 3rd denote respective wave harmonics.
Bars identified by numbers located at bar crests. Ripple CCD camera positions are
marked by caml/cam2 text.
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Figure B-79: Experiment 5-13 (Rr_0.2 and d50=O.206mm) bar records for 7.16667hrs
(shotl) through 19.3917hrs (shot3). Bars identified by number located at bar crest.
A and N denote positions of wave antinode and node, respectively.
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Yigure B-M hxperiment b-13 (H,--dU.2 and C[50=0.2U6mm) bar records tor 31-4583hrs
(shot4) through 55.2833hrs (shot6). Bars identified by number located at bar crest.
A and N denote positions of wave antinode and node, respectively.
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Figure B-81: Depth of scour for experiment 5t13 (R~O.2 and doo=O.206mm). Bar
height values, local maximum to local minimum for each bar number, are plotted
against time from 7.16667hrs to 55.2833hrs.
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B.2 Bed Load Dominated Transport (d 50 =.2mm)
under Waves of High Reflection (R=0.9)
B.2.1 Experiment 4_16
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Figure B-82: Wave/bar records for experiment 4_16 having high reflection (R
about 0.9) and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 4-16 wave record at
time=12.45hrs from start of experiment. (1", 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave har-
monics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=12.967hrs from start of experiment. Points
represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only). Caml
and cam2 denote the position of the ripple CCD cameras in both plots.
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Figure B-83: Wave/bar records for experiment 4-16 having high reflection (R
about 0.9) and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 4-16 wave record at
time=24.475hrs from start of experiment. (1", 2 "d, 3 rd denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=25.042hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only).
Caml and cam2 denote the position of the ripple CCD cameras in both plots.
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Figure B-84: Wave/bar records for experiment 4-16 having high reflection (R
about 0.9) and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 4-16 wave record at
time=36.442hrs from start of experiment. (1", 2nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=36.933hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only).
Cami and cam2 denote the position of the ripple CCD cameras in both plots.
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Figure B-85: Wave/bar records for experiment 4_16 having high reflection (R
about 0.9) and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 4-16 Wave Record at
time=48.383hrs from start of experiment. (1st, 2"d, 3rd denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=48.892hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only).
Cami and cam2 denote the position of the ripple CCD cameras in both plots.
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Figure B-86: Wave/bar records for experiment 4-16 having high reflection (R
about 0.9) and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 4_16 wave record at
time=72.142hrs from start of experiment. (1", 2nd, 3rd denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=72.533hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only).
Cami and cam2 denote the position of the ripple CCD cameras in both plots.
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Figure B-87: Experiment 4_16 (R~0.9 and d50=0.206mm) wave records for 0.575hrs
(runi) through 72.142hrs (run7). 1 ", 2nd, 3rd denote respective wave harmonics. Bars
identified by numbers located at bar crests. Ripple CCD camera positions are marked
by caml/cam2 text.
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Figure B-88: Experiment 4-16 (Rr..00.9 and d50=O.206mm) bar records for 12.967hrs
(shotl) through 36.933hrs (shot3). Bars identified by number located at bar crest. A
and N denote positions of wave antinode and node, respectively.
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Figure B-89: Experiment 4-16 (Rr-100.9 and d =0.206mm) bar records for 48.892hrs
(shot4) through 72.533hrs (shot6). Bars identified by number located at bar crest. A
and N denote positions of wave antinode and node, respectively.
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Figure B-90: Depth of scour for experiment 4_16 (R~0.9 and d50 =O.206mm). Bar
height values, local maximum to local minimum for each bar number, are plotted
against time from 12.967hrs to 72.533hrs.
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B.2.2 Experiment 4_30
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Figure B-91: Wave/bar records for experiment 4-30 having high reflection (R
about 0.9) and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 4-30 wave record at
time=13.25hrs from start of experiment. (1", 2nd, 3rd denoting respective wave har-
monics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=13.7667hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only).
Cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD camera in both plots.
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Figure B-92: Wave/bar records for experiment 4.30 having high reflection (R
about 0.9) and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 430 wave record at
time=24.7833hrs from start of experiment. (18t, 2 "d, 3 rd denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=25.2917hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only).
Cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD camera in both plots.
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Figure B-93: Wave/bar records for experiment 4.30 having high reflection (R
about 0.9) and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 4-30 wave record at
time=36.75hrs from start of experiment. (1", 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave har-
monics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=37.2667hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only).
Cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD camera in both plots.
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Figure B-94: Wave/bar records for experiment 4_.30 having high reflection (R
about 0.9) and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 4_30 wave record at
time=48.8583hrs from start of experiment. (ist, 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=49.35hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only).
Cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD camera in both plots.
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Figure B-95: Wave/bar records for experiment 4-.30 having high reflection (R
about 0.9) and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 4-30 wave record at
time=60.7417hrs from start of experiment. (1st, 2 ,d, Vr denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=61.2417hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only).
Cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD camera in both plots.
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Figure B-96: Wave/bar records for experiment 4.30 having high reflection (R
about 0.9) and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 4_30 wave record at
time=72.7583hrs from start of experiment. (ist, 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=73.2667hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only).
Cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD camera in both plots.
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Figure B-97: Wave/bar records for experiment 4.30 having high reflection (R
about 0.9) and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 4-30 Wave Record at
time=96.525hrs from start of experiment. (ist, 2 ,d , Vr denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=96.9833hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only).
Cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD camera in both plots.
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Figure B-98: Experiment 4..30 (R~O.9 and doo=O.206mm) wave records .583333hrs
(runi) through 96.525hrs (run9). 1 st, 2 "d, 3 rd denote respective wave harmonics. Bars
identified by numbers located at bar crests.
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Figure B-99: Experiment 4-30 (Rr-110.9 and d50=O.206mm) bar records for 13.7667hrs
(shotl) through 49.35hrs (shot4). Bars identified by numbers located at bar crests.
A and N denote positions of wave antinode and node, respectively.
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Figure B-100: Experiment 4-30 (RI--1-00.9 and d50=O.206mm) bar records for 61.2417hrs
(shot5) through 96.9833hrs (shot8). Bars identified by numbers located at bar crests.
A and N denote positions of wave antinode and node, respectively.
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Figure B-101: Depth of scour for experiment 4_30 (R~0.9 and d5o=O.206mm). Bar
height values, local maximum to local minimum for each bar number, are plotted
against time from 13.25hrs to 96.525hrs.
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B.2.3 Experiment 5_05
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Figure B-102: Wave/bar records for experiment 5-05 having high reflection (R
about 0.9) and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 5-05 wave record at
time=12.575hrs from start of experiment. (1", 2 nd, 3rd denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=13.1583hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only).
Cami and cam2 denote the position of the ripple CCD cameras in both plots.
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Figure B-103: Wave/bar records for experiment 5-05 having high reflection (R
about 0.9) and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 5-05 wave record at
time=24.725hrs from start of experiment. (11', 2nd, 3 'd denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=25.225hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only).
Cami and cam2 denote the position of the ripple CCD cameras in both plots.
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Figure B-104: Wave/bar records for experiment 5_05 having high reflection (R
about 0.9) and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 5_05 Wave record at
time=36.5917hrs from start of experiment. (11s, 2 nd, 3rd denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=37.125hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only).
Caml and cam2 denote the position of the ripple CCD cameras in both plots.
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Figure B-105: Wave/bar records for experiment 5_05 having high reflection (R
about 0.9) and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 5_05 wave record at
time=48.625hrs from start of experiment. (1", 2 "d, 3rd denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=49.1417hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only).
Cami and cam2 denote the position of the ripple CCD cameras in both plots.
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Figure B-106: Experiment 5-05 (R~0.9 and d50 =O.206mm) wave records 0.608333hrs
(runi) through 59.5917hrs (run6). 1 st, 2 nd, 3 rd denote respective wave harmonics.
Bars identified by numbers located at bar crests.
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Figure B-107: Experiment 5-05 (Rfl.JO.9 and d50=O.206mm) bar records for 13-1583hrs
(shotl) through 37.125hrs (shot3).Bars identified by numbers located at bar crests.
A and N denote positions of wave antinode and node, respectively.
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Figure B-108: Experiment 5-05 (Rr-laO.9 and d50=O.206mm) bar records for 49.142hrs
(shot4) through 59.983hrs (shot5).Bars identified by numbers located at bar crests.
A and N denote positions of wave antinode and node, respectively.
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B.3 Suspended Load Dominated Transport (d 50 =O.lmm)
under Waves of Low Reflection (R<0.2)
B.3.1 Experiment 5-25
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Figure B-109: Top plot: 5-25 Wave Record at time=34.733hrs from start of exper-
iment. (1st, 2nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record
at time=35.133hrs from start of experiment. Points represent seabed elevation; while
solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only). Cam2 denoted the position of the
ripple CCD camera in both plots.
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Figure B-110: 5_25 Wave records run2(0.575hrs) through run9(34.733hrs). 1s , 2 nd,
3 d denote respective wave harmonics. s and e indicated the start and end of bar.
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B.3.2 Experiment 5_27
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Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (iLe bars only).
Cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD camera in both plots.
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Figure B-112: Wave/bar records for experiment 5.27 having low reflection (R
about 0.1) and mean sand diameter of 0.124mm. Top plot: 5.27 wave record at
time=39.l7Shrs from start of experiment. (ist, 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=39.7667hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only).
Cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD camera in both plots.
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Figure B-113: Wave/bar records for experiment 5.27 having low reflection (R
about 0.1) and mean sand diameter of 0.124mm. Top plot: 5-27 wave record at
time=65.4333hrs from start of experiment. (1", 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=66.0333hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only).
Cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD camera in both plots.
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Figure B-114: Wave/bar records for experiment 5_27 having low reflection (R
about 0.1) and mean sand diameter of 0.124mm. Top plot: 5_27 wave record at
time=95.3917hrs from start of experiment. (1St, 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=95.8167hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only).
Cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD camera in both plots.
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Figure B-115: Experiment 5_27 (R~O.1 and d50=0.124mm) wave records 0.58333hrs
(runi) through 95.3917hrs (run5). 1", 2 "d, 3 rd denote respective wave harmonics.
Bars identified by numbers located at bar crests. Ripple CCD camera positions are
marked by caml/cam2 text.
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Figure B- 116: Experiment 5-27 (Re-1-10. 1 and d50=O. 124mm) bar records for 15.3167hrs
(shotl) through 95.8167hrs (shot4). Bars identified by numbers located at bar crests.
A and N denote positions of wave antinode and node, respectively.
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B.4 Suspended Load Dominated Transport (d50 =0.1mm)
under Waves of High Reflection (R=0.9)
B.4.1 Experiment 5_19
594
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Figure B-117: Wave/bar records for experiment 5_19 having high reflection (R
about 0.9) and mean sand diameter of 0.124mm. Top plot: 5-19 wave record at
time=12.7083hrs from start of experiment. (1", 2nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=13.3167hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only).
Cami and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras in both plots.
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Figure B-118: Wave/bar records for experiment 5-19 having high reflection (R
about 0.9) and mean sand diameter of 0.124mm. Top plot: 5-19 Wave Record at
time=36.9333hrs from start of experiment. (1", 2nd, 3rd denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=37.45hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only).
Caml and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras in both plots.
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Figure B-119: Wave/bar records for experiment 5-19 having high reflection (R
about 0.9) and mean sand diameter of 0.124mm. Top plot: 5-19 wave record at
time=49.1917hrs from start of experiment. (11s, 2 ,d, 3 d denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=49.6917hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only).
Caml and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras in both plots.
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Figure B-120: Wave/bar records for experiment 5-19 having high reflection (R
about 0.9) and mean sand diameter of 0.124mm. Top plot: 5-19 wave record at
time=60.7583hrs from start of experiment. (18s, 2nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=61.2833hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only).
Caml and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras in both plots.
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Figure B-121: Wave/bar records for experiment 5-19 having high reflection (R
about 0.9) and mean sand diameter of 0.124mm. Top plot: 5_19 wave record at
time=72.8667hrs from start of experiment. (1", 2 "d, 3rd denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=73.3917hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only).
Cami and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras in both plots.
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Figure B-122: Wave/bar records for experiment 5-19 having high reflection (R
about 0.9) and mean sand diameter of 0.206mm. Top plot: 5_19 wave record at
time=84.5083hrs from start of experiment. (1s, 2nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=84.9917hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only).
Cami and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras in both plots.
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Figure B-123: Wave/bar records for experiment 5-19 having high reflection (R
about 0.9) and mean sand diameter of 0.124mm. Top plot: 5-19 wave record at
time=97.6333hrs from start of experiment. (1st, 2nd, 3rd denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=98.0333hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only).
Caml and cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras in both plots.
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Figure B-124: Experiment 5-19 (R~0.9 and d5o=0.124mm) wave records 0.591667hrs
(runi) through 97.6333hrs (run9). 1 "t, 2nd, 3 rd denote respective wave harmonics.
Bars identified by numbers located at bar crests. Ripple CCD camera positions are
marked by caml/cam2 text.
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Figure B-125: Experiment 5-19 (Re-,.40.9 and d50=O- 124mm) bar records for 13.3167hrs
(shotl) through 49.6917hrs (shot4). Bars identified by numbers located at bar crests.
A and N denote positions of wave antinode and node, respectively.
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V igure B-126: Experiment 5-19 (R-0.9 and d50=O- 124mm) bar records for 61.2833hrs
(shot5) through 98.0333hrs (shot8). Bars identified by numbers located at bar crests.
A and N denote positions of wave antinode and node, respectively.
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Figure B-127: Depth of scour for experiment 5_19 (R~0.9 and
height values, local maximum to local minimum for each bar
against time from 13.3167hrs to 98.0333hrs.
d5o=0.124mm). Bar
number, are plotted
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Figure B-128: Wave/bar records for experiment 5.23 having high reflection (R
about 0.9) and mean sand diameter of 0.124mm. Top plot: 5_23 wave record at
time=6.725hrs from start of experiment. (i"t, 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave har-
monics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=7.25833hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only).
Cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD camera in both plots.
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Figure B-129: Wave/bar records for experiment 5.23 having high reflection (R
about 0.9) and mean sand diameter of 0.124mm. Top plot: 5..23 Wave Record at
time=12.7083hrs from start of experiment. (ist, 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=13.2167hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only).
Cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD camera in both plots.
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Figure B-130: Wave/bar records for experiment 5-.23 having high reflection (R
about 0.9) and mean sand diameter of 0.124mm. Top plot: 5-23 wave record at
time=18.775hrs from start of experiment. (1s", 2nd , 3 rd denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=19.3167hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only).
Cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD camera in both plots.
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Figure B-131: Wave/bar records for experiment 5.23 having high reflection (R
about 0.9) and mean sand diameter of 0.124mm. Top plot: 5_23 wave record at
time=24.675hrs from start of experiment. (ist, 2 "d, 3 rd denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=25.l7Shrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only).
Cam2 denoted the position of the ripple CCD camera in both plots.
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Figure B-132: Wave/bar records for experiment 5-.23 having high reflection (R
about 0.9) and mean sand diameter of 0.124mm. Top plot: 5-23 wave record at
time=36.6667hrs from start of experiment. (1st, 2 d, 3 rd denoting respective wave har-
monics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=37.lhrs from start of experiment. Points
represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (iLe bars only). Cam2
denoted the position of the ripple CCD camera in both plots.
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Figure B-133: Experiment 5-23 (R~0.9 and d5o=O.124mm) wave records 0.675hrs
(runi) through 36.667hrs (run6). 1", 2nd, 3rd denote respective wave harmonics.
Bars identified by numbers located at bar crests. Ripple CCD camera positions are
marked by caml/cam2 text.
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Figure B-134: Experiment 5-23 (Rr-1_10.9 and d50=0-124mm) bar records for 7.258hrs
(shotl) through 19-317hrs (shot3). Bars identified by numbers located at bar crests.
A and N denote positions of wave antinode and node, respectively.
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Figure B-135: Experiment 5-23 (Rf-00.9 and d50=O.l24mm) bar records for 25-175hrs
(shot4) through 37.1hrs (shot5). Bars identified by numbers located at bar crests. A
and N denote positions of wave antinode and node, respectively.
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Figure B-136: Depth of scour for experiment 5_23 (R~~0.9
height values, local maximum to local minimum for each
against time from 7.25833hrs to 37.1hrs.
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B.5.1 Experiment 6_03
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Figure B-137: Wave/bar records for experiment 6..03 having high reflection (R about
0.9) and mixture of sand sizes (0.2mm and 0.1mm). Top plot: 6_03 Wave Record
at time=0.725hrs from start of experiment. (1 st, 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=2.8hrs from start of experiment. Points
represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only). Cami
denoted the position of the ripple CCD camera in both plots.
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Figure B-138: Wave/bar records for experiment 6_03 having high reflection (R about
0.9) and mixture of sand sizes (0.2mm and 0.1mm). Top plot: 6_.03 Wave Record
at time=6.70833hrs from start of experiment. (1 8t, 2 "d, 3 rd denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=7.258hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only).
Cami denoted the position of the ripple CCD camera in both plots.
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Figure B-139: Wave/bar records for experiment 6.03 having high reflection (R about
0.9) and mixture of sand sizes (0.2mm and 0.1mm). Top plot: 6.03 Wave Record
at time=12.9583hrs from start of experiment. (ist, 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=13.592hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only).
Cami denoted the position of the ripple CCD camera in both plots.
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Figure B-140: Wave/bar records for experiment 6...03 having high reflection (R about
0.9) and mixture of sand sizes (0.2mm and 0.1mm). Top plot: 6_03 Wave Record
at time=24.725hrs from start of experiment. (ist, 2 nd, 3rd denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=25.325hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only).
Cami denoted the position of the ripple CCD camera in both plots.
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Figure B-141: Wave/bar records for experiment 6_03 having high reflection (R about
0.9) and mixture of sand sizes (0.2mm and 0.1mm). Top plot: 6.03 Wave Record
at time=36.725hrs from start of experiment. (ist, 2 nd, 3rd denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=37.3hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only).
Cami denoted the position of the ripple CCD camera in both plots.
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Figure B-142: Wave/bar records for experiment 6.03 having high reflection (R about
0.9) and mixture of sand sizes (0.2mm and 0.1mm). Top plot: 6_.03 Wave Record
at time=48.7083hrs from start of experiment. (ist, 2nd, 3rd denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=49.975hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only).
Cami denoted the position of the ripple CCD camera in both plots.
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Figure B-143: Wave/bar records for experiment 6.03 having high reflection (R about
0.9) and mixture of sand sizes (0.2mm and 0.1mm). Top plot: 6-03 Wave Record
at time=60.6hrs from start of experiment. (1st, 2 "d, 3rd denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=61.183hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only).
Cami denoted the position of the ripple CCD camera in both plots.
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Figure B-144: Wave/bar records for experiment 6.03 having high reflection (R about
0.9) and mixture of sand sizes (0.2mm and 0.1mm). Top plot: 6_03 Wave Record
at time=72.6083hrs from start of experiment. (1st, 2nd, 3rd denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=73.1083hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only).
Cami denoted the position of the ripple CCD cameras in both plots.
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Figure B-145: Wave/bar records for experiment 6-03 having high reflection (R about
0.9) and mixture of sand sizes (0.2mm and 0.1mm). Top plot: 6_03 Wave Record
at time=96.75hrs from start of experiment. (Ist, 2"d, 3rd denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=96.425hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only).
Caml denoted the position of the ripple CCD camera in both plots.
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Figure B-146: Wave/bar records for experiment 603 having high reflection (R about
0.9) and mixture of sand sizes (0.2mm and 0.1mm). Top plot: 6.03 Wave Record
at time=120.433hrs from start of experiment. (1st, 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=122.Ol7hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only).
Cami denoted the position of the ripple CCD camera in both plots.
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Figure B-147: Wave/bar records for experiment 6-03 having high reflection (R about
0.9) and mixture of sand sizes (0.2mm and 0.1mm). Top plot: 6-03 Wave Record
at time=144.675hrs from start of experiment. (1s, 2nd, 3V denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=145.192hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only).
Caml denoted the position of the ripple CCD camera in both plots.
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Figure B-148: Wave/bar records for experiment 6.03 having high reflection (R about
0.9) and mixture of sand sizes (0.2mm and 0.1mm). Top plot: 6_03 Wave Record
at time=165.942hrs from start of experiment. (ist, 2 nd, 3 rd denoting respective wave
harmonics.) Bottom plot: bar record at time=165.45hrs from start of experiment.
Points represent seabed elevation; while solid line depicts bar elevation (i.e bars only).
Cami denoted the position of the ripple CCD camera in both plots.
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Figure B-149: 6_03 Wave records 0.725hrs (runi) through 164.942hrs (runlO). I",
2 nd, 3 rd denote respective wave harmonics. Bars identified by numbers located at bar
crests.
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Figure B-150: 6-03 Bar records for 2.8hrs (shotl) through 37.3hrs (shot5). Bars iden-
tified by numbers located at bar crests. A and N denote positions of wave antinode
and node, respectively.
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Figure B-151: 6-03 Bar records for 49-975hrs (shot6) through 122.017hrs (shot1O).
Bars identified by numbers located at bar crests. A and N denote positions of wave
antinode and node, respectively.
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Figure B-152: 6_W3 depth of scour. Bar height values, local maximum to local mini-
mum for each bar number, are plotted against time 2.8hrs to 165.45hrs.
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Appendix C
Records for Experiment 6_03
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Figure C-1: Images showing the evolution of second sandbar (x~7.7 m to 10.5m) of
the mixed sediment experiment (6-03) for time Ohrs to 25.325hrs
634
Figure C-2: Images showing the evolution of second sandbar (x~7.7 m to 10.5m) of
the mixed sediment experiment (6_03) for time 37.3hrs to 96.425hrs
635
Figure C-3: Images showing the evolution of second sandbar (x~7.7 m to 10.5m) of
the mixed sediment experiment (6-03) for time 122.2hrs to 168.183hrs
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Figure C-4: Grain size distribution curves for x = 4m to 7.5m scraped across entire
lateral direction, less than 0.25 inches in depth for Bar 1 of mixed sediment experiment
(6-03). Data points denoted by marker for sieve size openings of 0.42mm, 0.35mm,
0.3mm, 0.25mm, 0.177mm, 0.149mm, 0.125mm, 0.105mm, 0.088mm,
0.053mm, 0.044mm, and pan.
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Figure C-5: Grain size distribution curves for x = 7.79m to 10.44m scraped across
entire lateral direction, less than 0.25 inches in depth for Bar 2 of mixed sedi-
ment experiment (6_03). Data points denoted by marker for sieve size openings
of 0.42mm, 0.35mm, 0.3mm, 0.25mm, 0.177mm, 0.149mm, 0.125mm, 0.105mm,
0.088mm, 0.074mm, 0.053mm, 0.044mm, and pan.
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Figure C-6: Grain size distribution curves for x = 11m to 13.345m scraped across
entire lateral direction, less than 0.25 inches in depth for Bar 3 of mixed sedi-
ment experiment (6-03). Data points denoted by marker for sieve size openings
of 0.42mm, 0.35mm, 0.3mm, 0.25mm, 0.177mm, 0.149mm, 0.125mm, 0.105mm,
0.088mm, 0.074mm, 0.053mm, 0.044mm, and pan.
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Figure C-7: Grain size distribution curves for x = 13.90m to 15.885m scraped
across entire lateral direction, less than 0.25 inches in depth for Bar 4 of mixed
sediment experiment (6_03). Data points denoted by marker for sieve size open-
ings of 0.42mm, 0.35mm, 0.3mm, 0.25mm, 0.177mm, 0.149mm, 0.125mm, 0.105mm,
0.088mm, 0.074mm, 0.053mm, 0.044mm, and pan.
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Figure C-8: Grain size distribution curves for x = 16.12m to 18.36m scraped across
entire lateral direction, less than 0.25 inches in depth for Bar 5 of mixed sedi-
ment experiment (6-03). Data points denoted by marker for sieve size openings
of 0.42mm, 0.35mm, 0.3mm, 0.25mm, 0.177mm, 0.149mm, 0.125mm, 0.105mm,
0.088mm, 0.074mm, 0.053mm, 0.044mm, and pan.
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